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To Gord, Heather and Andrea
either we're all ordinary, or none of us are.

During the course of the nineteenth century as recently settled communities solidified, expanded and developed the nature of crime and criminal law altered in substantial ways. The thesis analyzes this process by selecting four communities at different stages of development to explore the basis for such diversity through an examination of gaol registers and case files. Investigating other sources confirmed that these differences were not only economically based but reflected a fundamental shift in ideological thinking.

Overall, the evolving process of social development from a frontier/agricultural community to an urban/industrial society affected the nature and social functioning of criminal justice in surprisingly different ways. For example, if we consider vagrancy, the major public peace offence in rural areas, we observe that it served as a surrogate for social welfare until the end of the nineteenth century. In contrast, in urban areas patterns of prosecution and punishment for the most common crime, drunkenness, reflected the combined influences of reform movements, expansion of local municipal by-laws and police enforcement that accompanied urbanization. Together the combined impact of regulatory policies with gendered ideologies resulted in more women than men committed for public peace offences in Toronto/York between 1855 and 1865 than at any other time in the later nineteenth century.
In addition, one constant that united all communities was how masculine culture contributed to both the violent disputes which erupted in public between men and the private assaults that husbands inflicted on wives. A further exploration of violence in rural areas revealed how networks of economic interdependence among family, friends and neighbours alongside practices of traditional frontier culture could, on occasion, lead to violent conflicts. Overall, the evidence indicates that frontier and rural areas fostered a greater degree of violence than in the cities. However, across all communities, the law reflected a certain ambivalence towards wife-beating in the home, with the courts reluctant, at times, to convict or pass severe penalties to limit domestic patriarchal controls.

Local variations also existed among property offences. In rural areas theft often served to resolve personal disputes over ownership as neighbours and business acquaintances resorted to stealing capital goods to resolve private financial disputes. In urban areas theft generally involved individuals who stole personal goods from employers, underscoring the widening economic divisions between classes. In their occupational roles as prostitutes and servants, women comprised a large cross section of the individuals charged with theft. Overall in rural areas instances of grand larceny were charged as “petty” and under differing circumstances in urban areas petty larceny was treated as “grand.” Overwhelmingly in both urban and rural communities it seems that those who laid the charges were from a higher position in the social hierarchy and in urban areas those charged were largely working class.
A comparative study of criminals and crime informs us not only of the evolving nature of criminal justice, it also delineates how the particular social and economic stage of a community influences other broad social factors including the development and social meaning of crime and the criminal law. Exploring this interactive process among individuals, communities and the state assists in identifying some of the fundamental principles governing society.
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PREFACE

Between 1840 and 1880 Ontarians witnessed broadly based, dramatic transformations in society. The critical role played by the state in orchestrating and responding to these changes has been elucidated in a variety of studies on the economy, on political structures and on social institutions. Together these studies demonstrate that the state was at the forefront of key developments during these formative years. Equally clear is the role which criminal law played in structuring society. Less known, however, is how enforcement of laws affected the day-to-day lives of those who encountered the criminal justice system directly on streets and in homes, in court and in gaol. A study of common criminals and simple justice offers an opportunity to examine precisely the consequences and conditions of these routinized interactions.

This thesis explores how, when and why a set of behavioural norms gradually became criminalized during these years. The study explores those critical moments in the life of a society when new social constructions of crime emerged and, further, contemplates how the "official legal system began to penetrate deeper into society."

This process helped to institutionalize "a particular value system . . . upheld through the law." It promoted as well the ordering of values through legal structures.

This thesis examines four communities representing various stages along the continuum from frontier/agricultural to urban/industrial societies. The study takes its lead from legal historian Paul Craven, who reminds us that a social history of the law, or in this case the criminal justice system, begins "with the reconstruction of the
experience of being brought to law." For our purposes, contact points were Ontario’s courts and gaols. Analysis of data on crime and criminals gathered from each of four communities focuses attention on fundamental social processes to uncover the interplay between individuals and legal agencies and explore how it changed over time.

An initial examination of the aggregate data highlights several patterns among committals. In urban areas, more Irish immigrants and Roman Catholics were incarcerated, whereas in frontier regions more African Americans appeared in gaol registers. Illiteracy was a common factor for most inmates and, overall women appeared on registers more than might be expected. While these trends remain statistically significant, an examination of individual cases makes it clear that precise social meanings of crime had more to do with structural differences among the four communities than individual variables suggest. Moreover, within the evolving construction of crime class relations and gender ideologies further explained such distinctions.

This thesis builds on earlier community research projects and adopts a methodology informed by micro-regional studies based on routinely generated sources which include council minutes, gaol registers, criminal indictment case files and judges’ benchbooks. These sources are supplemented by analyses of newspapers, law journals and contemporary interpretations to provide further insights into nineteenth-century perceptions.
The results of this approach re-interpret earlier analyses about the nature and function of crime during the transformative years of the nineteenth-century in several important ways. Stage of settlement was critical. Fundamental differences existed in the practice of criminal justice between frontier/rural communities and urban centres. This is most clearly seen, for example, in Grey county where in lower courts criminal justice often had more to do with social welfare than with typical notions of crime. In contrast, in Toronto urban justice fused notions of reform with general concerns of public disorder that ultimately led to a more punitive system.

In addition, this study reinforces earlier works which identified the significance of gender in the rendering of criminal justice. Increased enforcement capabilities concomitant with a plethora of municipal by-laws resulted in the highest level of female committals in urban centres between 1855 and 1865 until the end of the century. Not unique to Toronto, this pattern was also observed in studies of other major cities in North America. Within the ideological construction of public crime the scourge of the fallen women emerged as paramount.

If as many legal historians claim, a study of crime provides a window on social change and institutions7 then what does this study tell us about nineteenth-century society? The nature and organization of the economy affected crime in significantly different ways. This is best seen in examining committals for violence and theft. Here we observe how networks of economic interdependence among family, friends and neighbours alongside practices of traditional frontier culture could at times lead to violent conflicts.
In rural areas theft of capital goods often served to resolve personal disputes. In contrast in urban communities the distinct character and circumstance of thefts underscore the widening economic disparity and class divisions between workers and employers. Although class relationships remain central for both women and men, the concentration of women within two main occupations, prostitution and domestic service, provides the clearest opportunity to identify the role of class within the gendered social construction of crime.

Yet as important as these configurations are in locating significant differences between rural and urban societies a regional/economic analysis fails to explain important similarities. The masculine culture that lay behind the predominately public violent disputes between men and the private assaults on wives remained a constant among all four communities.

With time some significant differences in the form and function of crimes between rural and urban societies began to narrow. Just as the demographic forces associated with urbanization and industrialization extended into the hinterland so too did the regulatory powers of the state. Increased government control is evident in enforcement of municipal by-laws by local police forces, in institutional reform, and in expansion of provincial gaols and prisons alongside a plethora of provincial and later federal criminal legislation with the power to criminalize and to punish.

Taken together these findings suggest that there was not one legal system in the past; in fact there were several. The social construction of law, crime and criminals differed by region and by sex. Yet despite significant variations, political,
ideological, social and economic influences over time coalesced creating greater homogeneity in Ontario's legal traditions and culture. An analysis of this unfolding process demonstrates how "law has been imbricated in and has helped to structure the most routine practices of social life." A study of common criminals and simple justice aids our understanding of this process.


4. A "community" according to anthropologist Raymond Firth, "involves a recognition, derived from experience or observation, that there must be minimum conditions of agreement on common aims, and inevitably some common ways of behaving, thinking, and feeling." Raymond Firth, *Elements of Social Organization* (London, 1961), 27.
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CHAPTER 1
SHIFTING BOUNDARIES: COMMUNITY SETTLEMENT
AND CRIMINAL JUSTICE IN ONTARIO, 1840-81.

Between 1840 and 1881, British North America underwent a period of intense social, economic and political change. Earlier immigration from both the United States and the United Kingdom gradually transformed the frontier into a settled rural community. Some regions within the province were well established communities by mid-century while others had only recently been opened to settlement. As late as 1881, over two thirds of the population continued to reside in rural areas. This essentially rural community, however, became increasingly urbanized as its economy gradually industrialized. By mid-century Ontario had become a diverse province with sometimes marked social contrast between urban and rural, older and more settled communities. Within each of these communities social divisions based upon sex, ethnicity, race and class had also emerged.

This study relies upon a set of case studies chosen in such a way as to accommodate the social diversity of the province. The case samples include the largest and most economically advanced urban community, Toronto/York, a frontier community, Grey, and two rural communities, one in eastern Ontario, Leeds/Grenville, one in western Ontario, Perth (see Map). Both of these rural counties contain small to medium size towns.

By mid-nineteenth century Toronto had established its position as a major urban centre within the colony. Over the years it emerged as a dominant commercial centre and later proclaimed as the provincial capital. This largely Protestant, Anglo-
Map 1: Ontario by Counties
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Celtic community expanded in part as a consequence of immigration from the United Kingdom, particularly Ireland. The city's rapidly expanding population grew from roughly 13,000 in 1840 to 86,000 in 1881. In the latter year Toronto's population outdistanced the rural population of York county.\footnote{1}

Along the St. Lawrence River to the east a population of Loyalists first settled what became the united counties of Leeds/Grenville in 1784. As with York county, extensive migration in the late 1840s led to a rapid increase in population. Large numbers of Irish immigrants settled these primarily rural townships during the 1840s.\footnote{2} The county doubled in size over the forty years between 1840-1881. The largest town, Brockville, rose slowly from 2,449 residents in 1848 to 12,514 by 1881.\footnote{3} As with most agricultural areas land productivity determined the rate of settlement. Unlike those who farmed the fertile lands of York county,\footnote{4} settlers in Leeds/Grenville faced less favourable farming conditions on land that proved more suitable for dairy pastures than field crops.\footnote{5}

Settlement in the south-western county of Perth began later than in Leeds/Grenville or York. A planned recruitment drive by the Canada Company, began in the 1830s. Settlers were culled from heavily populated areas of Great Britain and Germany.\footnote{6} Throughout the century the proportional distribution of Irish, German, Scots and English remained stable at a ratio of 4:3:2:1. Clustered in ethnic neighbourhood enclaves the combination of fertile lands and secure transportation routes guaranteed prosperity and rapidly expanding markets.\footnote{7} By 1881, a largely rural
population evolved surrounded by a growing network of towns. The county population reached 54,985 inhabitants, well over three times that of 1851.

Further north in Grey county early pioneers survived hostile frontier conditions. Between 1833 and 1850 surveyors traversed this expansive terrain of dense forests, rocky hills and rivers passing over lands considered by many to be a "howling wilderness". Varied circumstances attracted a diverse population of mainly Scots, Irish, German and American settlers, including African Americans. Most inhabitants practiced a general form of farming utilizing all available resources. They frequently combined hunting and fishing with agriculture in what remained a largely subsistence economy.

Taken together these four counties represent varied aspects of the social and economic diversity of Ontario during the Victorian era. Between 1840 and 1881 varying governments responding to equally varied political pressures formed and reformed constitutional arrangements and political institutions. In 1841, in the wake of a recent economic depression, political rebellion and increasing immigration, the colonial office fundamentally reorganized all levels of government. Within this process judicial power became reordered in sometimes seemingly contradictory ways. Some reforms consolidated the authority of the state to more directly supervise the activities of the courts, yet within the state a clear jurisdictional division between the central government and local communities led to a devolution of power to the local level. During the union period the province created local semi-autonomous governing councils alongside a planned and co-ordinated network of provincially directed
bureaucratic administration and institutions. These evolving structures and systems formed an interactive link between local and provincial authority. While, on the one hand, municipal jurisdiction granted democratic rule to cities, towns, counties, townships and villages, the province, on the other hand, retained central control through an emerging bureaucratic system.

Local government was altered chiefly through a series of provincial statutes between 1841 and 1859. Following the legislative union in 1841, elected District Councils replaced appointed magistrates as the local governing power. In addition to elective powers, District Councils were granted limited rights of taxation, bylaw regulation and police enforcement. At the same time centrally appointed wardens accountable directly to the Governor General controlled the executive functions of local councils. Up until 1846, the province reserved its right to appoint clerks and treasurers. The province could dissolve council at any time, while the government could prohibit any local by-law by order in council.\textsuperscript{11}

The LaFontaine-Baldwin reform government eliminated the more authoritarian element's of Sydenham's system and in 1849 established "home rule" at all levels of government. Responsible government at the provincial level made the government accountable to the elected legislature while local autonomy granted decision-making to municipalities. Passage of the Municipal Incorporation Act of 1849 reflected Baldwin's more general aim for people to "manage their own affairs".\textsuperscript{12} At the local level it offered elective representative institutions, with few strings attached, "to function without hampering statutory restrictions or central administrative control."\textsuperscript{13}
County councils superseded district councils as the primary unit of rural local government. They now performed a variety of duties including administering the courts and gaols.¹⁴

Municipal authority expanded again in 1859 when the provincial government empowered county councils, like the towns, police villages and cities authority to pass by-laws regulating specific moral and public behaviours.¹⁵ This act signalled the provincial government’s intention to extend regulatory powers among a wider body of municipal jurisdictions.

Despite creating local semi-autonomous governments, the province also assumed greater powers with each successive decade by constructing a network of bureaucratic controls and institutions.¹⁶ In particular the state as an "instrument of modernity"¹⁷ adopted a more direct responsibility for aspects of social and reform organizations through widening institutional arrangements. In 1851, for example, the government passed legislation to administer hospitals, gaols, prisons, and charities under a salaried inspectorate. Six years later, it expanded this jurisdiction to include a wider provincial inspectorate with far reaching powers. Then in 1859 the government founded the landmark Board of Inspectors of Prisons, Asylums and Public Charities. "For the first time in Canada," as Richard Splane observes, the Ontario government formed "an administrative body charged with the general direction of Public Institutions."¹⁸ This amalgam of government officials with local agencies ensured greater supervision and control of social welfare agencies that in the future enabled
the state to effectively shape the institutions it now only supervised and partially funded.\(^{19}\)

Over time, as provincial supervision of municipal councils waned, new links were established. Centralized state departments reorganized local government bodies as management agencies to enforce provincial social policies.\(^{20}\) Within this chain of command provincially appointed inspectors were directly responsible to government departments. As Bruce Curtis emphasizes in his research on educational inspectors, the significance of these appointments represented more than simply improved lines of communication. These men "were placed to promote and, at times, to enforce their cultural conceptions, their moral standards, their sense of justice, and their aesthetic sense as models for the rest of society."\(^{21}\)

Notably during this stage of reform initiative the government passed the civil service act of 1857 which represented a "first attempt to define uniform personnel policies for the emerging bureaucracy."\(^{22}\) Creating a provincial service facilitated communication and policy implementation between state and institutions. Significantly, the number of civil servants tripled during this critical reform period from 880 in 1852 to 2,660 in 1867.\(^{23}\)

Although these reforms were implemented \textit{de jure} across the province, \textit{de facto} variations occurred among regions. Judicial rearrangements were not limited to the major changes in 1841 when Upper and Lower Canada united as the province of Canada nor in 1867 when Ontario achieved provincial status under confederation. Differing outcomes resulted largely from community-based influences such as the
unequal increase in the number of police which differentially affected enforcement practices from community to community. Variabilities in the experience of criminal justice become clear once the data is disaggregated according to urban, rural and frontier communities as well as disaggregated by sex, class, race, ethnicity and religion. Before embarking on these issues, we begin with an analysis of the structure of the criminal justice system.

The evolution of the central government and its institutions together with the related jurisdictional shift in power between the political centre and the local communities encompassed all aspects of government including the structure of the criminal justice system. Legal reform evolved primarily through three structural changes. First, the creation of differential levels of courts hardened jurisdictional boundaries within the system. Second, the evolution of a police force with greater interventionist powers gradually enhanced enforcement practices across the province. Third, precise sentencing penalties constrained discretionary practices of local judges within narrowly defined provincial and federal parameters.

Central to any discussion of criminal law is an examination of the administration of justice. Over time the jurisdictional structure of the courts gradually shifted from a two-tier to a three-tier system. The division of the lower components of the court reflected the steady volume of business assigned there. What appears on the surface as simply a rejigging of a system to a more elaborate judicial structure, however, masks the underlying shift in the locus of power to the province concomitant with a diminished local jurisdiction. As cases were increasingly relegated
to summary trials, juries were eliminated from local judicial processes. Instead, decisions lay in the hands of provincially-appointed, legally-trained magistrates or judges. The simultaneous rise in the number of professionally accredited jurists provided the personnel to assume these singular positions of authority.

Magistrates in the court of Quarter Sessions occupied the lower tier of the court system in 1840. Alongside township officials with quasi-judicial powers, government-appointed magistrates/justices of the peace presided over districts. More serious crimes were sent to the upper tier, the superior or High Courts of Oyer and Terminer and Gaol Delivery. Such courts were created by commissions issued by the Governor. A judge of the Court of Queen/King’s Bench adjudicated at the High Court.24 Often referred to as the assize, these central courts were retained in the provincial capital and travelled for hearings to each district/county. Adjudicating the highest colonial courts, this elite coterie of distinguished jurists retained extensive jurisprudential powers.25

Appearing before a magistrate was the entry level to the criminal justice system.26 Over the years a series of statutes determined under what legal circumstances justices of the peace could sit alone or in pairs.27 Generally minor criminal misdemeanours were tried summarily (without juries) before two justices of the peace. Within these courts verdicts and sentences were rendered swiftly by presiding magistrates. More serious cases such as simple larceny or injurious assault were sent to Quarter Sessions. If the grand jury found a true bill (sufficient prima facie evidence) against the accused, the defendant either awaited trial in gaol, or
remained free on bail. In the more serious cases including capital offences the Quarter Sessions bound over prisoners to the next assize.\textsuperscript{28}

There were important exceptions to this rule. After lengthy agitation for greater local autonomy, legislation in 1832 granted the town of Brockville authority to establish an elected Board of Police owing to the "great increase in population." Two men were elected annually to each of the two wards. At the first meeting they appointed a fifth member to be president.\textsuperscript{29} These elected officials could raise funds through assessments and pass ordinances and by-laws "for the improvement, good order and government of the town." Many of the ordinances included regulating the use of public spaces by restricting riding through town to a trot, firing a gun on the streets, or fighting. Morality was covered under such rules as the "no fishing on the Sabbath" ordinance. The Board also regulated the sale of goods including what later became a financial boom for council coffers, licensing businesses to sell liquor.\textsuperscript{30} Local residents countenanced these duties. One month after the board's appointment it ordered the police office to be kept open to deal with the public daily from nine o'clock to one o'clock, except Sunday, to handle its diverse responsibilities.\textsuperscript{31}

J.M.S. Careless rightly notes the precedent setting nature of this enactment which "partly broke through the old control of the appointed magistrates"\textsuperscript{32} and led to a rudimentary form of municipal government with greater financial autonomy. Following Brockville's initiative four towns -- Hamilton in 1833, Cornwall and Port Hope in 1834, and Cobourg in 1837 --obtained similar rights.\textsuperscript{33}
Rapid population growth and expanding municipal by-law duties also increased the volume of business in York County, the busiest of the Sessions' Courts. In 1826 it organized a police office to handle the day to day business of the court. This was followed in 1834 with a Police Court which provided regulatory policing in Toronto under the supervision of the mayor and alderman. As ex-officio city justices of the peace they sat singly or in pairs on a daily basis to try minor criminal offences and by-law infractions summarily. This court exercised the jurisdiction of justices out of Sessions pronouncing penalties frequently on local offenders found guilty of liquor license infractions, drunkenness and disorderliness, prostitution, minor trespass or common assault. The police court was the busiest court in the criminal justice system as everyone charged with an offence made an appearance in front of the presiding magistrate(s).\textsuperscript{34}

More serious cases arising in incorporated cities and towns were sent to the Mayor's court. This court of record complete with grand and petit juries superseded the Quarter Sessions in the city and was sometimes referred to as the "City Quarter Sessions." Although similar in criminal jurisdiction to the Quarter Sessions, it lacked the legislative powers of the quarter sessions and later councils to enact by-laws. The mayor and at least one alderman presided over week long sessions held four times annually. The "City Quarter Sessions" dealt most often with the indictable offences of petty larceny and common assault.\textsuperscript{35}

In both circumstances -- the Police Court and the Mayor's Court -- justice was administered by locally appointed or elected officials, frequently the same civic
officials whose immediate authority and accountability lay at least in part with the community. In addition, in the mayor's court, cases were sent to trial by a grand jury of "peers" and verdicts were rendered by a petit jury also comprised of peers. Peers in these courts refer only to male property owners; women, the poor and natives were systematically excluded. Nonetheless, within the broader context of a legal/lay discourse these judicial bodies, served to temper official court practice with broader aspects of community culture.

In 1845 we see the first in a series of legislative reforms aimed at restructuring the judicial system. The overall effect of these changes re-allocated the division of powers at the lower courts while gradually strengthening ties to the central core. In 1845, the Assembly considered legislation to amend the incorporation act of Toronto, effectively reducing its administrative jurisdiction and, at the same time, providing for the appointment of a salaried Recorder to replace the Mayor in court. Council immediately protested provincial interference in municipal jurisdiction. It struggled to maintain autonomy over judicial and financial prerogatives and resist the loss of civic and Police Court appointments. Fearful, as well, of forfeiting control over reliable sources of income and constituent support, city aldermen fought to maintain their rights to allocate tavern licences. Despite objections, the government passed the legislation the following year. Under this amendment, a provincially-appointed Recorder, with at least five years experience as a barrister was to be paid a salary from city funds. The Recorder also won the right to licence taverns. As a concession to council's protests, however, no Recorder was to be appointed by the provincial
government until council "passed a resolution declaring such an appointment to be necessary." The city succeeded in delaying his appointment for five years.37

After establishing a Recorder’s Court, in the city, the province moved to invest similar powers in police magistrates in incorporated towns. The reconstitution of a formal and regulated judicial structure was confirmed in the 1849 Upper Canada Municipal Corporations Act which provided that at the request of any incorporated town or city, the provincial government would appoint a stipendiary police magistrate. Commonly these local courts were referred to as Magistrate’s Courts and their costs were borne by the municipality.38 Undoubtedly the appointment of a lawyer/magistrate served to eliminate some of the arbitrariness and inconsistencies in decisions.

As well, the appointment of a lawyer to a lower court signalled the beginning of a significant shift in the professionalization of a traditionally lay bench that, despite some delays, distanced local jurisdictional power from the community it served.39 At the judicial helm sat a jurist whose professional allegiance and authority bound him to a legal constituency, whose deference to the authoritative demands of due process, rather than those of the social, economic and political base of the community, at times, evinced tensions that led to conflict.40

In this sense, gradual implementations of changes in the judicial structure may also have contributed to further contradictions. Legal historian, Carolyn Conley concludes in her study of rulings in rural communities in England, that an important requirement of a magistrate was "to respect the laws, both written and unwritten, of the local community" along with those of the state.41 Evidence in Ontario
frontier/rural counties suggests that the uneven transformation from an informal, community-based authority to a more formal structure created certain ambiguities regarding court proceedings between magistrates and the communities they served. Among the four communities sampled, for example, contempt of court rulings appear only in the countryside and not the more established urban centre. Moreover, discontinuity in magisterial authority is articulated in a publicized case in Owen Sound in 1853. The paper reported on the volume of contempts brought forth recently by a magistrate. One observer rebuked the magistrate for failing to earn his respect among the community, rather than trying to legislate it.42

Irregularities were brought to the attention of the higher courts through appeals where magistrate’s convictions were frequently quashed.43 These problems were exacerbated when new legislation in 1857 extended the mandate of Police Magistrates over a wider range of offences. With the agreement of the defendant, a city Recorder or Police Magistrate could reduce simple larceny charges and other larceny felonies under five shillings to a summary conviction (not to be sent to a higher juried trial) and if guilty to sentence accordingly. If theft of goods exceeded five shillings a Police Magistrate after hearing all the evidence could reduce the charge and sentence summarily if the prisoner plead guilty.44 Based on the success of this act, the following year the province granted summary trials for certain assault and prostitution related offences.45 Despite follow-up publications of several Magistrates’ Manuals in 1858 and 1860,46 confusion persisted. The editors of The Upper Canadian Law Journal responded with a list of remedies which included suggestions for
additional publications or treatises on magistrates' duties, a compilation of a uniform mode of procedure for all summary convictions and, more importantly a "better educated and more experienced magistracy." 47

Creation of a separate yet parallel jurisdiction evolved in the reordering of jurisdictional boundaries between the central government and the community. Moreover, a growing separation evinced between the judiciary and the executive and legislative branches of government. This separation was never complete but nonetheless promoted the centralizing thrust of the provincial government. Over the next twenty years the criminal justice system was fundamentally altered by a series of legal reforms intended to foster the creation of a uniform structure under the direction of the Attorney General, John A. Macdonald, beginning with the provincial government's Upper Canada Attorney's Act in 1857.

In 1857 the provincial government passed the Upper Canada County Attorney's Act to expedite and formalize criminal procedure within counties.48 As the local representative of the Attorney General, the County Attorney held extensive powers in administration of criminal justice across the province. His specific duties included prosecuting felonies at the court of Quarter Sessions, assisting the crown officer at the Courts of Assize and upon request, instructing magistrates.49 In addition, he was "to watch over the conduct" of private prosecutors. Candidates had to be a local Clerk of the Peace chosen from among barristers with at least three years standing as a resident in the county. All appointees worked on a fee for service basis
including a four per cent payment from all fees they received in their capacity as
"Receiver of fees" -- a duty previously held by County Treasurers.\textsuperscript{50}

In the main, opposition to the bill in the legislature focused on three objections: 1) the assignment of lawyers to traditionally lay positions as in the case of the clerks of peace, 2) interference by executive council in selecting and appointing candidates and 3) the reallocation of traditional council jurisdiction -- the collection of fees -- to an official whose chief responsibility was the administration of law. Attorney-General John A. Macdonald, however, was not easily deterred from his ambitious plan "to introduce a complete local system for the efficient administration of criminal justice." County Attorneys were a vital component in his plan.\textsuperscript{51}

Fundamentally the rise of public prosecutorial power was concomitant with a diminished private prosecutorial privilege. Although hailed by some, these reforms effectively limited private power and increased state sanctions in criminal law. This trend, as Phillip Stenning notes, has continued to the present day:

what was once historically regarded as a cherished right of private individuals to launch and conduct criminal prosecutions has now been substantially eroded, and perhaps even entirely eliminated in Canada. . . . to the point at which the only 'right' that can be positively claimed by a private citizen in the criminal process here is the right to lay an information alleging a criminal offence.\textsuperscript{52}

The creation of the Crown Attorney under the office of the Attorney General, meanwhile provided the opportunity for defence counsel to pursue plea bargaining thus introducing a major long-term change in procedure.
Customarily "a plea bargain is a deal between a Crown attorney and a defence lawyer in which a person accused of a crime agrees to plead guilty to a less serious offence or fewer charges in exchange for a lighter sentence." In so doing, prosecutors frequently redefined the crime by reducing the number or extent of the charges. There is evidence in criminal indictments in Ontario to indicate that plea bargaining expanded rapidly after 1857. This trend was particularly noticeable in cases involving offences against the person where charges were reduced to common assault.

The Upper Canada Attorney’s Act, then, was an essential component of a series of statutes, designed to rationalize the process and prosecution at all levels of court. Unlike other acts which often followed English precedent, this statute was a Canadian initiative. As Attorney General of Canada West from 1854 to 1863 John A. Macdonald had a profound effect on institutionalizing the central government’s role in criminal jurisdiction.

After Confederation substantive criminal law and procedure fell within federal jurisdiction and the administration of justice remained within the domain of the provincial government. The new federal government moved quickly to further reform the system. In 1869 the Canadian Parliament established a County Judges’ Criminal Court similar to Quarter Sessions with jurisdiction over all summary and most indictable offences. The exceptions were capital and state charges. Defendants who waived their right to a jury trial appeared in Criminal Court before a judge out of Sessions. The Canada Law Journal enthusiastically endorsed this "radical" change in
the constitution of the criminal courts. Praising the actions of Prime Minister John A. Macdonald, a legal observer declared it to be "one of those gigantic strides in legislation . . . and when brought into use . . . we all are apt to wonder why it was not long before placed on the statute book." The immediate impact on the system is apparent in the renaming and timing of subsequent court sittings. The new Court of General Sessions of the Peace met semi-annually instead of four times a year as the older Quarter Sessions.

It is important to consider the broader implications of this legislation beyond the daily operations of the court. Summary trial in County Court Judges' Criminal Courts effectively removed any local or community involvement during the trial process. Control lay in the hands of a professional bench. Under this new "speedy" procedure the local Sheriff first reported to the crown attorney that the prisoner was committed for trial. The crown attorney then prepared the "Act of Accusation," or indictment. On appearing before the judge, the prisoner elected to be tried by judge alone, or by jury. If the accused chose jury, she/he was remanded for trial until the next sittings of the court and was either held on bail or waited in gaol. If she/he selected trial by judge a plea was taken. A guilty plea resulted in immediate sentencing; a not guilty plea resulted in a trial shortly after. Regardless of choice of trial process sentencing was to be the same, although eliminating the jury also removed the possibility of a jury's recommendation for mercy in sentencing.

The impact of this legislation was immediate. Of the 937 people committed for trial in 1871, eighty per cent chose trial by judge. Notably, the response split between
rural and urban counties. Eighty five per cent of those in rural communities chose judge alone. Counties with a large urban component were less enthusiastic; on average, only sixty per cent of cases were tried by judges. Among the three cities cited in the report, Toronto was the lowest, at only 57 per cent.64

Initial responses to the legislation raise a number of intriguing issues. Principally, why did prisoners so readily grasp opportunities to appear before judge alone? According to one judge these results simply refuted any claims about the popularity of jury trials. Alternatively, the most likely reason, as the editor of the Upper Canada Law Journal admitted, was to avoid the long wait in gaol before trial,65 particularly now that Sessions met only twice a year. In Judges' Court a prisoner could appear within a week rather than wait up to three months or longer for a trial by judge and jury. While bail may have been an option for some, in reality, high costs restricted it to a few. Among poor often cashless rural dwellers, bail was not an option. Given the choice between awaiting trial in gaol and an immediate summary ruling, the majority chose a judge alone. Trial outcomes suggest that either summary trials by judge increased the likelihood of conviction or guilty parties were more likely to chose a shorter route, or both. Among the 936 prisoners tried at the County Judge's Criminal Courts in 1871, 77 per cent were convicted compared with 50 per cent for those who appeared before a jury.66

Procedural reform in the Lower Courts underwent one final important change during these years. In 1875, the federal government enlarged the legal jurisdiction of stipendiary magistrates by empowering them, with the consent of the accused, to try
summarily any offence within the jurisdiction of the Quarter Sessions. In essence, this legislation eliminated the primary role of the grand jury from the majority of criminal cases, although its legislated abolition occurred almost two decades later.

This technical reworking of the province’s administrative jurisdiction had a number of practical repercussions. With the introduction of this speedy trial act, Toronto Police Court became the busiest court in the province hearing about 5,000 cases annually by 1877. Similarly, case loads increased in other police courts across the province.

Both the legal and lay communities supported these measures. Recommendations submitted to courts in semi-annual reports by county and city assize grand jury members suggest many welcomed these changes. In 1860, for example, the Grand Jury of the Leeds/Grenville assize noted with "regret" that "there is not a law to deal with parties accused of petty thefts in a more summary manner than the long round expensive manner in which they have now to deal with them." Two years before passage of this act, the Grand Jury of Toronto rebuked judicial administrators — once again — because assize courts were "needlessly occupied by cases which might have been decided by the Police Magistrate and if he can’t then laws should be amended so he can".

Other economic pressures, particularly in busier urban courts, may also have influenced parliamentarians. In 1873 The Canada Law Journal reported on delays in hearing a large number of civil cases during a month-long Assize in York county. During sittings in which criminal and civil matters were heard together forty criminal
indictments and twenty-eight civil cases went to trial. Eighty-two records remained remanets. The concern, as expressed by Journal editors, was not about delays for gaoled defendants. The more worrisome problem was the "annoyance, inconvenience, loss of time, loss of money and possible loss of property which is represented by this delay in business" and which, they concluded, "must necessarily be very great."\textsuperscript{73}

The melding of a more rationalized, formal framework of control was in keeping with other trends in Ontario society that favoured a professional, scientific basis for legal authority. The "rationalizing spirit of the age," as Paul Romney observes, emphasized "establishing law as a science administered by trained professionals whose skilled operations would achieve predictable results."\textsuperscript{74} The process involved more that the expansion of the powers of judges and county attorneys. It extended to all legal officials within the system.

Lawyers, not surprisingly were key to implementing legal reforms. Although appointment of jurists as magistrates was essential to the evolving legal culture which emphasized legal technicalities, an expanding Canadian common law required more and more highly trained lawyers to write, interpret and practice within the system. The provincial government in 1850 passed an act "to facilitate and encourage the study of the Law in this Province"\textsuperscript{75} which promoted the emergence of a coterie of lawyers who proved pivotal in building a formal Canadian criminal law structure.

By 1857, lawyers achieved legislated professional status\textsuperscript{76} and, as Blaine Baker demonstrates, the Law Society of Upper Canada assumed a central role in this
development. Established by legislation in 1797, the Law Society "conceived of itself as, and tried to act like, an educational institution with the training of aspiring lawyers and their admission to practice as its main responsibilities." The Law Society pursued its mandate with vigour. In the first decades it constructed Osgoode Hall complete with a residence and classroom facility. Strict regulations governed admissions, class attendance, course selection, apprenticeship, and convocation. As an institute of learning, however, it advanced more than simply education: in the words of Archdeacon John Strachan, it also promoted:

> a profession which must, in a country like this be the repository of the highest talents. Lawyers must, from the very nature of our political institutions -- from there being no great landed proprietors -- no privileged orders -- become the most powerful profession, and must in time possess more influence and authority than any other.

By the mid-1850s when the provincial government initiated a succession of legal reforms the profession attracted what some believe was an over supply of candidates. Alarmed by the rapid increase, one Law Society examiner expressed concern when twenty students applied for entrance in a single term. This examiner later remarked that the country was "going mad" when forty candidates applied for the following session. Further afield, a local historian from northern Ontario observed in 1859 that

> if [lawyers] go on increasing and multiplying as they are now doing, they will in the end, ruin themselves and the country too! Our young gentlemen should begin to turn their attention to some other occupation.
Province-wide statistics verify these impressions. Between 1857 and 1870 the number of lawyers almost doubled from 460 to 875. Not surprisingly, the greatest concentration of lawyers could be found in Toronto. Here the ratio of lawyers to population stood at 1:350 in 1857 compared 1:513 in other county towns or 1:8345 in more remote regions such as Perth county.  

Lawyers also increasingly gained control of accreditations through a professional organization. By 1857, the Law Society of Upper Canada, an autonomous, self-governing body, controlled the admissions, training, disciplining and licensing of lawyers. In 1855, Ontario lawyers launched their professional journal, The Upper Canada Law Journal which printed articles, reports on cases and points of law intended for a wide judicial audience including "[O]fficers of the Local Courts, Sheriffs, Magistrates, Coroners, Municipal Bodies." Ten years later the same journal proudly announced a new "professional" trend. "[U]nder new arrangements" the Journal was now divested of all matter that cannot be called strictly professional or of professional interest, and appeals for support solely to the profession. The legal fraternity in Upper Canada are now of such numbers and influence, that they may well expect to have a publication peculiarly devoted to their interests. . . . The Law Journal will be wholly and solely devoted to the assistance, information and advancing the interests of the profession generally.

As organs of a professional organization, the Journal and the Law Society strove to eliminate other non-legal adherents, and establish complete authority over a specified area of knowledge. This facilitated what one sociologist has defined as the central principle for professional legitimacy "founded on the achievement of socially
recognized expertise, or more simply, on a system of education and credentialing.\textsuperscript{86}

The importance of lawyers in the process of legal reform should not be overlooked. Lawyers were to the criminal justice system what inspectors became for the government bureaucracy. One of the most visible signs of the transformation to legal prominence was the act of 1857 which authorized appeals for new trials to superior courts by any person tried before a Court of Oyer and Terminer, or Gaol Delivery, or Quarter Sessions "upon any point of law or question of fact."\textsuperscript{87} The regularized training and consistency in standardized practice by a fraternity of lawyers constrained discretionary practices. Moreover, the evolution of a professional legal system combined with enhanced enforcement practices served to reinforce uniformity across the criminal justice system.

Policing was central to the function and symbolism of nineteenth-century law and order. In Upper Canada, constables discharged their duties as officers of the Court of Quarter Sessions acting on orders of magistrates, apprehending miscreants on streets and in homes, gathering evidence, serving warrants and summonses and overseeing behaviour in the courts. They served, like the magistrates who appointed them, within local jurisdictional boundaries. The service like that of the early magistrates was non-salaried and part-time.

Between 1834 and 1837 several communities, meanwhile moved towards the adoption of a regular police. For towns with Police Boards, local police officers were appointed to wards rules and apprehend by-law offenders.\textsuperscript{88} The appointment of a police force to "walk the beat" apprehending miscreants represents an important
departure from the traditional role of the constable with duties restricted to court authorized service. The creation of the Board, represents an early phase in the evolution of the police force in establishing interventionist powers to detain and arrest public offenders.

These two systems of community regulation remained largely in place in Upper Canada until 1835 when Toronto city council approved the appointment of a High Bailiff to supervise a full-time, paid police force. Council followed this initiative with a series of by-laws to regulate the conduct of the citizenry. The real significance of the "tiny inaugural force of five" as Carolyn Strange argues, "was not so much an effective weapon against disorder as a symbol of law and order under tighter municipal control." The symbolism of the police is significant. By donning the official uniform of the municipality, the police made visible their authority to detain, question, remove, arrest and otherwise assume substantial procedural responsibilities in collecting evidence and apprehending suspects.

Over time, replication of this somewhat irregular and frequently inadequate system of policing evolved in other urban areas until 1849 when the government formalized municipal/policing regulations in the Municipal Act. Under this act, a Police Office was established in each town. The office would by overseen by a stipendiary police magistrate appointed by the crown whose annual salary of not less than one hundred pounds came from municipal funds. A Chief Constable and one or more constables received payment from the municipality and retained their position at the pleasure of the town council. Although the provincial government retained a
measure of control over policing through its appointments, constables were answerable to the magistrate. Along with council, both the police magistrate and the recorder, had power to suspend or recommend dismissal of the chief constable or in the case of the city, the high bailiff.

Legitimation, as Greg Marquis points out, was integral to law enforcement. Legal order and local government depended on a constituency of consent within the community to assist in apprehending and convicting criminals. Moreover, there was a direct reliance on the public to report, swear depositions, testify as witnesses and serve on juries that forged the delicate balance of community control with community support. "[T]he process of policing was a two-way, if uneven street: the police had an impact upon the city, and neighbourhood feeling in turn shaped the police institution."91 The more regularized enforcement policies which contributed to standardization of practice, may just as easily have restricted community involvement.

Meanwhile, the problem of policing frontier and rural communities continued to occupy the legislature. In an effort to restrict the unruly antics of transient labourers on public works' projects the government organized a mounted police force of 100 men to travel to various sites to supervise workers. This "temporary arrangement" established in 1845 soon became fixed and was extended to private construction sites to settle labour disputes along railway work sites.92 Then in 1855, following two riots in Toronto where city constables failed to intercede,93 it became clear to both civic and provincial officials that alternative policing arrangements were now a necessity. The following year a commission, which included the premier Sir
Allan MacNab, was established to investigate two diverse policing options. The first, based on London’s metropolitan force, was made up of permanently appointed officers under a locally appointed local board of commissioners. The second option based on the Irish constabulary consisted of a quasi-military force under central government control. While the mayor of Toronto preferred the former, the commission and, not surprisingly, the provincial government recommended the latter. In 1856, the MacNabb ministry introduced a bill to establish a paramilitary police force across the province.\textsuperscript{94}

Municipal councils’ protests and political opposition ensured that MacNabb’s choice never reached second reading.\textsuperscript{95} In opposing the bill the former Solicitor General, John S. Macdonald, declared that he would regard with deep regret and alarm the introduction of any measure to divest the local authorities of these duties, and to create a National Police Force under the control of the Provincial government.\textsuperscript{96}

The provincial government lost its bid for a constabulary option which would have "cut the police force off from all local influences."\textsuperscript{97}

With passage of the revised municipal act of 1858 the government gave final approval for the English model of a municipal police.\textsuperscript{98} Within cities and towns, police administration, appointments and discipline fell within the authority of a Board of Commissioners comprised of a mayor, police magistrate and/or recorder. In an apparent effort to link the commission with the municipality, councillors determined the number of personnel and controlled the financing.\textsuperscript{99} As the case of Toronto shows, commissioners frequently appealed to council to hire additional constables. Cost
increases were justified by a rise in crime as demonstrated in the annual statistical accountings submitted to council. Fittingly, these reports were supplemented by comparisons with other cities -- comparisons which placed the ratio of population to police considerably higher in Toronto than in other urban centres. While the police board was not held accountable to council for the daily management of the force, "it could not afford to ignore it." 

The eventual formation of a salaried, uniformed police force in towns and cities with expanded regulatory powers gradually enhanced enforcement practices. Policing in more sparsely populated agricultural areas proceeded more slowly. In the main, magistrates in Sessions appointed constables in rural municipalities. Although each township had a constable, services were restricted. Unlike their policing brothers, rural constables acted on a fee for service basis fulfilling the functions of the court, attending assize or sessions, serving warrants, summons, subpoenas and arresting suspects. Although the number of constables was relatively high these were not full-time police. They acted only when instructed by a magistrate.

In addition to court functions, constables received remuneration from fines paid by convicted parties. Following the English common law precedent, they, like other free persons, were called upon as private citizens to inform or prosecute law breakers. The 1841 District Municipal Council Act provided that all citizens as informers or prosecutors were to be rewarded for their "policing" by receiving half of the imposed fine. The other half went to the district. This method of payment could create problems when defendants sometimes failed to pay their debts. In 1866,
Leeds/Grenville petitioned the legislature to ensure constables received some form of remuneration in cases of summary punishments where fines were not paid because of a lack of money, goods or chattels. In these circumstances, the constable did not receive any compensation for his services. Council requested an amendment to allow all costs accruing in such cases to be paid out of county funds.\textsuperscript{107}

Over time various provincial and local authorities pursued a number of initiatives to obtain wider policing services in frontier regions. In 1864, a small provincial detective force was established for surveillance of alien American agents during the civil war and later of activists enjoined with the Fenian Brotherhood. Recurring threats of invasion combined with repeated problems policing the vast and underpopulated frontier/rural communities prompted the government of John Sandfield MacDonald to reconsider an Irish-style constabulary. As with MacNabb's bill, public opinion remained opposed to the plan, and the bill was defeated.\textsuperscript{108}

Local efforts were more successful. Under the administration of a magistrate and Police Chief a small force known variously as the "Niagara River Frontier Police", the "Ontario Police" and the "Provincial Police" provided policing on the "frontier" area around Clifton and Fort Erie in 1870. By 1874, the province funded the salaries and uniforms of these men.\textsuperscript{109} This group of officers, Ontario police historian Dahn Higley asserts, were the forerunner of the later Ontario Provincial Police Force founded in 1909.\textsuperscript{110}

"Loosely knit and only marginally effective rural constabularies" continued until the 1875 appointment of the first "temporary" salaried "Provincial Constable" to
act as "Detective for the Province of Ontario." Two years later the Constable's Act created a permanent appointment under the direct charge of the provincial Attorney General.\textsuperscript{111}

By 1880, then, two types of policing existed in Ontario. Cities supported a regularized trained police force of salaried officers commanded by a chief constable or bailiff.\textsuperscript{112} In towns and incorporated police villages, a chief constable and a coterie of local constables patrolled the streets and apprehended criminals providing limited yet regularized policing of the locale. In the countryside and frontier, individual constables performed court duties which, at times, were supplemented by the \textit{ad hoc} appointment of a detective.\textsuperscript{113} Despite periodic proposals to establish a central provincial constabulary, policing remained within local municipal jurisdiction.

Expansion of policing and courts brought an expansion in gaols and prisons as well. Treatment of offenders and allocation of administrative and jurisdictional control over gaols and prisons were the subject of an intense debate between 1830 and 1880.

The decision to adopt the English criminal law as it stood in September 1792 introduced a harsh penal system to colonial Upper Canada. Some two hundred crimes, mostly against property, were deemed capital offences.\textsuperscript{114} It was not until the early nineteenth century that the moderating influences of European and English reformers such as Cesara Beccaria, John Howard and Elizabeth Fry began to influence Upper Canadian penal practice. In 1833, Chief Justice John Beverley Robinson introduced legislation to reduce the number of capital offences to fewer than twenty.\textsuperscript{115} This change, Robinson argued, signalled the beginning of a new system of criminal law
which was not only more lenient and "congenial to the feelings of those whose duty is to enforce it," it would also, act as a deterrent because of the greater certainty of punishment for crimes where previously there had been a reluctance to convict.\textsuperscript{116}

These and other fundamental challenges to the structure and administration of punishment policy created flux and a degree of uncertainty within the criminal justice system. For a time courts juggled traditional and reform penal practices with a patchwork of penalties. With certainty, some of the earlier punitive efforts had failed. Banishment, the Upper Canadian substitute for transportation, proved ineffective without government commitment to monitor and enforce such penalties.\textsuperscript{117} Ever more out of step with reform principles of personal rehabilitation during incarceration, both public flogging and humiliation on the pillory were abolished.\textsuperscript{118} This left judicial officials with essentially two options, confining convicts in poorly constructed, overcrowded, sparsely maintained gaols alongside debtors and lunatics or imposing fines.

For the majority of convicts time was served in county gaols. From earliest days, jurisdiction of correctional facilities remained with local administrators. Under the 1792 statute each Upper Canadian district was obliged to construct a local gaol and court house.\textsuperscript{119} Responsibility for building, financing and maintaining the facility fell to magistrates in quarter sessions. Despite the appointment of a Board of Commissioners in 1838 to investigate and make recommendations for the construction and regulation of district gaols, few improvements were initiated by district magistrates. Many gaols suffered over crowding and poorly maintained conditions.
Such gaols failed to meet state directives of criminal segregation by offence or to provide resources for hard labour. The jeremiad of circuit judges and grand juries routinely requested improvements in food, lodging and discipline.\textsuperscript{120}

By the 1830s little doubt remained in the minds of the members of the penal committee of the legislature that the system was ripe for reform. As they concluded in their report, "[t]he necessity for a penitentiary must be obvious to everyone who has ever attended a court of justice in this province."\textsuperscript{121} If Upper Canadians were to achieve reform objectives through detention and discipline, they needed the right corrective edifice. Two legislative commissioners, John Macaulay and H.C. Thompson, both influential representatives from Kingston, visited several penal institutions in New York and Connecticut. In the end, they chose a prison structure similar to the one in nearby Auburn, New York.\textsuperscript{122}

Construction of a large penal facility involved more than simply architectural plans: the functional objectives of the penitentiary were critical to the nature of the design.\textsuperscript{123} Key features of the Auburn system were solitary confinement for prisoners when not at work, restricted communication and strict discipline. Regulated and productive hard labour not only taught habits of industry, it sustained the institution financially. By combining lengthy incarceration with regular religious training the government hoped to achieve the twin goals of criminal rehabilitation and deterrence. In 1835 Kingston Penitentiary opened its doors ready to receive felons facing sentences of two or more years.\textsuperscript{124}
The penitentiary succeeded in removing only a small portion of the prisoner population from the local gaols. Enhanced policing services and a wider scope of municipal by-laws ensured not only greater surveillance but also increased gaol committals. Overcrowding, particularly in the united counties of York, Peel and Ontario was an ongoing problem. In 1857 the York gaoler complained that wards built to accommodate 23 inmates now housed 53. The problem, he noted, was particularly acute for female prisoners who occupied the chapel as a dormitory. Four years later, despite the departure of Ontario county inmates, women were still sleeping in the chapel. Requests for classification of prisoners and facilities for labour for the most part went unheeded.

The most dramatic alteration in gaol regulations came in 1859 with the appointment of provincial gaol inspectors. These men had the authority to oversee all matters in relation to the gaol. Despite local opposition the provincial government, through its network of inspectors and agencies, supervised and regulated local structures. This rationalization of administration as Bruce Curtis asserts, through

[N]ewly created central state departments undertook systematic social policies, often using local government bodies as management agencies. The success of centralization came to depend, in part, upon the appointment of inspectors to examine and report on the fate of central policy initiatives at the local level.

Fate of policy initiatives, as well, depended partially on the bank of knowledge created by the bulk of administrative reports. In 1865 the government issued standardized forms to all gaols. Gaolers were to provide information following specific categorization under designated headings. By identifying personal
characteristics of inmates, (sex, age, place of birth, religion, occupation, residence, etc.,) the inspector was able to compile a detailed analysis on types of crime and criminals in the gaols.

Standardized forms, uniformly circulated across the province ensured that the government received up to date information on the state of the gaols. This in turn enhanced the ability of the inspectorate to initiate correctional changes during John W. Langmuir's lengthy tenure as Inspector of provincial correctional institutions between 1868 and 1882. Armed with a plethora of statistical reports Langmuir became the chief advocate of state sponsored institutional reform. He utilized data collected in reports to strengthen arguments for establishing more gaols, reformatories and prisons. An obvious case in point involves women, or more precisely "fallen women". In 1877, no doubt inspired by recent visits to female reformatories in the United States, Langmuir proposed a similar Industrial Reformatory for women in Ontario. Notably, he framed his appeal in both gendered and moralistic terms.

The large and increasing number of this class, as well as those who have offended against public morals, order, and peace, point to the necessity for establishing such an institution at an early day.\textsuperscript{129}

To underscore this "enormous" increase he listed all committals by category between 1869 and 1877. All told crimes against public morals and decency rose by 240 per cent, the largest proportion of which were keeping and frequenting houses of ill-fame. Offences against public order and peace climbed 200 per cent, a result of an increase in charges for drunkenness and vagrancy.\textsuperscript{130} Langmuir's recommendations held sway.
The following year he received final approval for a provincial reformatory for women.\textsuperscript{131}

Under his tutelage the government opened institutions for disciplining three specific classifications of offenders: male recidivists, immoral females and young offenders.\textsuperscript{132} Between 1868 and 1874, public institutions increased from 49 to 77;\textsuperscript{133} by 1878, in addition to the fifty one medical and special educational facilities, he inspected two prisons, a provincial reformatory, thirty seven gaols, five district lock-ups, five magdalene asylums for reforming women for a total of 101 institutions in all.\textsuperscript{134}

As Langmuir augmented his institutional arsenal he grew increasingly critical of judicial judgements. He was especially incensed with the "ridiculous farce of police court sentences".\textsuperscript{135} In his reports he rebuked judicial practice of granting sureties to keep the peace for men repeatedly convicted of wife-beating and demanded sentences with hard labour to curb their behaviour.\textsuperscript{136} In another investigation into the 30 per cent acquittal rate he attempted to identify through his records what crimes, or more specifically what courts, were acting "leniently." Unable at the time to pin point offending officials he predicted that pending legislative approval of altered gaol reporting in 1876, he would soon know.\textsuperscript{137} Based on observations, however, he suspected local police magistrates were letting drunken, vagrants and disorderly persons off without laying charges.\textsuperscript{138}

Throughout his tenure, Langmuir fluctuated between reform models of punishment and rehabilitation. In 1874, he seized upon an alternative approach to
punishment. Remission, a pre-cursor to parole, addressed Langmuir's pressing concerns over prison discipline. Moreover, it promoted his authority within the prison and the government bureaucracy. His proposal favoured reduced sentences "[W]hen a prisoner, by his good conduct, industry, and attention to the rules of the Prison, shows a marked disposition to reform in character and conduct" and "is thoroughly repentant and desirous of leading a better life." Notably in his submission to the Lieutenant Governor, Langmuir outlined how the primary criteria for early release would be based on a prison official's evaluation of a prisoner's rehabilitation. Following the "good mark" principle, he recommended that certain prisoners in the provincial Central Prison in Toronto be eligible for early release.\textsuperscript{139} Overseeing prisoner release not only increased his authority over prison discipline, it also expanded the mandate of the inspectorate beyond prison walls. The reform model of remission altered federal judicial prerogative by reducing sentence duration at the provincial prison level,\textsuperscript{140} thus increasing provincial bureaucratic powers in what was traditionally federal domain.

Despite his swing towards a rehabilitation model, Langmuir like many others never completely abandoned his enthusiasm for the earlier public, punitive approach. In presenting his recommendations to the legislature he argued that "the shame and disgrace attached to the public use of these offenders would act as a deterrent."\textsuperscript{141} He persisted in lobbying for wide scale changes in gaol labour in response to what he reported as the unprecedented increase in the commitment of the vicious, depraved and vagabond classes, generally known as vagrants and
tramps, calls for prompt action... it is clear that enforced
labour and tasks of the hardest and most menial kind... are the
only way of stamping out this evil, and... the sooner municipal
authorities take the matter in hand, the better.\textsuperscript{142}

Hard labour, was central to his plan. With the failure of facilities to provide labour
inside gaols, he remained convinced now that the federal government had passed
legislation authorizing prison labour to clean public streets and clear country roads
that hard labour should be imposed outside prison walls.\textsuperscript{143} Unlike earlier proposals
for prison labour involving production of goods in Kingston Penitentiary and later
Central Prison\textsuperscript{144} labour organizations did not oppose this new federal initiative.\textsuperscript{145}

Municipal councils generally viewed these projects favourably.

Leeds/Grenville, for example, was so eager to implement the scheme that before
legislation was even approved, council suggested forming a committee to plan for
putting "such labour outside the gaol walls they think best in the interest of these
Counties."\textsuperscript{146} Stratford reiterated a common concern of many councils that without
hard labour some would chose to remain in gaol. Labour, they asserted, must be
imposed as a deterrent.\textsuperscript{147} Toronto councillors remained the strongest advocates of
punitive measures. As early as 1864 when the city built the new gaol council
recommended that vagrants, habitual drunkards and disorderly persons be required to
clean and service public roads.\textsuperscript{148} After lobbying the provincial government
unsuccessfully to obtain authorization for male criminals to improve and clean the
streets, the mayor in 1873 declared it an "increasing evil" that there were 108 men in
gaol, many "drunken and worthless" who were "maintained at the expense of the
industrious citizens [sic]".\textsuperscript{149}
Langmuir, meanwhile, grew impatient with the host of abuses regarding regulations for prison labour, clothing, food and incarceration. In particular, it was among the rural gaols that he reported the greatest indifference. Abuses were particularly common in the rural gaols where Langmuir found that those responsible for following administrative rules and regulations laid down by his department failed to comply. Some local officials like the Sheriff in Owen Sound failed to report inmates eligible to be sent to Central Prison.\textsuperscript{150} Under the existing system county councils and county appointed sheriffs managed the gaols. It soon became clear to Langmuir that county sheriffs were at the core of the problem.

Frustrated by the divided authority between local councils and the provincial government Langmuir in 1876 demanded full authority over administration and management of provincial gaols. Frequent infractions, he asserted, simply reinforced the need for more "direct control over these institutions by the Government."

Moreover, he deduced, it was impossible for the county to procure suitable officers when appointments and payments -- allegedly at a low a rate -- resided with county councils. Langmuir concluded that a uniform system of administration in common gaols with "the strict enforcement of wholesome regulations by one controlling authority" provided the only viable solution.\textsuperscript{151} He recommended greater executive authority through direct association with a cabinet minister.\textsuperscript{152} In the end, Langmuir was forced to accept the status quo. He continued enforcing only rules and regulations for the gaols, listing diets, punishments, classification, clothing and extra mural
labour. For the time being, day to day management of gaols remained under county jurisdiction.

Not far from the hustle and bustle of Toronto, elsewhere in Ontario, settlers banded together clearing land, building homes and planting crops. During this period of intense social and economic change varying governments bowed to public pressure to form and reform constitutional arrangements and political institutions. Throughout this process judicial power was reorganized in seemingly contradictory ways. While some reforms consolidated state powers to more directly oversee the courts, others in turn dispensed authority to local semi-autonomous governing councils. In spite of official efforts to impose a uniform judicial system across the province discrepancies belied government regulations.

While we often speak of "the law", it is clear that changes in the system affected urban and rural regions in diverse and significant ways. Policing, for example, remained diffuse and enforcement uneven. While cities maintained a salaried force, county constables struggled on a somewhat ad hoc, fee for service basis responding to individual case needs. Once gaol prisoners faced wide variations in accommodation and punishment. Despite the best efforts of Langmuir and staff institutional irregularities, particularly among rural gaols, abounded.

An analysis of the evolution of the criminal justice system tells us more about the formation of structures than about the level of functioning. How these systems
operated within different communities and affected individual experiences is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 2

THE ANATOMY OF CRIMES, CRIMINALS
AND COMMUNITIES IN VICTORIAN ONTARIO

The 1830s ended with the collapse of the old regime in Upper and Lower Canada. Although rebellions had been defeated, and the old elite remained in power, it was clear that few, if anyone, believed the older structure of society could last. Lord Durham’s mission clearly signalled a commitment to reconstruct the basic institutions of civil government. Thus the 1840s opened with a new "Act of Union" introducing a period which witnessed the creation of new state structures. The judicial system would be at the centre of this process. Doubly so because many observers saw more than rebellions: they believed they saw the making of a new crime wave, the birth of a large criminal class. Egerton Ryerson, Chief Superintendent of Education warned in 1848 that a rising tide of recent immigrants inflicted with "physical disease and death . . . may be the precursor of the worse pestilence of social insubordination and disorder." Although Ryerson played on such fears to further his interests in educational reform, others looked to correctional facilities to regulate behaviour.

The necessity of curbing disorderly tendencies often referred to as a rampant disease -- a contagion -- was a powerful metaphor used to underscore the imminent threat of moral decline spreading among the majority population. We see this clearly in 1849 when the gaol management committee of York/Peel county reported on a class of prisoners pending release. If, "unreclaimed from their vicious course," the committee cautioned, "these offenders will return to communities, and "like a moral
pestilence [they] spread their contaminating influence throughout the community."

Almost thirty years later, The Inspector of Ontario gaols, William Langmuir, demanded "prompt action" by the provincial legislature "to take such steps to stamp out this evil" as the Province was "infested" with an "unprecedented increase in the commitment of the vicious, depraved and vagabond classes, generally known as vagrants and tramps."

Use of this metaphor, with all the imagery and terror of a plague, partly explains the sardonic tone used to characterize all criminals as evil, vicious or depraved. Indeed, as Michael Katz, Michael Doucet and Mark Stern point out in their study of the criminal class in Hamilton, little difference existed in descriptions of offenders be they murderers, drunks, thieves or prostitutes. They "were all more or less interchangeable." As such, the "social antagonisms of the society, no matter what their origin, revealed themselves in the prosecution of crime."

By mid-nineteenth century crime had become visible in a way that had not occurred previously. With wider distribution newspapers became more readily available in homes and a variety of public places such as taverns, stores, libraries, street corners and railway stations. As well we know from contemporary accounts that settlers were avid readers of print media. Upper Canadian social commentators, Susannah Moodie, remarked how "the Canadian cannot get on without his [sic] newspaper any more than an American without his tobacco." Further expansion of common schools after 1841 extended the potential reading public. Moreover, provincial legislation of the same year required the local clerk of peace in each
district to publish, in one local newspaper, the returns of proceedings for each Court of Quarter Sessions. Newspapers frequently enlarged this legislated requisite to cover court proceedings, judicial commentary and grand jury reports in addition to carrying stories of particularly heinous or bizarre crimes from other counties or countries.

In 1865, for example, Stratford residents could pick up their local newspaper, The Stratford Beacon, and scan a single page for the following news items. "A Great Social Evil" reported on the "alarming state of things" in London, England because of an increase in murder and other "horrible crimes". Another article recounted details of an American priest riding in a railcar, "The Maniac in the Cars," who slit his throat. In addition, the paper announced the upcoming trial of an Ottawa woman charged with murdering her child. Closer to home, a man nearly had been beaten to death in Toronto after being accosted on the street. The final, local story relayed the dreary tale of a woman who had "fallen" on hard times and ended up in gaol for drunkenness.

In the midst of this apparent moral crisis judicial institutions offered a forum to order values by legal processes. The process of criminalizing behaviours such as drunkenness and vagrancy reveal how "a particular value system [was] being upheld through the law." In this case, violations against Victorian morality -- principally intemperance and indigence -- dominated committals. Moral order, concluded John Beattie in his study of attitudes towards crime and punishment in Upper Canada, "was the indispensable foundation and guarantor of a stable society." By moving beyond
the rhetoric of disease and decay we can begin to explore the social meaning of crime as it evolved over time and space.

To analyze patterns of crime and examine the demographics of a criminal population a random sample of men and women was selected from county gaol registers. The only exceptions to this rule were Perth and Grey counties where the female population was not large enough for sampling. In these two cases only, the entire population was included in the data file. Based on a population of 1,000 women and 5,150 men in the Brockville gaol, 287 women and 395 men were selected starting with the first available register in 1848 and continuing to 1881. In York/Toronto a total of 21,000 female and 39,000 male inmates resided in gaol between 1840 and 1881. The sample population comprised 403 women and 401 men. York/Toronto and Perth records require further clarification. First, in York/Toronto there is a gap in the data as no records exist between January 1874 and October 1876. Second, there are missing archival records between 1854 and 1859; in this case a duplicate list of the York/Toronto jail registers classified in the archival collection as Brampton Jail Registers was used. Last, between 1860 and 1863, the only available records are "summary". These records include information on judicial charges and only limited evidence on offenders. In Perth County gaol records do not exist prior to 1865. In lieu of registers the Stratford Calendar of Prisoners, which contains detailed information on each of the prisoners was consulted for the period 1853 to 1864. In all, 490 women and 2,990 men passed though the Stratford gaol; the sample for Perth County includes 490 women and 355 men. Finally, in Grey County, a total of 301
women and 2,046 men spent time in the Owen Sound gaol. The sample for Grey
comprises 301 women and 344 men. The total sample, then, includes 2,976
commitals: 1,481 women and 1,495 men.

Use of gaol registers as an historical source for analyzing criminal behaviour
requires further comment. The first is technical, the second analytic. Despite
administrative efforts in 1865 to standardize register books, discrepancies in recorded
information persisted. Moreover, no extant instruction manuals exist for the period,
nor is there any evidence of instruction being provided to the gaoler for completing
forms. As a consequence variations in data-recording abound. In the case of
Leeds/Grenville and York counties, for example, the records begin in 1849 and 1840
respectively. Several categories are not included in these hand written registers. As
well in Leeds/Grenville, categories of occupation, residence and religion do not
appear on forms until 1864, whereas in Toronto religion is added as early as 1853
and occupation and residence appear a year later.

Sometimes categories were systematically left blank. In Grey County "conduct
in jail," for example, was never completed. In York/Toronto "place of residence" was
rarely indicated. Other columns were intentionally left blank; this frequently occurred
under the category "race". The heading on the register was "colour" male/female, but
often the gaoler only filled it in when the person was non-white. Similarly marital
status was frequently left blank and completed only if the person was married.

Perth's jail registers were the exception to this rule. Between 1853 and 1881
registers were meticulous. Information was completed for every column with great
precision and detail -- sometimes in a manner very different from others. Female
occupation, for example, consistently remained blank except when a woman reported
"paid employment." In Perth, by comparison, the gaoler listed the "occupation" of all
women either by paid employment, marital or familial occupational status as in
"farmer's wife", "cabinet maker's widow" or "labourer's daughter". Although other
gaolers periodically used the terms "spinster", "married woman/wife", "widow", or
"daughter" for occupation, in the main the gaoler left occupation blank or wrote
"none".

Other subjective factors relating to the nature of crime could affect the
completeness of data in books. In cases of drunkenness, vagrancy and prostitution, for
eexample, data on literacy and marital status were occasionally omitted, suggesting that
the person charged was incapable or unwilling to provide information or that the
gaoler simply tired of repeating these oft recorded crimes and the personal details of
such criminals and chose not to comply. Despite the lacunae, however, the plethora of
details supplied by these registers offers the opportunity to map the typography of
criminals and the nature of their crimes.

Those in gaol were at every stage of life from young children to centenarians.
Women from agricultural areas were generally younger (21-40 years) than their urban
sisters (30-60 years). Most men in rural areas were between 21 and 60 years. In cities
they were far younger, between 16-20 years. Although urban prisoners tended to be
younger than rural ones, urban males were also younger than urban women. The
higher proportion of male youths in the city affirms contemporary reports on the
incidence of youth crime. This concern found legislative expression in 1857 in the Juvenile Offenders’ Act which specified age and treatment of young offenders.\textsuperscript{15}

The majority of the gaolied population were single adults; in all over half were either spinsteres or bachelors. As well a small population of urban widows/ers and a much larger group of rural widow/ers added to the singleness of those gaolied.\textsuperscript{16} Broken down by communities, the pattern becomes more complex. Frontier rural communities had a higher percentage of married prisoners. Greater involvement by older, rural married women in the business of running farms partly explains this over-representation. Contemporary case evidence also supports this view. In a larceny case for theft of money the complainant noted, "[M]y wife always has the charge of the money".\textsuperscript{17} Again in another case in Grey county a witness referring to a previous land deal testified that the wife "does all the business most trading and bargaining, she generally makes the bargains and the husband signs."\textsuperscript{18} The large percentage of property crime among rural women suggests more generally a greater involvement by married women in the frontier/rural economy.\textsuperscript{19}

Single men and women in urban areas dominated except in the case of widows and widowers. They appear more frequently in rural gaols than urban facilities. Further investigation by occupation, in part, elaborates on these and other differing committal patterns.

One of the more striking statistical findings is the clear pattern of a narrowing in the distribution of crimes across socio-economic class in the more urbanized communities (see Table 1).\textsuperscript{20} Rural communities, particularly, recently settled frontier
areas, had a more heterogeneous population of incarceration drawn from all classes. Urban communities in contrast incarcerated a more homogeneous, working-class population.

Not surprisingly, among a gaol population of predominately single, urban women many listed paid employment. The largest group appears in the most urban area, York/Toronto. This high percentage of paid workers resembles patterns of employment identified in studies of single women in other urban communities. Notably, paid employment frequently brought women into the public sphere.

Of the "employed" women the majority came from the lowest socio-economic strata employed in semi-skilled, service or labouring occupations. Most worked as prostitutes, domestic servants or labourers; only a few women reported a trade or came from the middle status strata of petite bourgeoisie/white collar occupations. Only one woman from the high status category faced charges.

The contrast between male and female occupational structures reflects gendered employment patterns in the nineteenth-century. The range of male employment was far more diverse as would be expected. Among employed men over half worked at the bottom of the wage scale and approximately a quarter listed a trade. A much wider range existed between men in urban Toronto/York (5.7 per cent) and newly settled Grey (29.0 per cent) reporting employment as petite bourgeoisie/white collar employees. Professional/white collar salaried men, on the other hand, were no more likely to be arrested for crimes than their female class cohorts.
Table 1: Socio-economic Status of Women and Men in Gaol in Four Communities, 1840-81

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>WOMEN</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pet. bourg.</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trades</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semi-skilled/lab.</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>70.7</td>
<td>109</td>
<td>66.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total jobs</strong></td>
<td>166</td>
<td>71.6</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>69.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No job listed*</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>15.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unclassified</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>14.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total cases</strong></td>
<td>232</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>164</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing cases</td>
<td>171</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **MEN**               |                   |                       |             |           |
| Professional          | 5                 | 1.7                   | 5           | 2.0       | 8         | 2.3  | 0  | 0.0 |
| Pet. bourg.           | 17                | 5.7                   | 19          | 7.8       | 69        | 19.4 | 92 | 29.0 |
| Trades                | 80                | 26.8                  | 62          | 25.4      | 80        | 22.5 | 61 | 19.2 |
| Semi-skilled/lab.     | 185               | 61.9                  | 144         | 59.0      | 184       | 51.8  | 163 | 51.4 |
| **Total jobs**        | 287               | 96.0                  | 230         | 94.3      | 341       | 96.0  | 316 | 99.7 |
| No job listed*        | 11                | 3.7                   | 0           | 0.0       | 11        | 3.1   | 0  | 0.0 |
| Unclassified          | 1                 | 0.1                   | 14          | 5.7       | 3         | 0.1   | 1  | 0.1 |
| **Total cases**       | 299               | 100.0                 | 244         | 100.0     | 355       | 100.0 | 317 | 100.0 |
| Missing cases         | 102               | 151                   | 0           | 0         | 27        |      |

*No job listed includes "none" and other marital status designations included on the register under "occupation".

Source: PAO, RG 20, F-6, Brockville Jail Registers, 1848-81; RG 20, F-28, Owen Sound Jail Registers 1857-81; RG 20, F-40, Stratford Calendar of Prisoners, 1853-64 and Stratford Jail Registers 1865-81; RG 22, F-43, Toronto Jail Registers 1841-53, 1860-73, October 1876 to December 1881 and RG 20, F-4, Brampton Jail Registers 1854-59.
If we examine the occupational distribution in each community by gender, we see how frontier/rural counties demonstrate a wider distribution of charges, in particular, for women, across all socio-economic groupings than in urban areas. This distribution resembles more closely the widespread pattern of employment of male inmates. The more general pattern of employment among gaol women suggests a trend of wider employment opportunities for women in a rural/frontier society than was available for their urban cohorts. Overall, however, the most outstanding feature of the occupational analysis for both women and men was class. The majority stood on the lowest rungs of the socio-economic ladder.

Although the over representation of working-class men and women within the gaol population is statistically significant, class set the gaol population off from society in general less strikingly than literacy. Despite living in a province with a very high literacy rate,23 literate prisoners formed the minority. Of those in gaol, the majority were semi-literate. In most communities roughly twenty to twenty five percent of males were illiterate with a slightly lower grouping in Perth. Among females one in three were illiterate except in Leeds/Grenville where one half could “neither read nor write.”24 At no time during the forty-one year time span could the bulk of the inmates ever be listed as literate.

Statistical compilations of literacy among criminals served other educative purposes of contemporary public and legislative reformers. Using Toronto gaol statistics as reference, school promoter Egerton Ryerson argued emphatically that with
"a good common school education, the number of prisoners [1,967] committed to the Toronto Gaol would scarcely have exceeded one hundred". With proper educational training "their crimes" he asserted, "would have been prevented." 25

Not only were those gaol-ed far more likely to be illiterate than the overall Ontario population, they were also more likely to be Roman Catholic, and immigrant than other "non-gaol-ed" Ontarians. 26 Proportionally more Roman Catholics were in gaol than lived in any of the cities, towns or counties where they dwelt. Among the immigrant population in gaol by far the largest number were from the United Kingdom ranging from roughly half the gaol population in Leeds/Grenville and Grey up to two thirds of the men and over three quarters of the women in York/Toronto. 27 With few exceptions by far the largest group was from Ireland. 28 Overall patterns of detention differed from widespread patterns of settlement in Ontario by place of birth and religion.

Among this former group Gaol Inspector William Langmuir, found a rationale to explain, in part, a province-wide increase in crime in the early seventies. He concluded that the recent arrival of "a portion of the criminal and vicious of other countries" combined with a "defective surveillance over emigrants arriving in the province" contributed to crime. Along with the "depression in trade and the labour market in the United States" Langmuir believed that "a few of their sharpers and criminals" have been transferred "to our soil." 29 In so doing, Langmuir simply shifted the blame for crime onto a group composed of immigrants or "others," inferring that this was a problem imported into Canada and not a local phenomenon. 30
Editors of *The Canada Law Journal* reached similar conclusions after examining the data from County Court Judges' Criminal Court records in 1877. More serious crimes of violence and force, they claimed, were partially explained by the "mixed population" and by the "moving portion of it, transitory persons, using the great highway through the country; . . . they are deplorably large." In essence, these editors merely echoed what Inspector Langmuir had repeated over the years. Taken together we see how statistics served not only to report on crime but as a measure of cause.

Based on evidence collected for this study, transient persons were in fact least often charged; local residents most frequently spent time in gaol. In the nineteenth century a majority of Ontario residents lived in the countryside, rather than urban towns and cities. Yet, among the "gaoled" population women living in the administrative capitals of the county near the court house, gaol and police appeared frequently on gaol registers. Between one third to one half of the rural women committed to gaol listed their residence as either Owen Sound (37.8 per cent), Brockville (44.5 per cent) or Stratford (50.4 per cent). Taken as a whole, there appears to be either a bias towards arresting women in more urbanized places over those in the countryside or increased criminal activities in towns, or both.

With one exception the majority of gaoled married and single men, on the other hand, lived in places other than the town; of those between two thirds to three quarters resided in rural townships in the county where they were charged. Only in Perth county do we find more married men living in Stratford than the surrounding
townships or counties. Not surprisingly single men more frequently came from places beyond county boundaries reflecting the transient or "travelling" nature of a single male population. It may also, as Katz, Doucet and Stern note in their study of Hamilton, demonstrate a propensity on the part of city officials to more readily arrest transients for public peace offences such as vagrancy.\textsuperscript{35} Loitering among non-residents was considered a potential threat that deemed some wandering men as suspect. This pattern contrasts with examples in rural communities of vagrants and drunkards being sent back to places of residence rather than being incarcerated.\textsuperscript{36}

Patterns of distribution of residency by widows and widowers is more complex and requires further comment. Among counties with a widowed gaol population most lived in the main county town.\textsuperscript{37} The exception is Grey county where for both men and women roughly one in five came from the town and much larger three in four resided in either the surrounding townships or particularly for the men, elsewhere in other counties. Overwhelmingly though, the majority of the galed population resided in the county where they were charged. They were not in the main sojourners passing through.\textsuperscript{38}

Among the four communities selected for the study, only Grey had a significant population of African-Canadians living in the county. African-Canadians comprised just under ten per cent (9.8) of the total gaol population. This figure represents a higher proportion of committals -- more so for women than men -- than would be expected given the number of residents.\textsuperscript{39} Aboriginal committals were much lower -- only 1.7 per cent with a higher proportion of men than women. Distinctions
in these minority communities illustrate differences in the nature of their culture and relationship to the dominant Anglo-Protestant society.

In spite of marginal living arrangements on the geographical fringe of towns or in isolated villages, it is apparent from case files and gaol reports that African-Canadians integrated more into mainstream Grey county society than Aboriginals and, as a consequence, they experienced ongoing contact with others in the community including the police. Interaction between whites and Aboriginals differed. After 1857 when the provincial government established reserves at Cape Crocker and Saugeen the Aboriginal community was physically removed from the county. Despite earlier influences on pioneer settlement, physical and cultural boundaries reinforced separate societies between whites and natives. Within Aboriginal cultures, it appears that women tended to remain closer to home and men travelled. During these travels men sometimes ran into conflict with the law.

If differences clearly existed between gaol and non-gaol populations in Ontario, it is not self-evident that such differences defined a criminal class in any meaningful sense. Arguably committal statistics tell us little about how people behaved towards one another. They do, however, tell us something about the way in which the criminal justice system functioned and, in turn, inform us about a "criminal class."

The most striking feature of these statistics is the low percentage of what newspapers and officials claimed was a major problem, offences against property and person. For our purposes committals were divided into five categories: state, which
includes crimes against government, business regulations and judicial procedure, public peace covers a wide range of offences contrary to public order, property and person are self-evident, and other reasons includes persons committed to gaol for protection or confinement rather than as criminals and, as such, remain outside the bounds of the study.

In almost all cases public peace crimes were considerably more frequent than either person and property crimes in virtually every year, but particularly during the 1860s and 1870s. In the case of women from 1860 to 1880 in most communities the percentage of public peace offences was greater than occurrences of the combined offences of person and property.\textsuperscript{43}

Surprisingly given the rhetoric, more serious crimes of burglary, house breaking and arson are remarkably low among the four communities (see Table 2). Few homes or businesses reported thefts. In 1879, for example, among a population of 80,000 Torontonians the police chief acknowledged in his report that only eight “important” burglaries were committed in the proceeding year.\textsuperscript{44} The personally threatening crime of robbery remained equally low in aggregate, although incidents were considerably higher in York/Toronto and Grey counties. These two communities represent opposite poles in the frontier/urban spectrum which suggests that the nature of such robberies differed substantially. Anecdotal evidence indicates that robbing financial institutions and shops occurred most often in the city. "Highway robberies" occurred along deserted roads in the country.
Table 2: All Property Committals for Men and Women in Four Communities in Ontario, 1840-81

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>York/Toronto</th>
<th>Leeds/Grenville</th>
<th>Perth</th>
<th>Grey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M(%) F(%)</td>
<td>M(%) F(%)</td>
<td>M(%) F(%)</td>
<td>M(%) F(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trespass</td>
<td>4.0 5.9</td>
<td>4.5 4.7</td>
<td>2.3 0</td>
<td>5.9 12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Damage property</td>
<td>2.0 0</td>
<td>6.3 7.0</td>
<td>1.23 3.4</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Destroy animals</td>
<td>2.0 0</td>
<td>1.8 0</td>
<td>3.5 0</td>
<td>5.9 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steal horse</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>4.5 0</td>
<td>1.2 0</td>
<td>5.9 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Larceny</td>
<td>71.0 86.3</td>
<td>61.6 69.8</td>
<td>66.3 79.3</td>
<td>50.6 66.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Burglary</td>
<td>4.0 0</td>
<td>3.6 0</td>
<td>2.3 0</td>
<td>3.5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>House breaking</td>
<td>2.0 0</td>
<td>1.8 0</td>
<td>3.5 1.1</td>
<td>2.4 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Robbery</td>
<td>9.0 0</td>
<td>4.5 0</td>
<td>2.3 1.1</td>
<td>9.4 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arson</td>
<td>3.0 0</td>
<td>.9 11.6</td>
<td>4.7 4.6</td>
<td>4.7 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rec. stolen gds.</td>
<td>1.0 5.9</td>
<td>.9 4.7</td>
<td>3.5 5.7</td>
<td>1.2 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Embezzlement</td>
<td>2.0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>1.2 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fraud</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>7.1 2.3</td>
<td>7.0 2.3</td>
<td>9.4 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgery</td>
<td>0 2.0</td>
<td>2.7 0</td>
<td>1.2 2.3</td>
<td>1.2 3.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forgery and fraud</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>1.8 1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cases</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cases</td>
<td>100 51</td>
<td>112 43</td>
<td>86 87</td>
<td>85 57</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: See Table 1.

Stealing moveable items -- larceny -- clearly constituted the majority of criminal property offences. Such crimes occurred most frequently in settled urban and prosperous rural areas. This should surprise no one as the greater consumption of material goods in the city than in the more exiguous economy of Grey county and parts of Leeds/Grenville provided significantly greater opportunities for larceny. As we shall see,45 the change in the nature of this offence over time differed between rural and urban communities.
Not surprisingly, certain crimes against property such as theft of animals occurred most frequently in rural communities. While disagreements over ownership, payments, trade or sale of livestock landed people in court, it is clear that some residents took advantage of poorly fenced or remote fields containing unmarked animals to steal and butcher livestock.\textsuperscript{46} In other more surreptitious situations residents sometimes tried to claim ownership based on possession: the cow or pig or horse or fowl fortuitously "wandered" onto their fields.\textsuperscript{47}

Cases of trespass, a relatively high percentage of property offences in Grey county, often resulted from altercations between squatters and residents claiming either legal or proprietary ownership of land. Despite government surveys of land tracts across most of Grey county some residents continued to dispute land claims. Alongside attempts to distribute land within the bounds of a formal legal structure there existed other more traditional, quasi-legal attempts by settlers to obtain land rights by squatting.\textsuperscript{48} Still others expanded their domain by bullying neighbours through acts of intimidation and, in more extreme instances, acts of terrorizing. In Proton township, Grey county, for example, a renegade band of outlaws known as the "swamp angels" repeatedly attacked local homesteaders stealing food, threatening families, and burning farm dwellings.\textsuperscript{49}

Despite commonly held perceptions that "white/pink collar" crime was a phenomenon of the city, committals for embezzlement, fraud and forgery occurred more often in rural areas than in urban. In fact, the highest percentages are recorded for the least settled area of Grey; the lowest percentages occurred in York/Toronto.
The assumed anonymity necessary to carry out fraudulent offences is generally considered more in keeping with large urban centres than in less densely populated areas where personal financial accountings were commonly known among residing officials. This contrast may reflect the more sophisticated nature of urban commercial policies that rendered them less susceptible to instances of fraud than the more informal practice of merchants, bankers and private investors in the countryside. Historian David Burley argues that by mid-century Ontario town merchants entered a period of change from traditional and informal business practices based on personal trust and knowledge of local financial affairs to an increased reliance on property assets for credit ratings. During this flux, when neither tradition was firmly in place, some no doubt, exploited the greater opportunities for fraud provided by the continuation of informal business practices.

Overall, then, two main conclusions can be asserted about mid-to-late nineteenth-century property crime. First, serious property crime occurred less frequently than official and contemporary reports have led us to expect. Second, except for burglary serious property crime was more common in a frontier community than in a city. Perhaps claims that augmented police forces lead to a greater number of charges applied more in instances of public offences than in cases of property crime where fewer police meant more serious crime.

Amongst all committals for major categories of offences in each community, crimes against the person were the least common of the felonies. Among these, arrests for minor assaults dominated the judicial docket (see Table 3). Overall,
judicial categorization of crimes covered a wide range of offences that are best examined by studying individual cases to determine the social and economic context of the crime. Violence, as we shall see,\textsuperscript{51} was integrally linked to mutual economic arrangements involving family, kin and neighbours.

Table 3: Committals of Men and Women for Offences Against the Person in Four Ontario Communities, 1840-81

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>York/Toronto M(%) F(%)</th>
<th>Leeds/Grenville M(%) F(%)</th>
<th>Perth M(%) F(%)</th>
<th>Grey M(%) F(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Assault</td>
<td>72.7 75.0</td>
<td>32.7 27.8</td>
<td>35.8 43.4</td>
<td>55.4 56.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assault &amp; battery</td>
<td>6.8 0</td>
<td>34.6 44.0</td>
<td>18.9 11.3</td>
<td>10.7 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aggravated assault</td>
<td>9.1 8.3</td>
<td>3.8 0</td>
<td>24.5 3.8</td>
<td>12.5 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assault law agent</td>
<td>6.8 4.2</td>
<td>5.8 0</td>
<td>1.9 0</td>
<td>3.6 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic assault</td>
<td>2.3 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>7.5 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual assault-rape</td>
<td>3.3 0</td>
<td>7.7 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>8.9 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Murder</td>
<td>0 4.2</td>
<td>9.6 16.7</td>
<td>9.4 7.5</td>
<td>3.6 16.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attempt murder</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>3.8 0</td>
<td>1.9 3.8</td>
<td>0 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suicide</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>1.8 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manslaughter</td>
<td>0 4.2</td>
<td>1.9 0</td>
<td>0 5.7</td>
<td>3.6 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abortion</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concealing birth</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 7.5</td>
<td>0 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Infanticide</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 5.6</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 2.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neglect child</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 5.7</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abandoning child</td>
<td>0 4.2</td>
<td>0 5.6</td>
<td>0 7.5</td>
<td>0 5.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stealing child</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 0</td>
<td>0 3.8</td>
<td>0 0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cases</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of cases</td>
<td>44 24</td>
<td>52 18</td>
<td>53 53</td>
<td>56 37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: See Table 1.
The high percentage of arrests for assaulting a legal official and other minor assaults in urban areas suggests more than mere coincidence. The threat or intervention by police in assaults may have contributed to fewer major crimes. The reverse holds true for rural areas where a greater degree of violent offences occurred in areas with limited policing.

An unusually high trend of murders by women in Leeds/Grenville and Grey requires further comment. According to one criminologist, murder is the best indicator of violence because it is the most frequently reported crime. While this may hold true under certain conditions, evidence in Leeds/Grenville, for example, suggests other factors at work. In some situations women and occasionally men would initially be charged with murder and, following investigation, the charge would be reduced to infanticide.

A higher incidence of crimes related to concealing birth and infanticide in agricultural areas underscores several distinctions in societies and institutional structures among communities. Greater familiarity among neighbours in rural areas meant that pregnancies in small towns and villages were frequently known. Births and deaths were harder to conceal among nearby relatives and neighbours even in cases where the woman delivered the baby alone. Moreover, women in the countryside would have found it difficult to travel undetected while attempting to dispose of the baby. As a consequence, these women most likely abandoned or buried infants close to home at a location where they could be found and, based on inquiries, the mother identified. The case against Eleanor S. of Brockville, charged with murdering her
baby corroborates these hypotheses. At trial Eleanor's neighbour testified that, "for
the last month or two that she [Eleanor] was with [a] child [and] heard her on friday
[sic] and Saturday nights moaning but did not know what was the matter." In her own
statement, as well, Eleanor who was alone during the delivery recalled asking her
sister to take the dead baby to a specified location. Concerned about detection, her
sister recommended an alternative plan of concealing the body in a carpet before
sinking it in the river. The criminal investigation began shortly after when another
neighbour discovered the body floating in the water.

Lack of opportunities for abortion and child care facilities in agricultural
regions left some women in desperate circumstances. High cost and limited access to
abortions disadvantaged women who were either poor, resided in isolated
communities or both. Women in rural areas without support of nearby kin, moreover,
had fewer resources for alternative infant care.

It was in cities that women and men could access albeit limited services for
babies and other children provided by religious and secular philanthropic agencies.
As Bettina Bradbury notes in her study of working-class families in Montreal, parents
often used orphanages as a temporary or permanent placement for children when
overcome by crises of poverty, sickness or death. County villages and towns
generally did not offer such formal services. In the case of the Queen vs William D.,
a father living in the village of Keppel, Grey county, was charged in 1877 with both
assault and "neglect to provide his child with food". One witness, a neighbour,
recalled that the defendant's six-year-old son had appeared at his home on one
occasion asking for food. Under sworn testimony he recounted how the boy's father had gone away -- it appears temporarily -- and left the boy alone in the house with nothing to eat. Under cross examination it became clear that father and son were living on their own under dire, but not uncommon, circumstances struggling to survive in a subsistence economy. In this case the neighbour reported seeing them at meals of only "potatoes and salt and some porridge". 60

There are too few cases in the sampling of domestic and sexual assault committals 61 to draw any firm conclusions about the range of incidences in each community. Furthermore, infrequent reporting of wife assault on gaol registers in all counties except Perth contributes to its unreliability as an indicator of frequency. Despite limited evidence, however, the data supports the general pattern already observed of greater violence in the countryside.

While official statistics may be unreliable indicators of precise criminal behaviour, they are, as criminologists Helen Boritch and John Hagan point out, "fully accurate indicators of police responses to crime." 62 Between 1857 and 1859, each town appointed a constable(s), while Toronto, in 1859, established a police commission with a force of 60 officers. 63

To maintain public order, police constables adopted what sociologists term a proactive "social welfare model of law" that "not merely make[s] law available, it imposes law" 64 by apprehending criminals along with those whose deportment suggests profligacy -- vagrants, drunkards and prostitutes. Fundamentally, "[C]ity police through their daily activities, helped shape and control much of urban life in
public places." Regulating public space represents a shift from the individual interests of a frontier society, to the more collective ideals of public authority as the community matured.

General trends suggest patterns which remain true when disaggregated by county and gender. On closer examination, however, clear distinctions between rural and urban communities and men and women become evident (see Table 4).

Table 4: Incidence of All Committals of Men and Women in Four Communities in Ontario, 1840-81

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>York/Toronto</th>
<th>Leeds/Grenville</th>
<th>Perth</th>
<th>Grey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M(%) F(%)</td>
<td>M(%) F(%)</td>
<td>M(%) F(%)</td>
<td>M(%) F(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>2.0 .3</td>
<td>6.1 3.1</td>
<td>10.1 1.2</td>
<td>8.7 5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public peace</td>
<td>60.3 80.1</td>
<td>47.3 67.5</td>
<td>40.0 57.3</td>
<td>43.0 46.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Property</td>
<td>25.0 12.7</td>
<td>28.4 14.9</td>
<td>24.2 17.8</td>
<td>24.7 18.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Person</td>
<td>11.0 6.0</td>
<td>13.2 6.1</td>
<td>15.0 10.8</td>
<td>16.3 12.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other reasons</td>
<td>1.7 1.0</td>
<td>5.1 8.0</td>
<td>10.7 12.9</td>
<td>7.3 16.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cases</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of cases</td>
<td>401 403</td>
<td>395 287</td>
<td>355 490</td>
<td>344 301</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: See Table 1.

The more urban a society, the more likely a person was to be charged with a public offence; this appears particularly so for women. In the case of York/Toronto, two in five men and a marked four out of five women fall into this category, compared to Grey county where the percentage is under half for both men and women. On increasingly regulated city streets, policing public offences became a major pre-occupation. Among these communities, the number of committals per capita increased dramatically with urbanization (see Table 5).
Table 5: Per Capita Distribution of All Offences in Four Communities in Ontario, 1840-81 (per 10,000 population)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>York/Toronto</th>
<th>Leeds/Grenville</th>
<th>Perth</th>
<th>Grey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1840</td>
<td>80.7</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1848</td>
<td>53.1</td>
<td>14.4</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1851</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>--</td>
<td>--</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1861</td>
<td>137.8</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>13.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1871</td>
<td>152.1</td>
<td>26.7</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>13.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1881</td>
<td>165.0</td>
<td>39.4</td>
<td>38.4</td>
<td>27.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Unlike the other tables this one is based on the total number of offences and not a sample.

Source: See Table 1 and census data, chapter 2, fn 32.

Between 1851 and 1861 committals in York/Toronto almost tripled and in Leeds/Grenville more than doubled. The leap in committals during the seventies among other communities reflects the growth of towns in rural regions between 1871 and 1881.

The history of public peace offences is closely linked to the evolution of municipal powers. Under by-laws local authorities apprehended and punished miscreants.68 In 1849 in a sweeping allocation of public and moral control the provincial government granted by-law authority to town councils. Then in 1858 the Municipal Act consolidated municipal power as it confirmed powers to townships,
villages, and counties. The entire province now lay under a blanket of restrictions. Wide discretionary powers supplied councils with legislation and judicial tools which enabled them to assume the role of "moral educator".

Further urbanization brought demands for wider use of municipal public protection mechanisms as we see in the case of Owen Sound. In 1875, town council passed a public morals by-law restricting public language and behaviour. As a visible reminder council ordered one hundred copies to be posted in "different public places in the Town." Shortly after council voted approval of a local police commission to provide enforcement and more intense surveillance of constituents.

While some took comfort in the ongoing efforts of philanthropic, religious and civic leaders to penalize and reform the wayward, others looked to the courts to assuage fears of a rising criminal class and the concomitant threat to public peace, property and person. If we look at criminal sub-categories, the precise nature of the ordering can be seen (see Table 6). The largest number of committals were for drunkenness and vagrancy, although the ratio between the two varies considerably from place to place by rural or urban locale and by gender. The relationship between the two is strikingly inverse depending on the level of urbanization. Drunkenness accounts for 3 out of every 4 committals in Toronto/York but only 1 in 5 committals for women and a lesser one in three for men in Grey. Conversely vagrancy accounts for 3 out of 4 committals for women and over 1 in 2 for men in Grey but only 1 in 10 committals in Toronto/York.
Table 6: Committals of Men and Women for All Offences Against the Public Peace in Four Communities in Ontario, 1840-81

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crime</th>
<th>York/Toronto**</th>
<th>Leeds/Grenville</th>
<th>Perth</th>
<th>Grey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M(%)</td>
<td>F(%)</td>
<td>M(%)</td>
<td>F(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indecency</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostitution</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>6.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brothel keepers</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blasphemy</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abusive language</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>2.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorderly</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>10.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drunkenness</td>
<td>77.7</td>
<td>75.9</td>
<td>58.8</td>
<td>43.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vagrancy</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>13.0</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public ordinances*</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neglecting family</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bylaw/licences*</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liquor offences*</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cases</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of cases</td>
<td>242</td>
<td>323</td>
<td>187</td>
<td>194</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Recorded numbers for public ordinances, bylaw and liquor offences are misleading. Many people charged with infractions against public ordinances paid fines instead of going to gaol. Infractions included such 'crimes' as not shovelling snow. The same applies to other bylaw and liquor licence violations and should not be taken as an indication of either incidence or income derived from these violations.

** By 1860 Brockville was one of several communities in Ontario that built a lock-up house. Drunks were often housed in the lock-up over night and released without charges the next day. Notwithstanding this, the pattern of committals for drunkenness remains high in this county.

Source: See Table 1.
Dramatic differences are apparent in charges for drunkenness and vagrancy between rural and urban communities. Such trends in committals have three possible explanations: one, that small communities were better able to maintain stricter controls on aberrant public behaviour thus preventing crimes before they recurred; two, standards of tolerance for drunkenness and idleness were more flexible among country dwellers and therefore fewer drunks were likely to be arrested; three, perceptions of public (im)moral behaviour as a threat to society were more common in the city than in the rural/frontier. Later-settled communities may, as Hindus has argued, have agreed that

despite the caricature offered by reformers, the choice was not between civilization and anarchy, but between the use of local customary norms to enforce behaviour and to punish violations of local standards and norms or the use of the formal legal sanction to accomplish the same end.  

A closer examination of distribution of other offences suggests how local courts and community attitudes may have affected this trend. Women working in the sex trade, for example, were rarely charged with "prostitution" during the first half of the nineteenth century.  
Instead, offenders, were often charged under a series of other public behaviours deemed "disorderly" including, on occasion, drunkenness and vagrancy. Differing views of prostitution, as Constance Backhouse demonstrates in her study of nineteenth-century prostitution, led to divergent patterns of legislation and enforcement. "Nineteenth-century Canadians seemed divided over whether to treat prostitution as a 'necessary evil' or as the leading example of male sexual coercion."
While the former tolerated a society with a separate sexual standard for men and women, the latter favoured restrictions.

Numerous committals for prostitution and other unruly offences in Perth county reflect either an unusually high incidence or a more general intolerance of moral improprieties. Local evidence supports the latter view. In 1857 The Stratford Beacon, for example, recounted the indecorous actions of a woman and man — presumably a prostitute and her client — arriving in the village of Tavistock. Instead of spending the night in a hotel as planned, the couple were chased down the road by an “enthusiastic” crowd which only retreated when offered a payment. The newspaper issued a warning of future tar and feathering should these miscreants return.76 Again in 1859, in the nearby village of St. Marys, several residents used the community fire engine to break windows, drench beds and flood the local brothel.77 Stratford and area appear intolerant of certain behaviours, by both the high number of arrests and public press coverage of indiscretions. Taken together, statistical and anecdotal evidence suggest a parallel system of regulation imposed by both courts and residents.

In contrast, the more urbanized town of Brockville utilized the widest range of municipal by-laws to suppress sexual misconduct and other public nuisances. Under the municipality’s 1867 public morals by-law council not only prohibited "keeping" a disorderly house, it threatened to prosecute anyone for "appearing" or "acting" as if he/she ran a bawdy house "notwithstanding he or she shall not in fact be the real owner or keeper thereof." Town council eagerly sought enforcement of this by-law
granting constables warrants "to enter the house, and if necessary use force, whether breaking doors or otherwise."\textsuperscript{78}

Similarly, in 1872 council approved a general by-law to regulate the use of streets and public routes for the "preservation of order".\textsuperscript{79} Increasingly, as Brockville assumed characteristics of an urban community, it imposed legal regulations to control public behaviours. In so doing, non-criminalized, previously tolerated behaviours became criminalized.

Sharp differences in public-peace-arrest patterns between York/Toronto and Grey counties reflect as well dissimilar "policing" of order between large urbanized areas and less-populated newly settled areas. Commonly, small communities, particularly frontier settlements relied on informal traditions to regulate behaviour. Such forms of regulation relied on a blend of social and economic relationships not sustained in larger communities.

No doubt, municipal by-laws served to diminish discretionary, social mechanisms imposed by local groups to curtail behaviour. Some, such as charivaris could be nefarious in their intent and outcome,\textsuperscript{80} and local evidence suggests opposition to these traditional forms of sanctions. When Owen Sound passed a by-law in 1857 for the "Good government of the town" it listed restrictions on charivaris alongside other unruly behaviours such as disorderly conduct.\textsuperscript{81} Again in 1870, when reporting on a recent charivari, the newspaper called for an end to this illegal practice.\textsuperscript{82} Indeed, as suggested by these regulations and editorial comment, vigilante
style practices fell out of favour in lieu of rules determined by consent of an elected council.

Informal community sanctions competed with other institutional forms to affect community order. Religious historian John Grant notes how churches "set the moral tone of their communities." Although never entirely successful in determining "actual behaviour, they were increasingly able to determine acceptable behaviour."

In the small towns and villages in Grey county, for example, churches dominated the social landscape. In one sparsely populated village, in 1865, preachers and parishioners of three churches monitored the actions of residents.

The earlier link between religion and law should not be underestimated. Weekly sermons preached appropriate Victorian behaviour of "hard work, sobriety, thrift... [and] responsibility for the public good." Similar sentiments echoed in judicial presentments or "secular sermons" delivered to grand juries at regular sittings of county assize and sessions' courts. These reports often gained a wider audience through reportings of such in local newspapers. In his charge to the grand jury assembled in London in 1840, Chief Justice of Ontario, John Beverley Robinson stated rhetorically

[what] can laws avail without morals and without religion? A conviction of sacred truths of Christian revelation supplies at once the highest sanction to human laws... and the strongest motivation for obeying them.

When necessary, a "conviction of sacred truths" would be achieved through enforcement of hard labour in punitive sentences handed down from a judicial "pulpit."
According to Grant's study of nineteenth-century religion in Ontario, industrialization and urbanization weakened religious structures. More generally by mid-nineteenth century ecclesiastical interests had been "pushed aside" by other economic and political forces as "the basis for social organization." In recognizing the temptations of a secular society the provincial legislature in 1845 restricted activities on Sunday, to "Prevent the Profanation of the Lord's Day." To survive, Protestant churches had to abandon other-worldly pursuits in favour of contemporary social issues. The process of realignment redefined the relationship between church and state blending public morality and religious values. Moreover, during a time of declining church influence in disciplining members legal penalties escalated. It is in this sense that the Macdonald government's decision in 1854 to shelve the clergy reserves and transfer funds to municipalities represents a symbolic as well as a jurisdictional shift from a sectarian to a secular stage.

Widespread legal sanctions created a vast network of laws to criminalize and regulate particular public behaviours. State formation was critical for this process. It provided the policing needed for enforcement, institutional facilities for detention and incarceration and the bureaucratic management to oversee the application of pre-determined regularized rules of conduct.

Rhetoric about widespread crimes then, appears to have been fuelled more by media and official government reports than the reality of daily life. Ultimately, however, this hyperbole translated into an increase in laws, incarceration and legislation that resulted in a more legalized culture. The culture of law provided a
consensus for normative behaviour built around dominant middle-class values that
forged complimentary relationships between law and morality.

There may not have been a "criminal class", yet clearly patterns for arrests
confirm many nineteenth-century notions about crimes and the people who committed
them. Given an increase in gaol population among "habitual" and "professional"
criminals, some were considered part of a rising criminal class. Elevated instances
of social deviancy were attributable to a composition of "other" criminals.

These stereotypes reinforced in regular publishing of data and anecdotes in
local newspapers depicted criminal archetypes of the fallen woman and the drunken
man. In a sense, this evidence contributed to a self-fulfilling prophecy. Defining a
criminal class through criminalization of behaviour, confirmed that, on the one hand,
people stole because they were deprived, and, on the other, they were deprived
because they were inherently sinful. As with many aspects of Victorian society,
morality evinced through "the equation of conduct and character."

While arguably not a dangerous class committing heinous crimes, there existed
none-the-less a population of people who were criminalized, namely, the unemployed
poor. To appear idle, or be rowdy and drunk on the streets, and be unemployed and
poor, sharply increased the risk of gaol in nineteenth-century Ontario. As Eric
Monkken kon asserts in his study of the "dangerous class" in nineteenth-century urban
America, "urbanization did not cause a social disruption which filled the poorhouse
and criminal courts with formerly respectable people; rather, it affected the kind and
quality of social deviance. If not a dangerous class, by the end of the 1870s, there indeed was a criminalized sub-class.

Fairness and justice were to be determined more by the courts than by religious institutions and community customs with the result that stark distinctions existed between urban communities where the transfer was more rapid and rural communities where the transformation was often delayed. Laws, courts and police forces formed the basis for exercising state regulations. As such, they provided the government with the means to maintain public order and authority. The general topography of gaol and prison committals tells us much about state efforts to impose a rigid structure of law and order among communities in Canada West. A more detailed discussion of specific "crimes" and "criminals" shows how, despite this rigidity, local social mechanisms remained in force.
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CHAPTER 3
SOCIAL WELFARE AND "STREET SWEEPING"

Public peace offences formed the majority of committals in Ontario gaols. Although not considered "serious" crimes, rising incidences troubled Upper Canadians. As John Beattie noted in his documentary study on attitudes towards crime and punishment, crime which proceeded from morality posed, in the minds of many, a more serious threat than personal or property crime. An alliance between morality and social order underlay the discourse on public order offences. Further uncertainty about the rapidly expanding immigrant and urban populations increased speculation of social deterioration and instability. The legal system offered one response to social anxiety.

In its effect, the state, over time, redefined a series of traditional behaviours as criminal by virtue of public space. We can see this operating in frontier/rural societies where vagrancy retained its earlier social welfare function. Further along the social developmental process urban communities confronted other ideological forces that altered the social meaning of this and other public behaviours such as drunkenness.

Use of space and by whom was determined by interactions between the municipal and judicial directors who regulated public places and the citizens who laid claim to these venues. Courts were instrumental in promoting and maintaining a social, legal construction of space as public -- as opposed to private -- by defining and redefining selected behaviours as prosecutorial. Construction of social space concomitant with the changing construction of crime, in its broadest form, evokes
Table 7: Committals of Men and Women for Offences Against the Public Peace in Four Communities in Ontario, 1840-81

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Offence</th>
<th>York/Toronto</th>
<th>Leeds/Grenville</th>
<th>Perth</th>
<th>Grey</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M(%) F(%)</td>
<td>M(%) F(%)</td>
<td>M(%)</td>
<td>F(%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vagrancy</td>
<td>7.9 13.0</td>
<td>22.5 28.9</td>
<td>28.9</td>
<td>37.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drunkenness</td>
<td>77.7 75.9</td>
<td>58.8 43.8</td>
<td>60.6</td>
<td>27.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other offences*</td>
<td>14.4 11.1</td>
<td>18.7 27.3</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>35.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total cases</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
<td>100.0 100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No. of cases</td>
<td>242 323</td>
<td>187 194</td>
<td>142</td>
<td>281</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* See chapter two, Table 6.

Source: See Table 1.

what Philip Corrigan and Derek Sayer have described in a different context as an attempt "to moralize . . . to socialize society."²

For our purposes, attempts to "socialize society" are best seen by looking at the men and women charged with the majority of public peace crimes: vagrancy and drunkenness. Examining aggregate numbers provides an overview of some of the distinguishing characteristics of these inmates. As we have seen, wide variations existed between rural and urban communities; York/Toronto and Grey frequently appeared at opposite ends of the spectrum. Statistical differences among communities which are so apparent fail to reveal functional differences between rural and urban societies. When ranked according to the relative degree of urbanization the direct correlation in the decline in vagrancy and the increase in drunkenness among the four communities is striking (see Table 7). In Grey County, over half the men and almost
three quarters of the women charged with public peace offences were committed for vagrancy followed by a much lower percentage of roughly a third in Perth, around a quarter in Leeds/Grenville, and a surprisingly low one tenth in Toronto/York. If, as John Beattie observes, crime is one of the distinguishing characteristics of a society, it is important to identify precisely distinctions among crimes related to differing societies.

In sparsely populated newly settled communities publicly funded gaols provided a surrogate for local social/medical welfare services. Nowhere is this more conspicuous than in Grey county. Among the 187 vagrancy charges some were pregnant women. Others came with families. Most were poor and without alternatives. Commonly they were very young, very old, sick, poor, injured, disabled or insane. Such people also stayed in gaol longer than the more able-bodied. Joseph L., for example, arrived in January 1871 with a severe case of frostbite. After having one foot amputated, he remained in gaol three more years. Others stayed only the season. Thirty-two year old Ann M., for example, ended up in gaol with her six year old daughter. On three separate occasions during the winter of 1865 she appeared with her daughter in court before Justice George Spencer charged with vagrancy. On January 5th "they" were sentenced to 21 days in gaol. After being released, they returned on 26 January for another 47 days. Their release time once again would be brief; mother and daughter served 21 days in gaol until the end of March when final release time coincided with the onset of spring.
As was often noted in inspection reports, conditions in the gaol were clean if spartan. Food was often adequate but rationed. For some this crude form of hospitality was better than the alternative: living on the streets. Such was the case of Clara C., one of four African-Canadian women charged with vagrancy. She was young, only 15, illiterate and living in Owen Sound. She first appeared in gaol December 1866. Justice Spencer handed down an open-ended sentence which allowed her to stay in gaol "[A]s long as she likes to". Clara celebrated Christmas behind bars and remained in gaol until May when she left of "her own will." She does not appear on the register until eight years later again charged with vagrancy. During three sentences, she served between one and two months. Another absence preceded her return in 1878. This time she appeared in court along with a four year old girl, Adeline C., probably her daughter; they both received a sentence of six months hard labour during which time Ms. C. "Delivered of a female illegitimate [sic] child". Clara appeared in gaol with her children on two other occasions. In each case the sentence release time coincided with the end of winter.

Use of the gaol for maternity and other medical services was known in the community and reported in news stories. In 1874 the local paper described the plight of a woman found by a constable and taken to a hotel. She stayed there until "she was removed to the gaol where she gave birth to a child." That same year The Owen Sound Advertiser reported a tragic story where medical services came too late. One seriously ill 15-year-old girl committed to gaol as a vagrant later died from illness and malnutrition. According to the gaol surgeon, "if we’d had her 10 days earlier we
could have saved her." Gaol also provided medical services for non-residents. A man who arrived in Owen Sound in search of his relatives "was ill due to his weakness and exposure to cold in travelling." He went to gaol "to be taken care of till he got better."

None of these press reports regretted local benevolent efforts in aid of the homeless, aged or infirmed nor did they fret about the added burden on local rate payers. One local mayor even issued an order to the gaoler that if it was "dangerous to be allowed to remain out" at night any vagrant or party without a home asking permission to enter the gaol was to be admitted and dismissed in the morning without a charge being laid.

Inspector Langmuir, however, strongly opposed these institutional irregularities; he supported the actions of the attorney general’s office issuing instructions overriding the mayor’s orders. Langmuir disapproved of gaols as medical and charitable resources. He attempted without apparent success to eliminate such procedures. In 1876 he observed that in Owen Sound "[T]he commitment of Hospital and Poor-house cases is still a prominent feature in this Gaol’s population." Again in 1879, he noted that over two-thirds of the 52 prisoners confined to the 32 cells were vagrants, many of whom were sick or "lying in." Likewise, the same year, he concluded that "[N]ot one criminal was in custody," in the Stratford gaol, "so far as the character of the inmates are concerned, [it] was to all intents and purposes a poor-house and lying-in-hospital." Most were ill, elderly, young or pregnant.
As Langmuir correctly observed, vagrants in gaol were often physically unable to care for themselves.\textsuperscript{14} When reporting on the gaol sentence of 60 days for one 88 year-old woman convicted of vagrancy, the editor of \textit{The Owen Sound Advertiser} lamented that despite having devoted her life to raising a family no one in town cared for her.\textsuperscript{15} Some "offenders" spent their last few months in the care of a gaoler, as in the case of another man who died in his cell three months after being admitted.\textsuperscript{16} Clearly, this gaol served the double function of a detention centre, as well as, medical and social services' centre.

Conversely low arrest percentages for vagrancy in York/Toronto are partially explained by the availability of privately funded medical and welfare services that provided care for sick, homeless and unemployed urbanites. By 1841 Toronto had both a House of Industry and a General Hospital. Other charitable organizations with a specific mandate for the care of children and women opened in the mid to late 1850s.\textsuperscript{17} Nineteenth-century welfare assistance was sparse, poorly funded and often restricted to those considered deserving among the poor. The fact that it was often "sober" individuals accommodated by charitable institutions suggests one reason why so few appeared in the Toronto gaol charged with vagrancy compared to the high representation of men and women in gaol charged with drunkenness.

Although many inmates returned to Grey county gaol, the number of recommittals per person was considerably lower than those in the Toronto gaol. Of the 42 women, for example, arrested for vagrancy in York/Toronto, twelve listed ten or more previous committals. Perhaps some of the prisoners in Toronto/York also
saw the gaol as a temporary retreat. In one case, three "girls of the town" were brought up on charges of disorderliness. They had been in custody frequently that year for "offences against public morality." On this occasion, they arrived at City Hall station late one January night requesting lodging. When refused, they began smashing windows until the constable took them in.  

Although some Torontonians may have seen the gaol as a refuge, it is apparent that certain magistrates did not. The three women cited above each received gaol sentences of one month, including the unusual punishment of two weeks solitary confinement. In another case magistrate George Gurnett inadvertently revealed, when admitting a "dissipated" elderly man with frost-bitten feet to gaol as a vagrant, that he was "unwilling to have the cells, which are properly the receptacle of criminals, made a lodging house for vagrants." He sentenced the prisoner to gaol for the month of February. In this case Gurnett made an exception committing the man to gaol rather than sending him to the house of industry. No doubt Gurnett was influenced by the offender being "a little tipsy."

In York/Toronto the majority of committals occurred between 1847 and 1867. During those years vagrants received a sentence of one month hard labour in all but one case. Among the men, only one had an extensive record of recommittals; for the majority it was their first offence. Surprisingly, in 1873 men were given a choice of punishment or fine; most men, however, like most women, served their time. In spite of dire circumstances or harsh winter conditions Toronto gaol meted out standard punishments; gaol was not to be a place of refuge.
Analyses of gaol registers reveal a clear trend in the life course of inmates which suggests they entered facilities not only when caught but perhaps by plan. Anecdotal evidence suggests that for a later period when industrial farms were more readily available gaol was preferred over other refuge alternatives. Stormi Stewart reports one 1890 case where an older woman living in a rural community pleaded with the magistrate to send her to gaol rather than the industrial home. Similarly Stephen Speisman argues that the gaol was a better choice of emergency housing than the House of Industry.

Preferences for gaol may reflect differences in daily routines among institutions. According to Stewart, the schedule for the House of Industry governed the inmates' activities from morning till night. We know from gaol reports that crowding among inmates and a dearth of labour often left prisoners idle. Young women and men may also have preferred gaol to avoid the possibility of being sent out by the Toronto House of Industry to service or apprenticeship among trades or businesses under "the protection of the Institution."

Statistical evidence supports this interpretation. Across the board, women and men charged with vagrancy were younger and older than the total population of women and men in gaol including those charged with drunkenness. The age spread of vagrants reaches the outer extremes of the spectrum and includes those in the potentially most vulnerable positions.

The trend towards a high number of incarcerations for young women with children and older women and men also applies to other rural communities. In Perth,
for example, over two-thirds of the women, and almost three-quarters of the men in the 21-40 age group were charged with drunkenness. Age distribution for vagrancy illustrates a dramatically different trend. Almost one quarter of all women and men were over 61 years and 42 per cent of the women were under 20 years. Conversely, in York/Toronto, committals for vagrants clustered around the mid-age range and declined at the outer age limits.

Not only were those charged with vagrancy both older and younger, they were also more often single than those charged with drunkenness. In Perth County, over 80 per cent of the women, and almost two-thirds of the men were single (see Table 8). Of particular significance is the high percentage of widows and a slightly lower percentage of widowers incarcerated in gaols. Local correctional facilities supplied welfare needs for the homeless who lacked spousal/family support. Such was the case of one elderly widower, Mr. George K. who died in the Stratford gaol. According to the Coroner’s Inquest Report Mr. K. had no friends and his two daughters lived in the United States. He resided in the gaol for the four years proceeding his death.27 Even when families lived close by, illness forced some to seek the medical care of the gaol surgeon and the daily services provided by the matron and gaoler. Mrs. Amy J. left behind four children and a husband when she became sick and went to gaol.28

Without doubt many inmates were either too young or too old to readily find employment. Among those with occupations most worked in the lower socio-economic group which for women meant domestic service or prostitution, although some held positions as labourers or textile workers. As economies fluctuated
Table 8: Marital Status of All Women and Men Charged with Vagrancy in Four Communities, 1840-81

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WOMEN:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19.1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>38.2</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18.3</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>45.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>76.2</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>61.8</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>52.9</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>51.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>28.8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>103</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing cases</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MEN:</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Married</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19.0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>24.4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>15.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>78.9</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>81.0</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>61.0</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>78.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Widowed</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>14.6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Missing cases</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: See Table 1.

Recessions and depressions threatened jobs and those who held them. Links between economic cycles and vagrancy committals is aptly demonstrated in Leeds/Grenville. Incarcerations for men peaked between 1875 and 1878 when the full impact of the depression hit many industries the hardest. For women, the effects of unemployment occurred at the onset of the economic collapse between 1872 and 1873 and gradually declined over the next three years.

The prolonged effect of the 1873 depression on working-class men and the benefits of welfare services in gaol are further underlined in Inspector Langmuir’s
1879 report on Grey county. On the day of his inspection in March, 52 prisoners were incarcerated, 43 males, and 9 females. "The enormous increase in the number of vagrants" in the Owen Sound gaol, he stated "was chiefly caused by work being stopped on the construction of the Hamilton and North-Western Railway, whereby three hundred men were thrown out of employment". Without doubt local gaols provided both temporary and long term welfare and medical services for the poor, unemployed, elderly, young, sick and/or pregnant residents of frontier/rural Ontario well beyond early stages of settlement, it continued towards the end of the nineteenth century.

If vagrancy proved the dominant "public order" crime in rural areas, particularly frontier communities, drunkenness proved equally dominant in urban communities. The life course of those charged with drunkenness differed from the pattern established for all committals in each county. Drunken offenders were generally older and more likely to be married than the local gaol population. The shift in age was particularly evident in frontier/rural areas and occurred more often for women than men. In Perth and Grey counties, for example, the increase for women between 21 and 40 is almost 20 per cent higher than female cohorts within each county sample population. Similarly women over 41 and under 60 were almost ten per cent greater than all gaool women in the same age group. The rise in the incidence of committals of married women in the recently settled communities of Perth and Grey far exceeded the overall county committal population by 27 per cent and 36 per cent, respectively. Conversely in York/Toronto trends in marital status
between the drunken women and the overall county population remained the same and in Leeds/Grenville the percentage of married women committed for drunkenness actually declined relative to the overall gaol group. Taken together, it appears, that rural, married women either indulged in home brew or frequented local taverns significantly more often than their urban cohorts.

Across the spectrum of communities the percentage of Irish and Roman Catholics charged with drunkenness exceeded that of almost all those in gaol in each county. The increase in gaol of Irish immigrants is particularly notable in Perth, Leeds/Grenville, and York/Toronto counties. Among rural areas it is most pronounced among women who were Irish and Roman Catholic. In contrast, York/Toronto records the widest dissimilarity between gaol of Irish males and the overall Irish population.

While studies of nineteenth-century Ontario temperance societies identified a persistent anti-drink lobby in Ontario few have studied the public and private drinking habits and attitudes. Fewer still have examined drinking among women and men in rural and urban societies beyond descriptions in contemporary journals.

Contemporary writings suggest that excessive use of spirituous liquors in Upper Canada, while not "universal," pervaded social life in all parts of the country, and was as prominent in the backwoods as in the towns. . . . At almost every gathering liquor was served in abundance, and it was considered in the thirties that he was 'a moderate man who does not exceed four glasses in a day.'
Although, consuming large quantities of "strong drink" was an acknowledged part of a rough masculine culture in frontier rural societies, little is known of the drinking habits of women. What we do know is that for urban women, the penalty was severe; public drunkenness identified the fallen.  

Temperance supporters frequently singled out for derision men and women working on the streets. The 1850s heralded a revival of the movement in Ontario inspired, it would appear, by efforts south of the border. In 1851 the "Maine Law" prohibited the sale or manufacture of liquor throughout the state; in Canada West, 10,000 copies of the Maine Liquor Law, showing its workings and applicability in Canada were printed for distribution across the province. As well sympathetic press reports focussed on the "triumph of humanity" in Maine where "the law has greatly diminished drunkenness". Among many accounts one visitor recalled seeing only three drunkards on the streets during a recent visit while another reported seeing none. Local supporters waged battles against vice in rural and urban communities culminating with "the temperance act" in 1864. This reworking of earlier legislation not only restricted the sale of intoxicating liquors and licenses "for repression of abuses resulting from such sale", but provided municipal councils with authority to pass a by-law prohibiting the sale of liquor within their own community.

Most councils allowed their new powers to lay unused. As temperance supporters campaigned at church meetings and petitioned the state to reduce the population of drinkers, municipal governments continued to issue liquor licences to local drinking establishments. No doubt reluctance to restrict sales resulted from
substantial annual revenues provided by fees charged for liquor licences. In 1864 the town of Brockville, for example, collected $1,198.20 in Liquor License fees, a sum more than ten times the total amount collected for fines and fees in the Mayor's Court that year. Similarly Toronto councillors filled municipal coffers through licence funds. In 1871 alone, the city amassed revenue of $26,000.00 from tavern, shop and saloon licence payments.\textsuperscript{42}

Alcohol was available from licensed and, according to one local inspector's report, unlicensed sources at almost any hour of the day or night. In 1850, the same year the provincial government passed a law certifying tavern licenses to suppress intemperance\textsuperscript{43} a population of 30,000 Torontonians supported 152 Taverns and 206 beer shops. The evidence suggests a wide availability of liquor in both towns and cities. In 1859, in the midst of the depression, the ratio of taverns/saloons to population in Toronto was 157 to 1, and in Stratford, an even lower 70 to 1.\textsuperscript{44}

In spite of provincial regulation, bars remained a dominant feature of rural landscapes.\textsuperscript{45} In 1857 the small community of Owen Sound, licensed the maximum number of public houses (eleven) allowed by provincial statute for a population just under 3,000. Two years later council announced a limit of 15 taverns and 10 shops selling spirits.\textsuperscript{46} Although women ran some liquor businesses, men owned and operated most.\textsuperscript{47} Serving hours were lengthy. During week-days bars closed by eleven o'clock, and were "not to be opened again before the hour of six of the clock on the mornings". Not surprisingly, bars were closed on the Sabbath.\textsuperscript{48}
It is difficult to determine distribution of licensed or unlicensed vendors in rural townships. The evidence suggests at least as many vendors if not more in rural than in urban areas. For example, in 1873, the county license inspector for Leeds/Grenville reported on 67 taverns spread across the countryside beyond the boundaries of Brockville. Most, but not all, were licensed.\(^49\) Even more difficult to access, however, is the extent of home brew which we know was made, sold, consumed and exchanged among friends and relatives beyond the purview of local officials.

Although, it may have been legal to drink, public drunkenness violated Ontario law.\(^50\) Drunkenness not only threatened public order, it led as many firmly believed, to profanity, immorality and further lawlessness. Local press reports throughout this period stressed the unsavoury consequences of excessive drinking and crime. As was often asserted in news’ accounts, "after getting a little liquor" affrays, robberies, and family negligence resulted.\(^51\) As further corroboration, statistical evidence linked gaol committals to alcohol abuse. In 1859, Stratford’s gaol warden reported that 18 out of 21 cases involved intoxication.\(^52\)

Other events illustrate the inter-relationship between legal and social/religious discourse which informed the ongoing temperance debate. Ecclesiastical leaders endorsed a legislated solution to reduce alcohol related crimes in a series of petitions. In 1851, a bishop in Toronto petitioned city council for a law to suppress intemperance.\(^53\) Years later a petition signed by pastors of various denominations from Prescott reiterated the belief "[T]hat the legal sale of intoxicating liquors in any
community is the fruitful source of intemperance, poverty and crime in society."  

Similarly, follow-up accounts on the effects of the Maine law confirmed the profound impact of a prohibition law on reducing vice in the United States. Reporting on its influence, observers noted how "pauperism, vice and crime are diminished" and equally important, "morality and religion . . . [given] new revelations."  

The "fall" of respectable men and decent women through drinking formed another theme underlying media coverage often presented as personal testimonials or life narratives. One convicted murderer, speaking to an assembled crowd of prisoners, warned "against whiskey and bad company. Keep away from the liquor shops, these brought me to ruin."  

Under differing circumstances a woman, formerly employed as a servant, was sentenced to gaol for drunkenness after succumbing to the temptation of the "bottle."  

The sermonic tone of these stories, as reported in the press, served to alert the general public of further moral decline lest the liquor trade cease.  

Support of temperance legislation among lay and judicial adherents can be summed up in a report issued by the grand jury of Perth county in 1857 which declared "unhesitatingly" that widespread sale of intoxicating drinks led to increased crime.  

If fewer places existed for the retail sale of such Drinks, there would be, by all human reasoning and power of observation, less cause for the committing of the various crimes which occur in society from a common breach of the peace up to murder.  

Honourable Justice Hagarty concurred. Commenting on the provincial legislature's decision in 1860 to restrict the number of tippling houses by population, he responded favourably to eliminating these "hot-beds of crime in its worse phases".  

In the minds
of a particularly influential and vocal constituency, drink, morality and crime were deeply imbricated; law played a central role in policing and punishing offenders.

Two exceptional provincial statutes, both related to alcohol, illustrate the lengths to which the provincial government extended its authority to protect the economic and moral interests of the community while limiting individual rights. In 1853, the province outlawed liquor sales "within three miles of the line of any Railway, Canal or other Public Work." These far reaching restrictions covered not only government construction but also projects undertaken by "any incorporated Company, or by private enterprise." In an apparent effort to eliminate any potentially disruptive influences that might impede costly transportation projects, the government enforced prohibition to restrict workers' indulgences.

Later under the act of 1873, the provincial legislature sanctioned the committal of "habitual drunkards" to a provincial medical facility for treatment. Recalling the rhetoric of temperance supporters, press and government officials the statute addressed the dual problem of drunkenness and habituation. Since, it is clearly shown that drunkenness, directly and indirectly, is the cause of much of the disease, insanity and idiocy, as well as the crime and pauperism in the Province, and which evils it is most desirable to remedy or ameliorate.

Either voluntarily or by magisterial decree an "habitual drunkard" could be admitted to the hospital and detained for a period "not exceeding one year." As state guardians, government inspectors could seize a "drunkards'" property for maintenance or expenses during periods of treatment.
Alongside persistent efforts of temperance workers to restrict public drunkenness, men and women across Ontario, continued to be arrested and re-arrested for alcohol related offences. Surprisingly, given anecdotal reports of success in Maine, at no time in Ontario, did patterns of committals decline following temperance legislation. Instead, we see a different pattern emerging.

Committals in York/Toronto Gaol, 1850-80
Women and Men Charged with Drunkenness

Figure 1.
Source: See Table 1.

Charges for drunkenness among Toronto women rose dramatically between 1856-65, peaking in 1860 (see Figure 1).\(^2\) Despite annual population increases, at no other time do the figures for York/Toronto rise above the number of arrests in 1860. It was within this same nine year period that the Toronto gaol recorded a higher
female population than male. The high number of committals for women highlights the gendered nature of public peace and prosecution charges in large urban centres in the mid-to-late 1850s.

This trend resembles a national/international pattern of female incarceration. Studies in other parts of British North America report the highest level of committals for women between 1851 and 1861 (Hamilton) and 1865 and 1866 (Halifax). American historian, Estelle Freedman notes a similar rise in women's convictions and imprisonments during the 1860s in several American cities. Between 1863 and 1867, female crime rates soared in New York City, Buffalo, Boston and Detroit. While a decline in crimes by men during the civil war partly accounts for the wide differentiation between male and female prisoners, nonetheless, in northern American cities, "the 1860s witnesses an independent rise in criminal convictions of women." Convictions for drunkenness as with other public peace offences carried a specific stigma for women. The "ideology of femininity, so important in defining women's ideal conduct," in Victorian society, concludes English historian Lucia Zedner, "was no less important in responding to their worst." Moreover, gendered perceptions towards drinking meant that while "intemperance could be a manly flaw . . . a woman's drunkenness was an almost unspeakable corruption of the purity essential" to motherly and societal responsibilities.

The rhetoric of domesticity that relegated the moral and domestic sphere to women meant harsher penalties for those who abandoned their true womanhood for the streets, bars and bawdy houses of Toronto. "[T]he very 'independence' of this
group, let alone their criminality," legal historian, Jim Phillips' asserts in his study of women and crime in Halifax, "was an affront to respectable society." Convicted women entered the moral pit of "fallen women." Unlike in the past, Freedman argues, where even women convicted of a sexual offence more readily re-integrated into the community after suffering punishment, new moral standards of Victorian society condemned her to a lifetime categorization as a "fallen woman." Outcast, "the first offender often entered a vicious cycle which led her directly into the criminal class." Already limited female employment opportunities were reduced further often leading to prostitution. Notably among Toronto women many of those arrested and re-arrested for drunkenness listed their occupation as prostitute.

Other local structural and economic factors, meanwhile, also contributed to increased incarcerations for both women and men in mid-century Toronto/York. An increase in incarcerations coincided with the particularly zealous efforts of Toronto officials to define and regulate this prosperous, industrializing provincial capital. In the early fifties, council discussed augmenting the size of the police force as well as the number of police stations "to make more ample provision for keeping the public peace" and "for the general protection of the Citizens." In a letter to council in 1856 the Chief of Police documented the need to appoint detectives to the force, "for the safety and perfect order" of Toronto which like any other large city dependant on a commercial economy needed to be guarded against the "great many suspicious persons [who] frequent our city."
Creation of the Toronto Board of Commissioners of Police, in 1859, followed a gradual increase in the number of police stations and officers between 1852 and 1859. With the appointment of the Commission, sixty constables patrolled the streets ready to arrest disruptive drunkards. The degree to which size of police units influenced the number of committals is further supported by the rapid decline in arrests in the early sixties when the number of policemen was reduced to 38 men.

Given the desperate economic circumstances after the 1857 depression there might also have been a greater population on the street to arrest. High unemployment and despair may have driven some to downtown bars to drink. Moreover, periods of high unemployment probably forced some women to seek alternate, temporary employment as prostitutes.

As compelling as these factors are, they alone do not adequately explain the intense rise in public peace committals particularly since, as we saw in the previous chapter, neither a dangerous nor a violent class of criminals seemed to have resided in the city. A study of the garotting panic in London in 1862 by historian Jennifer Davis provides a possible explanation for the pattern of committals in Toronto. According to her analysis, the moral panic that followed a series of highly publicized robberies or "garotts" in London had more to do with

the actions and reactions of the press, public, and various government agencies involved in control which created the 1862 'crime wave' rather than any significant increase in criminal activity in the streets. Thus, the garotting panic was clearly a 'moral panic': one of those episodes in which public anxieties, especially expressed and orchestrated by the press and by government actions, serve to 'amplify deviance' and to promote new measures for its control.
Moreover, mobilizing public opinion during this time, Davis argues, contributed to dismantling the reformatory penal system and replacing it with a punitive model of convict treatment.\textsuperscript{80}

While there is evidence of a public debate over the use of punishment as a deterrent in Ontario, more pressing demands in Toronto focussed attention on local policing and municipal control. Expanded coverage of Police Court cases in Toronto newspapers in the fifties amplified the rhetoric of widespread disorder promoting demands for greater police action.\textsuperscript{81} Council policing reports, in anticipation of a police commission, also stressed the need for greater policing to maintain public peace. No doubt, the ensuing public debate or 'moral panic' in Toronto during the 1850s helped promote those objectives.

Over time York/Toronto not only arrested large numbers of individuals, it also convicted most of them. In all 88 per cent of women and 77.7 per cent of men pleaded or were found guilty.\textsuperscript{82} Most women were repeat offenders, frequently convicted more than once and, in one extreme case, more than 46 times. In contrast, men had both a lower rate of recidivism collectively and for each individual man. Rarely, were the number of incarcerations higher than 10 committals for each man. This gendered difference in recidivism reflects not only ideological and economic differences it also underscores greater mobility by men, over women to avoid incarceration through relocation.

The case of Isabella C. illustrates sentencing trends in the city. In 1854 Ms. C., a 22-year-old woman born in Ireland, worked as a prostitute when arrested in
Toronto for public drunkenness and disorderliness. This was her seventh committal. She appeared in the Police Court in front of George Gurnett Esq., was found guilty and sentenced to one month in gaol with hard labour. As was often the case, she was one of several women arrested in a group. One month later Isabella was released from gaol -- her time had expired. Sentences of one month hard labour, regardless of number of committals, were common in Toronto courts for women charged with drunkenness and was given much more frequently than the second most common sentence of 14 days hard labour. Up until 1868, few women in Toronto had the option of choosing between gaol and payment of fine and costs, and, as we shall see, few women availed themselves of this option.

This case also illustrates an overall tendency on the part of Toronto mayors and magistrates to apply the letter of the law with no regard for differing social or economic circumstances. Observations of American historian Michael Hindus about the treatment of criminals in two American states appears appropriate in Toronto courts as well. As he discovered, "[T]o the extent that defendants were seen as members of a deviant or dangerous class, they lost their individuality. . . . Defendants seemed almost interchangeable."

For those appearing in Toronto Police Court, magistrates frequently applied punitive penalties sending guilty parties "to break stones." The 1850 statute provided a range in sentences for "drunkards":

not less than Five Shillings nor more than Twenty-Five shillings for his [sic] said offence, together with the costs of suit, the expenses of arresting the person so found intoxicated, and in keeping him in safe custody; and in default of payment shall be
imprisoned in the house of correction or other place of confinement for a space of time not exceeding one month. With the

Presiding justices invariably imposed the lengthiest sentence -- one month -- with the harshest penalties -- hard labour.

Over time variations in sentencing occurred for convicted women and men in Toronto/York. From the mid-1860s two changes altered sentencing patterns for women. When George Boomer, Esq. replaced George Gurnet in the Police Court, gaol time increased from one month to upwards of two to three months. With the arrival of Alexander McNabb as Police Magistrate in 1867 sentences altered; women were more frequently given the option of gaol sentence or payment. Payment of fines, however, became an option few women took.

Although a sentence of one month hard labour remained common for both sexes, the provision of an option between fine and gaol differed. For men, the choice of gaol or fine offered occasionally in the 1850s, occurred more frequently in the 1860s and became standard sentencing practice by the 1870s. The fact that many men paid their fines, ranging from a few dollars in the 1860s to just under five dollars in the 1870s doubled the city's financial benefit. It also exempted men of means from penalties beyond a minor financial loss.

Taken together alterations in sentencing in Toronto Police Court appear to be more a result of changes in presiding magistrates than a consequence of broader reforming trends. In fact, changes in sentencing practice in York/Toronto were more in degree than in kind. The prevailing tendency among all justices was to administer harsh penalties for all convicted women and men in cases of drunkenness.
The percentage of convictions in Leeds/Grenville, meanwhile, was higher than in York/Toronto: 90 93 per cent of the women and 91.8 per cent of the men charged in the Brockville courts received a guilty verdict. Along with high convictions, this county had an even higher recidivist population than Toronto. In Leeds/Grenville, almost half the population had previous committals. 91 Such was the case of David C., a 24-year-old bachelor found guilty of public drunkenness in 1859. On his fourth committal, he spent ten days in the county gaol. As with others, duration of punishment increased with the number of committals listed on the gaol register.

The case against David C. followed on the heels of a public morals by-law identifying public drunkenness as an offence. Under the new municipal legislation, punishment was a fine of not more than $50.00, with costs of conviction. If unable to pay the alternative was gaol for not more than twenty days with or without hard labour. As in other counties, fines could be divided in half between the informer or prosecutor and the county unless the county brought the charge in which case the whole amount went to the municipality. 92

Surprisingly, the type of punishment meted out to men and women over the 31 years in Leeds/Grenville varied only marginally. 93 On only a few occasions, mostly between 1854 and 1858, sentences offered a choice between gaol and payment of fines and costs. As in the case of other counties, women and men generally served their time. 94 The high number of women, and to a lesser extent men, who failed when given the option to take advantage of non-gaol alternative suggests they were poor. It also suggests that at times, married women may have served sentence time if
husbands failed to pay. Until the 1870s wives faced legal restrictions on ownership of "goods" or "chattels" that could be sold to pay debts. Either way, paying a fine was not an option to consider.

Once one looks beyond Toronto and Brockville it becomes clear that this pattern contrasts with committal/convictions in more recently settled communities. Perth county had a low rate of recidivism; among the 78 committals only 10 women (13 per cent) and 10 men (11.6 per cent) listed previous charges. Perth also had high convictions among those charged with drunkenness with more females (87 per cent) than males (70.9 per cent) found guilty.

Sentencing in Perth was complex. Although clear patterns exist on the surface, it is sometimes difficult to draw any firm conclusions from the data. The following observations, however, can be made.

In the main, two trends of punishment were meted out in the lower courts in Stratford. Gaol sentences were usually imposed with hard labour;95 sentences offering time or payment also included hard labour. The first limited option occurred most frequently in the early years between 1856 and 1870 and was imposed more often on women than men. The second more favourable "choice" was awarded with increased frequency to men after 1860 and to women ten years later. This "choice" of punishments, however, was always more apparent than real. Few men and even fewer women ever paid fines. Overwhelmingly they served their time in gaol.

Such was the experience of Mary H. In the fall of 1875 Mary, a 34-year-old labourer's wife from England living in the small town of Ingersol, was charged with
drunkenness. Justice J.A. Scott of the Stratford Police Court found her guilty as charged and sentenced her to a "fine [of] $1 Costs $4 or 10 days in Gaol Labour". Like most others she served her sentence in the Stratford gaol. Like so many others in the community, she did not have the "extra" $5.00 to pay a fine. Although fines, rarely exceeded $5.00, little revenue flowed to county coffers, no doubt, disappointing parsimonious council members who refused to spend money, despite the pleas of gaol inspectors, to improve conditions in their "oft-condemned" judicial edifice.96

In Perth county range of sentencing varied by gender. Prior to 1860 women were rarely charged; if convicted their short sentence time resembled that of men. After 1860, the pattern altered. For men, sentences ranged between 1 to 45 days, with most falling between 10 to 20 days. Women, on the other hand, remained in gaol longer. In a range of 4 to 60 days, most fell between 10 to 30 days. After 1873 sixty day sentences became common. Shifts in punishment in the 1860s coincided with a period of expansion and development in Perth county. Again, as counties became more urbanized, severity of punishment for women increased.

The ambitious efforts of one man, Mr. Linton, are evident in the vigourous campaign against spirits in Perth county. His widespread influence may also explain the harsh punishments meted out after 1860. Campaigns against drunkenness were aided and abetted by his moral crusade.

By the early 1850s, Mr. Linton, a lawyer from Scotland, began his lengthy tenure as county clerk of the peace. In 1855, with the aid of two local clergymen, he
organized a petition later presented to both houses of the legislature by Perth MPP, Jacob DeWitt, in favour of a "Prohibitory Liquor Law". Other reform efforts included publishing a free temperance periodical, The Challenge, which, among other ambitious endeavours, promoted a twenty-four point prohibitory By-law for the "Preservation of the Public Morals." 

In contrast with all other communities patterns of arrest, conviction and punishment differed significantly in Grey county. This area had the lowest arrests for drunkenness: 12.9 per cent for women and 31.1 per cent for men. The apparent inequality between women and men is reduced by the higher number of acquittals for men than for women -- less than one third of the men and two thirds of the women charged with drunkenness were found guilty. Sentences ranging from 24 hours to 2 months were overwhelmingly for gaol only. Sentences were generally not punitive and for the most part those apprehended for drunkenness were held overnight and released when sober.

As we have seen, charges in the Owen Sound court house were widely distributed by sex, class, ethnicity and religion for public peace offences, notably drunkenness. Grey county, however, was also home to a community of African-Canadians and Aboriginals. Members of both these minorities were no more likely to appear on the register than others.

Overall then, Grey county demonstrated a general tendency to arrest all miscreants regardless of status in the community. Anecdotal evidence corroborates this interpretation. In 1851, the local newspaper reported that for some time it had
been known within the community that certain, previously unidentified individuals, were selling alcohol illegally to Natives. According to the report, those charged were now found to be among the "respected" in the community. The editor praised the magistrates for bringing suspected parties to court and fining heavily -- nearly twenty pounds -- "regardless of personal respect, which they doubtless had for some of the party concerned." Unlike other areas where guilt resided only with those accused of drunkenness, the editor stated how in this instance, the guilt clearly rested with those furnishing the liquor.  

In sum, Grey county committals for drunkenness demonstrate a tendency towards leniency in judicial decisions for those charged with drunkenness which takes into account the financial exigencies and hardships of a rugged pioneer settlement. It also suggests that in a frontier culture where public events and social gatherings combined both drinking and reciprocal work arrangements drunkenness, while not desirable, was within the context of community social relations an acknowledged outcome. In Grey county, "drunkards" were part of a community and remained so even when appearing before the magistrate.

We are reminded, however, of more general assumptions about class, criminals and drunkenness in urban areas in remarks published in an 1865 edition of The Canadian Law Journal following passage of the temperance act. Unlike previous years, the editorialist observed,

drunkenness was not considered either criminal or disgraceful even amongst the more intelligent and educated classes of the community. By degrees . . . the drunkard has at length come to be generally considered as despicable and a disgrace to humanity.
This feeling is, . . . stronger as we ascend in the social scale; but it has not yet descended to those who compose the class most strongly imbued with the vice of intemperance. The public opinion which operates so beneficially upon the higher classes has but little effect upon those for whom a cure is principally required.\textsuperscript{101}

Amongst urban communities, categorizations of vice were identified predominately among the working-class. Penalties remained uniformly harsh.

S.D. Clark, long ago, noted that settlers in Ontario built gaols partly in response to the social welfare needs of the provincial population.\textsuperscript{102} As we have seen, the welfare function served well beyond early years of Upper Canadian settlement; the practice persisted, in frontier, rural communities at least until the late nineteenth century.

Meanwhile in nearby urban centres, vagrancy committals abated. A reduction in arrests in Toronto/York represents a transition along the developmental social process whereby older traditional functions took on new meanings within municipal urban structures. The same could be applied, even more so, to drunkenness, where increased incarcerations and punishments signalled immorality or illness most frequently among the "lower" class.

Regulating urban public space then,\textsuperscript{103} drew on a set of rules, "to structure, to give shape to," a form of social practice.\textsuperscript{104} Some justices and mayors acted with increasing alacrity in enforcing these rules. "Wandering" or drunk men and women became a source of annoyance and suspicion on public streets in rapidly growing towns and cities in Ontario. Urban by-laws enforced by municipal police and local
courts provided a solution. As such, mounting costs for "street sweeping," became less of a concern for municipal financiers than issues of public propriety.\textsuperscript{105}
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CHAPTER 4

VIOLENCE, CULTURE AND COMMUNITY

In 1860, Mr. William W. of Holland township appeared in court. He was charged with several counts of shooting a bailiff and a school tax collector, "in the execution of their duty." At the time of the assault the bailiff was serving a warrant filed by local school trustees for non-payment of taxes. Carrying sticks and whips, this alliance of neighbours and relatives accompanying William W. refused to allow the officials onto the property for fear they were going "to seize his cattle for taxes." Following a scuffle, shots were fired in the direction of the two men. In the end, Mr. W. was found guilty of "shooting with intent" and sentenced to six months in gaol.¹

In 1874 in the city of Toronto, Mr. James F., struck his wife, Mrs. Margaret F. with a mallet. He had, according to her statement, been abusing her in the night calling her names and accusing her of being "worse than a prostitute". Next morning after breakfast, he followed her into the shed and asked if she was "going to the magistrate." She said yes. He punched her in the face. Pursuing his attack, Mr. F. picked up an axe which a daughter wrestled away. Not to be deterred, he took a mallet and struck his wife repeatedly. Searching for another weapon he grabbed a chisel, knocked her down, and stabbed her. It was not until several neighbours rushed over and pulled him away that the beating ceased. At trial, the jury found Mr. James guilty with a recommendation for mercy.²
The juxtaposition of these two cases illustrates the wide range of diversity in assaults. As with many assault and assault related cases they appear to have little in common. Systematic analysis, however, offers a way to see patterns where traditionally only erratic, singular, chaotic acts have been observed. Violence did not occur randomly. As often as not aggressors and aggrieved shared personal/familial relationships, business dealings or neighbourly acquaintanceships. Family members, neighbours, friends, employers and employees faced each other in courts where, although precise circumstances of violent acts remain multi-faceted, patterns of litigation centred on two themes: individual and personal/family conflicts. These patterns are best understood when viewed in the context of specific communities. As social anthropologist Emmanuel Marx observes in his study of an Israeli town, the "essential characteristic of [the] violent acts . . . is their social nature. . . . they flow out of the town’s social structure. . . . [and] are fully integrated in the social process."

Frontier/rural communities were generally cashless societies where economic survival was tenuous. Insecurity engendered a dependency among neighbours for aid. Less known, however, are how tensions between frontier independence and a forced reciprocal reliance resulted in violent individual confrontations that at their core centred on land ownership, taxes, livestock, crops and resources. What becomes equally apparent in these and other personal assaults in frontier and more settled communities is the gendered nature of these confrontations. Some men fought other men as part of a masculine culture where the ritual of confrontation retained its hold
on true manhood. While not excluded from this violence, women reacted with force far less frequently than men, and were more often retaliators than aggressors. Alongside this predominately public display of machismo existed a darker, private abuse in the home. Wife assault formed part of a wider pattern of patriarchal control. Pursuing legal mechanisms to restrict aggression, meanwhile, could serve to reinforce traditional social notions of male dominance in the home. Taken together, these acts of violence demonstrate the range of aggression utilized by ordinary individuals to achieve specific economic, political and/or social objectives.  

Research for this chapter relied on two main sources from the superior courts: criminal indictment files and judges' benchbooks. Criminal indictment case records from the Courts of Oyer and Terminus and General Gaol Delivery and of Assize and Nisi Prius are incomplete for all counties. Files are complete for Perth, Leeds/Grenville and Grey counties for a single period between 1859 and 1865; no records exist in these counties from 1866 to 1879. York/Toronto records begin in 1870 and run until 1889. All files for women and men from Perth, Leeds/Grenville and Grey have been examined. As well, all women's files and a sampling of men's files in York/Toronto were analyzed. These records are accessible through computer indexing by an assigned number, name, crime, year or sex, etc. Files vary in completeness providing a range of information for the prosecution listing the charge, pleading, witnesses, witness' statements, medical reports, formal indictment, verdict and/or certificates of prior offences.
Judges' benchbooks have also been consulted to supplement information from criminal indictment files. Benchbooks cover the duration of the study and record complete trial testimony. Attempts have been made whenever possible, to link cases in both criminal indictments and judges' benchbooks. Each benchbook contains notations during trial, defendant's name and charge. Each judge transcribed by hand court testimony which included witnesses for the prosecution and defence, cross-examination and the verdict. Occasionally judges recorded their instructions to the jury and sentencing along with any jury recommendations of mercy. Overall completeness and utility varied with the judge; some, such as those of Chief Justice John Beverley Robinson were not used because they were illegible. By contrast Justice Galt's benchbooks were meticulously scripted. In all, over 300 cases involving charges for violence from the superior courts have been examined. As in other chapters, newspaper reports supplied additional coverage of cases and opinions.

The incident involving William W. provides important evidence of how multifaceted and confrontational the process of community settlement and dispute resolution could be. Among frontier/agricultural societies scarce cash resources were rerouted back to the farm. Mr. and Mrs. W., as they claimed, probably did not have the money to pay their taxes. As one Upper Canadian settler exclaimed: "Money! . . . Where should I get money? . . . people in this country have no money."6 Town merchants certainly were aware of this. Several Owen Sound store owners, tired of distributing merchandise on accounts that were never paid, temporarily abandoned the
idea of credit. They concluded it was better to "have merchandise on the shelf than spread around." Other shops routinely advertised discounts to anyone wealthy enough to pay cash. One desperate salesperson even offered to "take bailed hay in payment" for his nearly new, first class hay press.

Even the relatively prosperous Upper Canadian Moodie family suffered deprivations in the early years. After earning a small sum of money selling paintings Susannah Moodie bought shoes for her children whom, she exclaims, "during our bad times, had been forced to dispense with these necessary coverings."

Indeed many families faced dire circumstances based on the precarious nature of frontier family economies. A lengthy account of one settler depicts just how critical this exchange of goods and service was during early stages of settlement.

I landed in Quebec with my wife and family [in 1845] and with seven sovereigns in my pocket -- found my way to Glengarry where my brother-in-law resided, from whom I took a farm to work upon shares. He found me in seed, stock, and implements. I laid in a stock of provisions for the summer, and went to work with a good will and with a cash capital of five shillings currency in my pocket. I had an excellent crop. I returned him first the seed, and then gave him one half of the remaining produce.

Contemporary and historical accounts document how individuals and families relied on kin, neighbours and community to exchange goods, food and services. They exchanged, as well community values. As with the family in Glengarry, farmers in Grey County formed a network of mutual exchange. This exchange of goods and services extended beyond family ties to other individuals. Within this process of exchange and mutual dependency alliances were forged among seemingly disparate parties against the competing interests of others. We gain further insight into
how this process bonded families to neighbours by examining in greater detail the 
links between the farm family and the other four non-family participants in the affray. 
As we shall see, the other disputants, like the farmers, had an economic self interest 
in protecting property and opposing losses.

Two shoemakers from Owen Sound participated in the melee; in part, their 
livelihood also depended on saving the farm and livestock. As noted by another settler 
in eastern Glengarry county, cow hides returned from the tanner were kept until the 
shoemaker made his annual trek to sew boots and shoes for the family. Then, in the 
fall when the first cow was killed the shoemaker received one quarter of the meat as 
payment.¹⁴

Reasons why the other two neighbours or kin remained on the Grey county 
farm are unknown. Possibly they, like the tradesmen anticipated payment in kind by 
the farmers. As was the custom, a farmer in Dundas recounted, when a cow was 
slaughtered the meat was distributed among debtors: the "blacksmith takes a quarter, 
the shoemaker another, the tailor or the carpenter a third and ourselves the remaining 
one."¹⁵ Mutual reliance based on economic dependency linked the assailants to the tax 
evaders. They in turn sided with the farmers, not the bailiff.

Not only did farmers need cattle to pay workers, they also relied on livestock 
to exchange for goods and specialty items from town stores. We know from 
advertisements in local newspapers that shops offered "Farm Produce taken in 
exchange for Goods."¹⁶ As well, to acquire specialty items other wholesale grocers 
accepted "all kinds of Dairy Produce . . . on account of purchases, or sold on
commission.17 To survive families alongside a coterie of neighbours in Holland
township united in their defense of the farm. Their assault on the officials represented
the desperate act of a "community" of individuals where mutual economic survival
depended on preventing "anyone to take anything away from" the property.

The above incident highlights three significant features common to other rural
assaults. First, assaults predominately involved men where typically the level of
violence escalated from quarrels to fists then weapons and ultimately guns. After Mr.
W. warned the bailiff and the tax collector to stay off the farm several men
approached carrying whips. The fight quickly intensified from whips to more lethal
weapons and threats to "kill" the government representatives. Both the bailiff and the
farmer's supporters then drew their guns. As they attempted to flee several more
punches, and finally shots were fired barely missing them.

It is equally important to note that in this case, as in others, prosecuting
charges and verdicts do not accurately represent the full extent of the assault. Based
on evidence presented at trial it appears that each of the seven protestors in the
Holland township case either shot, punched or threatened the officials, yet only two
were charged. The charge against the second man was then dropped. Furthermore,
despite threats to kill both officials, Mr. W. was found guilty of the lesser charge of
"shooting with intent". Charges at trial were often downgraded after the initial
indictment and juries returned what John Beattie has termed a "partial verdict."18 In
another case in Perth county three men were charged with assault with intent to do
grievous bodily harm. They were found guilty of common assault.19 Again, in the
1861 trial against Henry P. he was charged with three counts: assault (stabbing) with intent to kill, aggravated assault and common assault; the verdict was guilty on the third count.20

Still other cases suggest a form of plea bargaining between prosecutors and defence council which, in effect downgraded charges. William L., for example, was originally charged and plead not guilty to aggravated assault; at trial he reversed his plea and pled guilty to assault.21 Additional evidence suggests that plea bargaining occurred in other cases where defendants charged with serious offense of rape plead guilty to a lesser charge of assault, with a considerably reduced punishment.22 Evidence of plea bargaining is particularly evident in the late 1850s following the introduction of county crown attorneys.23

Overall the violent verbal exchange between farmers and tax collectors was consistent with many other assaults; the actual harm, however, could be considered less injurious than that of other cases. In lately settled areas few assault cases reached the higher courts; those which did were invariably the most serious and involved considerable physical injuries.24 At a meeting held in Owen Sound in 1852, a long standing dispute between two neighbouring families erupted in a row when three members of one family were set upon by a group of men. When the dust finally settled five combatants were arrested. All were found guilty. Among the injured family members, the father was "in so precarious a state that . . . he made his last will." A son was "also thought to be dangerously ill." The third "notwithstanding the loss of several of his teeth" was not in "immediate danger."25 Similarly, in nearby
Glenelg township, Edward F. gathered together his neighbours to help thrash grain. While setting up the thrashing machine Edward began arguing with David K. Tempers flared and Edward F., who had been using an axe to drive stakes into the ground, struck David K. on the head with his tool, knocking him to the ground. He then hit him again.26

Gaol statistics reinforce our earlier observation that in frontier/rural areas violence proved more frequent than in cities.27 Although availability of weapons and inaccessibility to courts provide some reasons for increased severity of social violence, frontier culture -- particularly communal events serving liquor -- provide a better explanation for the trend.

Within communities, upwards of forty neighbours often joined together in reciprocal work arrangements or "bees" for barn raisings, harvesting or logging and other activities. At such gatherings excessive drinking often resulted in violence. As Upper Canadian social commentator and critic Susannah Moodie observes, "[P]eople in the woods have a craze for giving and going to bees, . . . plenty of strong drink and excitement making the chief attraction of the bee."28 Moodie did not share the enthusiasm of fellow Upper Canadians. She considered these events "necessary evils. . . . They present the most disgusting picture of a bush life. They are noisy, riotous, drunken meetings, often terminating in violent quarrels, sometimes even bloodshed".29 Moodie's brother, Samuel Strickland, regretted particularly the necessity of communal labour practices because of the degenerate nature of the "continual round of dissipation" which seemed always to accompany these gatherings. Crimes as serious
as manslaughter occurred. These events illustrate how relationships of mutual reliance in one context could just as easily become occasions for violent confrontations. Similarly, ties within ethnic groups maintained support networks among adherents while rivalries between competing and differing factions within an ethnic community could lead to abuse.

Violence originating from disputes among differing ethnic groups frequently took the form of personal attacks. Over the years, neighbourhood enclaves in Perth County, for example, remained ethnically and religiously structured. Religious antagonisms between Irish Protestant and Irish Catholics could end in scuffles especially during the annual Orange parade. Other instances of violence attest to tensions between German Lutheran farmers and Irish Catholic labourers. In 1855, for example, a group of Irish railway labourers disrupted a bar in the predominately German town of Petersburg. The subsequent affray concluded with serious injuries to both parties. Although group allegiances could curb some forms of troublesome behaviour, it could just as easily exacerbate conflict.

Such confrontations could be politically motivated as can be seen in Wallace, Perth county. Wallace was a town noted for systematic, politically-inspired assaults. In 1872, several men approached James L. "violently and by physical force" while he tried to vote reform. They dragged him from the polling platform "striking and kicking him severely on the back, hips, and thighs, and also on the head and face, and did throw stones." That same day another reform supporter, David C. alleged that he had been brutally assaulted by William M. on his way home from voting.
William M. was heard to have exclaimed, "I am surprised that you went against us to-day" before striking David C. in the eye with a stick.\textsuperscript{35}

Even livestock suffered from acts of vengeful political violence. The same day the reform voters were attacked in Wallace, Michael B.'s horse was "maliciously cut and stabbed with a scythe or some sharp instrument" in nearby St. Marys. Mr. B., was described as "a harmless individual unlikely to have personal enemies." The newspaper went on to speculate that this action was in retaliation for the farmer's political choice in the recent election.\textsuperscript{36}

Unintended or intended assaults occurred as well during popular demonstrations such as charivaris. Charivaris involved vigilante-type sanctions imposed against those who transgressed "community" norms. One contemporary observer recounted "tales of tragedy" during charivaris. In one instance a black man who had recently married a white woman was dragged from his house into the cold night air where his assailants "rode him along the rails". He died as a result of their "sanctions." In another case the charivari leader ended up dead and several revellers injured after guns were fired. To retaliate the mob threatened to burn the bridegroom’s house down and withdrew only after hearing him reload his gun.\textsuperscript{37}

That violence was a component of pioneer society is clear. Personal relationships centring on mutual economic dependency formed the basis for many of these disputes. As well, traditional rituals and celebrations became the backdrops for conflict and violence. Not surprisingly, the vast majority of disputants were men;
women, however, were sufficiently represented in altercations to reveal several important patterns.

Women, more specifically, wives and mothers, protected property and, when necessary, defended it using violence and threats. In the altercation between the farm family and the government officials in Grey county, the defendant's mother, the trial judges suggest, was among the parties firing shots from the cabin. Furthermore, as these officials retreated from the farm, she continued hitting the bailiff -- ensuring his departure -- ceasing only when solicited by other assailants to "let them alone so they could go their way".

Women relied, as well, on skills other than physical force to deal with aggressors. Depending on circumstances they may have attempted to mediate between the disputing parties. At other times they resisted or tried to escape by fleeing. In one case, the prosecutor's wife intervened initially to mediate the dispute between her husband and a neighbour. She approached the aggrieved Henry T. and urged him to go home as "nobody wanted to quarrel with him". Apparently, her husband, John C., had previously cautioned Henry T. "not to come that way any more." When the defendant failed to withdraw from the property, the plaintiff threw water in his face before escaping into the house. In response, the neighbour threatened to kill "every body that was in the house." Surprisingly, Mrs. C.'s husband did not appear in the kitchen when Henry broke open the door; she offered the only resistance to the intruder. With weapon in hand, she threatened to "put the broom down his throat" if he did not leave. In this case as in others, women resorted to domestic "tools" as
weapons. In another instance, Mrs. M. threw a pot of scalding water at one of several armed men attempting to arrest her husband in their home.\footnote{41}

Failing other alternatives women fled violent situations. Mrs. R., for example, was confronted by angry neighbours after she and her husband had moved into an empty shanty. A group of armed men arrived at the shack and threatened her. When a chance for escape arose, she grabbed the baby and fled to the bush where her husband was logging.\footnote{42}

Women, like Mrs. R., Mrs. C. and Mrs. W. stood against a group of men -- some armed -- to defend property, husbands and children. They, like other women, managed farms and finances, performing chores alongside men and, if widowed or abandoned attempted to run it alone. This mix of female frontier aggressiveness and overlapping sex roles is evident in the character of some of the leaders in later feminist and political movements. Nellie McClung and Agnes Macphail were both born in Grey County. Although McClung's family headed to the new west when she was a child, Agnes Macphail grew up in the rugged terrain of a late-nineteenth century Ontario settlement. In her political career she fought for social justice among the disenfranchised: women, the poor, farmers and prisoners. She was, as she later wrote, inspired by the "indomitable spirit" and "fearless" nature of her pioneering grandmother who

several times drove off bears that were threatening the stock, and never shed a tear when a gang of "swamp angels" took all her food, turned her and her . . . [family] out of their painstakingly built log homes, and burned the little dwellings.
Macphail summed up her grandmother's accomplishments in comparative gendered terms noting that she could "do most things a man is supposed to do and do them as well as most men." As Macphail added, this is "not unusual in a farm woman."43 "True womanhood" was defined more in frontier communities, it would seem, by industry and fortitude than by passivity and purity.

"Manful assertions,"44 meanwhile, continued to find expression often through public rituals of confrontation. Masculinity and patriarchy underlay patterns of social violence. Much has been written about the emergence of a "cult of true womanhood," but only recently have historians such as British scholar, David Newsome, suggested that the concept of manliness underwent a "metamorphosis,"45 as well, during the second half of the nineteenth century. While American legal historian, David Griswold, concludes that "[A] war of sort was waged over male identity in the nineteenth century, a war that took a host of forms ranging from temperance . . . [to] male authority within the family."46

Violence was but one aspect of a wider view of nineteenth-century male culture. Men defended and defined their manliness in public places with other men. Threats, challenges and other forms of bullying were employed to prove their manliness. Boys had frequently experienced violence first hand. Taunting led to scuffles "taken out on the spot" to settle "a personal grievance at once even if the explanation is made with fists".47 Such struggles crossed boundaries defined by class, ethnicity, religion and race. Boyhood scuffles were, like adult duels, a form of dispute resolution with its own set of rules between combatants.48
While many fights took place in bars after drinks, it is apparent that fights could just as easily erupt from ongoing as well as spontaneous disputes between men. Taverns, the common urban male meeting ground, functioned much like socials and working bees in rural areas. They combined drinking, socializing and fighting. In one case in Toronto in 1874, John M. chose the bar as the appropriate place to resolve his dispute. He provoked a fight with another tavern client, James G., by threatening him. Clearly, these men had earlier dealings as John approached James in the bar, placed his fist under his nose and uttered "I have got you now where I want you." The altercation was quickly broken up by the bar owner. In most instances a bartender's interventions would have ended the rift, but not in this case. Although John M. left, the conflict escalated when he returned with five others. John then took a pitcher and hurled it at James. His aim was poor; the pitcher hit the tavern owner on the head.

The public nature of such assaults was often integral to the nature of the response. In another bar-room in Leeds/Grenville a wrangle occurred between two neighbours. James B. greeted his neighbour Joseph G. at a tavern with a slap. Friends stepped in, and the two men were forcibly separated. Joseph G., however, would not have a public slap go unpunished. He challenged James B. to fight only to have him decline. According to some witnesses, he appeared fearful and continually tried to back away from his challenger. There was confusion as to the purpose of the slap as some witnesses suggested it was more a greeting than a challenge. Joseph G., however, saw only the latter; he wanted revenge and was "anxious to fight." He
pursued James uttering taunts, calling him a "coward" and a "son of a bitch." Pushing
and shoving soon ensued, and then Joseph G. was stabbed with a knife.51

Although altercations were personal and usually precipitated by an insult, they
were played out publicly. Invariably drinking played a part. Taunting frequently
preceded assaults as when Joseph G. called his opponent a "coward." An exception to
this pattern, meanwhile, proves equally illustrative.

Fights could erupt when one combatant tried to defend the public honour of a
spouse. Such was the case of Robert B. who seems to have used "indecent language"
in front of Joseph G.'s wife and another group of men. When Joseph G. took offense
words and eventually blows were exchanged. Robert B. lost an eye in the
confrontation and sued for damages in civil court. Justifying his attack, Joseph G.
declared that his opponent, "deserved the beating for what he had been [illegible?] to
his wife." Other testimony reported that Robert had also called him a "liar". The jury
sided with the plaintiff, Mr. B., and awarded him $200.00 in damages.52

There is further evidence of the ongoing nature of this dispute. Under cross-
examination it was suggested that Robert B. had earlier laid a complaint of disorderly
conduct against Joseph G. Similarly, in the case against Michael L., a cook,
convicted of stabbing foreman, William S., a dispute had festered while the men
worked together. In an angry exchange the cook threatened to "have satisfaction"
from the foreman for restraining him from leaving the work site. Use of the term
"satisfaction" had its origin in the "gentlemanly" arena of the duel53 to settle a score,
avenge an insult, resolve an imbalance in a relationship or defend one's individual or
family honour. In this case it proved to be the imbalance of power between cook and supervisor in an ongoing dispute over working conditions. In the end, the court awarded "satisfaction" to the "boss." The defendant was convicted of common assault.54

Notions of "satisfaction" or vengeance related to manliness rather than race, ethnicity or religion. In Toronto in 1853, a black man and woman were charged with manslaughter. They had thrown a stone at another black man who arrived at their house "to have satisfaction" for a previous transgression. Each witness reported hearing the defendant's declaration for revenge. According to one, when he was sober he was a "very quiet man, but when drunk" as on this occasion he "was noisy but not vicious unless he considered himself insulted then he was very determined and desires of having satisfaction."55

Competition also played a role in sparking disputes. While logging together one man challenged another's skill, to "bring on the spades" to see who was the best "ditcher". A jug was thrown and the "ditching" contest deteriorated into a fight. One person in the crowd, obviously enjoying the altercation tried to get them to fight again when they broke up. In the end, the crowd intervened and pulled the assailant off the victim.56

Clearly opposition to fighting motivated many to intercept or elude violent confrontations. Within the evolving middle-class culture, for example, Lenore Davidoff and Catherine Hall suggest that manhood lay in peaceful interactions through social and business associations, not through aggressive assaults among peers.57
Among individuals in Ontario there is ample evidence of attempts to resist or avoid fighting. At times a third party stepped in to stop a fight to avert more serious injuries. One such example would be the case of two men arguing at a council meeting. One man leapt across the table and grabbed another man by the collar. The aggressor landed only one blow (and even that was debated) before several others stepped in and stopped the fight. Sometimes stepping in could back fire as in the earlier case where the tavern owner was hit on the head while attempting to end a dispute. Neighbours intervened as well in cases of child abuse and/or wife abuse. Children too tried to end confrontations particularly in wife abuse cases.

Among acts of violence documented in superior courts there exists a pattern common to all perpetrators. With few exceptions, violent actions were calculated to disadvantage victims and advantage aggressors. What may appear at first glance as spontaneous acts of passion or rage were as often as not planned acts of aggression designed to achieve specific objectives. Actors in these dramas were invariably bigger, stronger, more numerous or better armed than their victims. If some observers saw assault as a means of settling disputes "by a little physical violence or persuasive eloquence, on the part of those involved, or by their friend," they erred. Such aggression frequently had more to do with maintaining a hierarchy of dominance in social relations than it did resolving disputes. This can best be seen by examining the single issue of wife assault within the unfolding interaction of community, justice and ideology.
It is more by circumstance than coincidence that wife beating entered the lexicon of the seventies. Historically, concerns about family violence have been a "weather-vane identifying the prevailing winds of anxiety about family life in general," and the role of women, in particular. According to some observers, society was embarking on a "revolution"; women, were central to the debate. The "object" of the Woman's Rights Movement as Goldwin Smith warned Canadians in an article published in The Canadian Monthly and National Review, in 1872, "is to affect sweeping change in all the relations of the sexes -- conjugal, political, legal, educational and industrial." The ominous outcome of such a revolution, if it actually takes place, will be at once unparalleled in importance. . . . because female character and domestic morality lie so completely at the root of civilization.

More specifically, the changing nature of social relations between men and women was raised in the Canadian Parliament. The "tendency of legislation" according to one member, "at the present seemed to be to place females [sic] on the same footing as men." Furthermore, he continued, citing the observations of an unnamed Parliamentary source, "the tendency of modern legislation was to reverse the condition of things -- to make the man the woman and the woman the man."

It was in this context that the debate over wife-beating emerged onto the public stage in the 1870s. No longer only whispered among neighbours, we see the gradual shift from a private household "family broil" to a public discourse on punishment for wife beaters. Not surprisingly, the rhetorical tone reflected socially based assumptions. For the most part the debate emerged from the temperance movement
which, together with other women's groups, fought for greater marital economic
dependence. The first legislation in 1859 granting married women access to courts
for limited property rights, for example, had been introduced by Malcolm Cameron, a
noted temperance advocate. When the statute was first presented in 1857, 1,300
women in Canada West signed petitions supporting the bill. Fittingly, given this wide
endorsement the act focused on the economic disadvantage among all women
including

the poorer classes, . . . [where] every one in large cities must have
felt the misery resulting from the conduct of one (husband) who has
passed from careful industry and sobriety, into dissipation and
wretchedness -- reducing the unfortunate partner of his affections, as
well as her children to misery. Regulated

Regulation of morality received its greatest endorsement from the temperance
movement. "As innocent victims of an invasion of alcohol into their homes, . . .
[women] suffered most from the liquor trade." Its effect turned "men into demons" and
promoted violence often directed towards women. The competing interests of
women's temperance groups alongside a vigorous public debate concerning the private
social relations between the sexes helped raise the spectre of wife abuse to public
debate.

More broadly, establishing an appropriate punishment to fit the crime was
discussed among state administrators, the legal community and the media. By the late
sixties, notably in Stratford, gaol registers consistently listed charges for wife assault
or wife beating. Previously most were listed as assaults. This change resulted from
either an increase in charges or a directive from correctional officials to record such
offences. We know from his reports that Chief Inspector, William Langmuir favoured harsher punishments for repeat offenders. Dating back as far as 1869 Langmuir recommended sentences with hard labour over the existing practice of granting sureties for wife beaters. Many of these men, Langmuir argued, remained idle in gaol awaiting trial. Some jurists, meanwhile, favoured corporal punishment. When *The Canada Law Journal* reprinted an editorial from an English law journal opposing the lash, Canadian editors responded announcing their approval for lashing "wife beaters" or other bullies.

The press, as well, began to question the courts' apportionment of punishment for such crimes. An article in *The Prescott Telegraph*, in 1879 reported on the "Curiosities of English Justice." It questioned why a woman of 64 years was sentenced to 12 months with hard labour for stealing an apron, a youth of 10, five years imprisonment with hard labour for stealing half a crown from his father, but with wife-beaters "we find mercy supremely ascendant." Such was the case of William P., a 31 year old man convicted of assaulting his wife with a poker during an "angry altercation." The poker was swung with such force that it stuck into her head, fracturing her skull. Calling it a "very serious offence" the judge sentenced the husband to three months imprisonment with hard labour. This sentence, as the article notes, was one fourth the sentence of the larcenous woman and one twentieth the punishment for the thieving son.
Overall public representations of wife-beaters linked brutality with class.

Displacing the problem of male violence on to a "lower" class\(^{30}\) ensured silence on broader issues of masculinity, patriarchy and gender inequality.

Historically official legal doctrine offered tacit approval for physically controlling women. Since a husband was legally responsible for his wife's behaviour it was reasonable, as William Blackstone argued in his treatise on common law, "to entrust him with the power of restraint in domestic chastisement."\(^{71}\) A case in Toronto, in 1874, illustrates how violence was instrumental in maintaining "restraint" in some spousal relationships.

The indictment for felonious wounding listed only three witness, Margaret F., her daughter and the attending physician.\(^{72}\) The daughter witnessed the beating first hand. She saw her father hit her mother "in the face." Then in the shed, "he struck her several times". Despite her terror, she "took the axe" from her father. When her mother finally got up, she was "covered with blood from the effects of the blows."

The doctor's report confirmed the extent of the injuries. When Mrs. F. arrived at his office, "the doctor reported, she was

> covered from head to foot, with blood from wounds. . . . One on the forehead near to the roots of the hair, deep and badly lacerated; One above and to the front of the right ear, long, incised and penetrating the scalp so as to require to be stitched; a third below the right-eye, deep and also requiring a suture: and contusions of a somewhat serious nature almost all over the scalp, the effect, I should say, of serious pounding from something."\(^{73}\)

The beating was apparently "provoked" by Mrs. F.'s intention to take her husband to court. Reporting his abusive behaviour to the magistrate challenged his
authority in the home. He responded with increased violence that ended only when others alerted by her pleas "took him off" her. His unceasing abuse suggest that without the intervention of others he might have killed her. Mrs. F. certainly feared death: "I called out God help me I am gone."

One is left wondering about the jury's recommendation of mercy given the eye witness' testimony and medical report. There was no mention of alcohol; drunkenness was probably not a factor to "explain" his actions. Our only clue to this verdict comes from Mrs. F.'s remarks about the first assault. She stated that he called her names and accused her of being "worse than a prostitute." In his mind Margaret's actions did not live up to the standards of a "good wife." The jury's recommendation suggests that they agreed. Notwithstanding the fact that Mr. F. used tools to brutally beat an unarmed woman, dereliction in wifely duties may have, in the opinion of the jurors, partly "justified" the abuse. Here, as in the wider community, a jury of "peers" failed to address the contested terrain of family politics by examining the internal relationships between wives and husbands.

Juries appear to have supported claims that a man's house is his castle. In defending a husband and wife accused of stabbing another man suspected of "improper" actions, the lawyer argued that a man's household right extends to evicting an intruder with "what ever force he deemed necessary." Moreover, defense counsel argued, if a man enters the house of another to insult or annoy, the owner has the right to put him out. If injured while being ejected from the house, intruders had
only themselves to blame. Although the prosecutor in this case argued there was enough evidence to support a conviction, the verdict was not guilty.\textsuperscript{75}

While legal systems may have succeeded in providing limited protection for some women, the underlying message of courtroom dramas could at other times reinforce traditional notions about marital roles. One of the most striking examples of this occurred in a wife beating case in Leeds/Grenville in 1878.\textsuperscript{76} Testifying in Sessions Court, Mrs. Jane H. claimed that her husband Thomas struck her several times on the head with a piece of firewood and only stopped when she escaped to the yard and called for help. A daughter, who had just left the house for school, ran home to assist her mother to a neighbour's house. According to Mrs. H.'s testimony, she and her husband had not been on good terms for several years. They rarely spoke. A disagreement over her decision to file a bill in Chancery for a property deed appears to have prompted the alleged assault.

Other than a fourteen year old daughter, Margaret H. and the physician who reported on the wounds, no one spoke for Mrs. H. "Mother is a quiet woman," Margaret observed. "[S]ometimes things were happy at home and sometimes they were not." Overall, she concluded, "mother and father have been on bad terms lately and for some years." She confirmed hearing her mother scream "murder" while walking to school, running home and finding her covered with blood over her head and face and "running down to her waist". Unable to stand, Margaret and her brother assisted in walking her, without the aid of their father, to a neighbour's house to get medical treatment.
The attending doctor reported that her wound was produced by a blunt weapon. "It would have to be used with considerable force to produce such a wound. . . . The wound appeared to be right down to the bone." Under cross examination he failed to confirm, despite defence council's suggestion, that the injury could have been caused by falling on a piece of wood.

The defence lawyer pursued two main tactics during his interrogation of Mrs. H. and her son, Albert. In his initial argument he posited several reasons to explain events surrounding the alleged assault. He questioned her sanity. Despite repeated denials, nonetheless he had succeeded in laying the ground work for the next stage in the trial. He began by listing various omissions in her duties as wife and mother focusing on a lack of industry. Instead of working, as the exigences of a family economy demanded, Mrs. H. had exchanged/sold household goods for provisions even after Mr. H. told her "not to do so." The defence accused Jane of refusing to work as a good wife should. Indeed, to underscore this point he called a former servant to testify to her nine week employment at the house. Worse still, Jane admitted to leaving the family on occasion and remaining absent for a week. If, as historian Laurel Ulrich observes for the colonial period in northern New England, "having the 'character' of a good wife was as valuable as having a good lawyer might be today" then Mrs. H's case was lost long before it reached court.

The final assault by defence came during questions to establish credibility and assess blame. Despite the abuse, Jane's character not Thomas' actions was at issue. Although, Mrs. H. had on at least two other occasions convinced a justice of the
peace that her husband was a sufficient threat to be bound over to keep the peace, a few neighbours concluded Mr. H. was the victim. They lamented how he "has been badly used" and "ill treated." One witness concluded that "she is to blame in the difficulties between them." Not surprisingly, witnesses who "did not believe her husband was treating her as badly as she contended" and believed Thomas "rather than her" did not offer any support.

In addition to a son and former servant, eight other male neighbours were called for the defence. The solidarity of the male community remained steadfast. All but one testified to the good character of the defendant and the bad character of the prosecutrix. However, under questioning by the crown attorney not one neighbour recounted a single occurrence to support claims of either Mr. H.s' honesty or Mrs. H.'s dishonesty. Instead, they based their "opinions" on tales provided by other neighbours and according to one neighbour, two sons who "take the father's part". The final witness summed up the dearth of proof when he remarked, "I could not find any good reasons for not believing her but her character for truth [is] not good. Still I could not show any reason for not believing her." In fact, the entire character defamation of Mrs. H., rested on no more than hearsay.

The significance of the defence's approach cannot be overstated. As Blackstone asserted a century before, the "excellence" of a juried trial "is that the jury are triers of the credit of the witnesses, as well as of the truth of the facts." In the absence of eye-witnesses this case hinged largely on circumstantial evidence where credibility -- unfortunately for Mrs. H. -- counted for everything.
We have no way of knowing what instructions the judge delivered in his address to the jury as he did not record these details in his book. Nor do we know how long the jury of twelve men deliberated before returning to the courtroom and announcing their verdict -- not guilty. If, as one legal historian has suggested, "the local court functioned as a community forum or theatre for the clarification and reaffirmation of community morality," then, the status quo in this community remained intact. Such verdicts reinforced the patriarchal authority of the husband within the framework of the "protective" bounds of the law. In the end, wife beating would only be addressed within contexts of masculinity, patriarchy and the wider realm of social, political and economic inequality.

The experience of the Holland township family and neighbours represents but one key component of frontier, rural culture. Relationships among family, neighbours and kin were inextricably linked to an economy based on mutual dependency. This vital network of exchange extended beyond farms and encompassed the interests of trade workers and town dwellers alike. Within a spectrum of frontier traditions, violence and threats resonated amidst other customary forms of resistance, regulation and control. While arguably not the primary mechanism of dispute resolution, fists and weapons, nonetheless, served to promote the economic, social or political clout of some settlers.

Just as violence found expression among recent residents it is equally clear that it remained a part of male culture beyond early settlement stages. Public
confrontations among men and private assaults against wives knew no temporal or geographic bounds. State influence so clearly evinced in the discharge of duties defending public peace, maintained a certain ambivalence towards private family abuses in the home. In the case against Mr. F., for example, he was found guilty of brutally assaulting his wife with a recommendation of mercy by the jury. As an agent of social change the state found greater expression as public morals' advocate than it did as arbiter of discordant marital relations.
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CHAPTER 5
LARCENY, PROPERTY AND SECURITY

Larceny was the most common property offence in the Ontario courts. Legislation in 1841 outlined the conditions under which the monetary distinction between petty and grand larceny was abolished.\(^1\) Although theft under 5 shillings remained a summary conviction, this statute law elevated all theft to a more serious felony charge of simple larceny.\(^2\) This relatively simple change marked a critical moment in the evolution of the courts. Eliminating distinctions in the value of stolen goods granted courts wider discretionary powers to pursue charges and to authorize sentences based on the particular circumstance or place of the theft.\(^3\)

As with other offences, larceny had a different social meaning in rural and urban communities.\(^4\) Stage of social development and gender affected both the nature and function of the offence. Trial testimony in frontier/rural counties, more particularly Grey county, demonstrates that rural residents appeared before criminal courts to resolve personal and contentious wrangles over property while facing charges of larceny. In urban areas, property crimes routinely involved theft of personal goods from employers. While this relationship remained true for both women and men, for many women the central dynamic in the commission of the crime was their employment as either prostitutes or servants. Overall in rural areas grand larceny was charged as petty and in urban areas petty larceny was treated as grand.
Within recently settled communities disputes over property and ownership were resolved traditionally by a wide array of formal and informal mechanisms involving third party arbitration, mediation and individual or group acts of aggression. An expanding judicial system offered the alternative of litigation to pursue resolution of personal disputes and restitution of property wrongs. Addition of formal legal adjudications did not, however, immediately end earlier practices of dispute resolution. Evidence suggests that the introduction of formal legal dispute mechanisms added yet another layer to existing quasi-legal, informal procedures. In this sense communities melded formal legal structures to accommodate unique local needs as much as they accommodated those of the state.

This can be seen most clearly in frontier communities such as Grey county. Local historian, Rev. Smith reports a typical example of an informal "legal decision" in Grey county. In this case two neighbouring farmers submitted their dispute to two local notables, a land agent and a business man. Not versed in "modern law" the men cited a biblical authority in their choice of compromise over the loss of an animal. In the end, according to Rev. Smith, "[B]oth men were satisfied and remained close friends."5

Private individuals also pursued restitution for damages in civil courts. In property disputes involving trespassing, for example, plaintiffs could file depositions for "an action of trespass," as landholder Mr. C: did in: 855. In his writ the complainant, Hugh G., accused William W. and his family of illegally occupying his land and, without approval, removing trees from his property.6 Pursuing a civil suit,
however, involved greater costs than the alternatives. Given the exigences of frontier settlement it is not surprising then that this case appears to involve a prosperous land speculator rather than a settler. Based on his statements it appears Mr. G. was less interested in clearing his land for settlement than in maintaining it for future economic benefits.

In the above case a judge adjudicated the dispute under other circumstances, courts deferred complaints to a local "arbitrator." Precise reasons for selecting a more informal, less adversarial forum remain unclear; one case in Stratford suggests that arbitration may have been pursued in instances of a personal or private family nature among disputing family members.  

The above examples serve to highlight the wide range of options available to rural residents to resolve property disputes and suggests reasons as to why one may have been pursued over another. Analyses of case studies in the superior criminal courts suggest a fourth option. While we traditionally think of criminal courts as a tribunal for resolving public wrongs between individuals and the state, in fact, in lately settled communities theft of capital goods often occurred among neighbours and/or business acquaintances who resorted to stealing to resolve personal or private financial disputes.

In Grey County, one such incident occurred in 1861. The complainant, Mr. Rozel S., a farmer from Artemesia, swore that Mrs. M., a local business woman, robbed him of a "note of hand". Mr. Rozel S. testified to visiting the defendant's house to demand payment for a note held against her for ten dollars. Mrs. M.
responded by snatching the note from his hand and, with obvious satisfaction, told him he "could go to Hell, as she had the note now and would not pay it." The note in question related to an earlier exchange of property between the two disputants. In the course of the trial it became clear that this case had more to do with establishing the validity of the note than a theft. Similarly, in another case in Perth county, James C., among others, was charged with stealing a $100.00 note, the property of John V. Initial testimony simply alleged that one of the defendants grabbed the note. Further details, however, revealed that the theft occurred as a result of a disagreement over the financial arrangements of an apparently soured business deal.

Disputes over employee/employer arrangements also came before frontier/rural criminal courts. Mr. George H., a widowed farmer from Normanby township, Grey county reported missing a few household items. He blamed his former housekeeper, Mrs. Lydia S. for filching the goods. She denied his charge and declared them hers. The grand jury found a true bill, and the case proceeded to superior court. At trial, the complainant revealed more of the ongoing dispute between the two parties. On the night of the alleged theft Mrs. S. accused her employer of taking some of her personal belongings: a satchel and a parasol. The intrigue, however, does not end here; it appears Mr. H. intended marrying Mrs. S. when he hired her as a housekeeper. Later he discovered, however, that Mrs. H. was a married woman. Sometime after Mrs. S. left his employ. Her departure, it appears, prompted the action of the complainant.
The above case suggests that the defendant removed household items as an informal "wage payment" or held them as leverage to negotiate the return of items her employer allegedly stole from her. It is sometimes difficult to determine precise reasons for these actions because in higher courts the prisoner does not take the stand. It is only through prosecution and witness testimony, police statements and the occasional "statement of the accused" that we hear the offender's voice. Still, other instances demonstrate more conclusively that defendants took goods in a furtive attempt to redress disputes over wages or exchanges of goods.

Such was the 1861 case against Isidore B. and Orice P., of Edwardsburgh township in Leeds/Grenville. Both men reported removing a bag of flour from the mill either as payment for money they were owed or as part of an exchange for "what they were to pay for in chopping". The following year a defendant, Alice W., of Elizabethtown Township in Leeds/Grenville recounted hoarding clothing to resolve a dispute with the complainant's wife, Mrs. Susannah H. According to Mrs. H., a seamstress, the prisoner hired her to make a dress. Sometime later the seamstress swore that the prisoner had stolen her petticoat. Under questioning by both the constable and the complainant, the prisoner never denied having taken the petticoat. It appears, instead, she intended using it to negotiate for the dress demanding that, "she would not give it up until she got the dress".

Although the exact origin of this feud is unknown, what is clear is that this like other thefts involved more than simply "stealing". Trial proceedings are problematic in determining the extent of such practices; what can be gleaned from
these accounts, however, supports the claim that some thefts involved direct attempts by defendants to force a civil settlement by way of a criminal action. How often settlements at criminal courts favoured prosecutor or defendant is uncertain. Among the cases presented here over half the verdicts were not guilty. From this we might conclude that the items in question remained in the possession of the alleged "thief".

More typical than cases cited earlier, stolen property rarely included personal household items; most often stolen property comprised commodities essential for production, consumption and transportation in rural economies. Within these communities property crime primarily involved theft of major capital goods. Ofttimes horse drawn wagons hoisted away goods from remote and/or unattended locales. Such occurred in the case against Eliza H. and Mary J. who, according to the complainant, allegedly filled a wagon with fowl and fled from his farm one moonlit summer night in 1860.\textsuperscript{13} In another 1859 case in Grey county Alexander H. allegedly stole a sleigh and some money, the property of a rural neighbour.\textsuperscript{14} In 1879, the crown charged Richard N. of Grey County with taking 1,000 feet of pine from a local sawmill.\textsuperscript{15}

A closer examination of case files reveals discrete but telling distinctions between the actual events of the thefts and the official indictments and verdicts which later categorized them. These dissimilarities evolved throughout the various stages of formal judicial proceedings. In Grey county charges of simple larceny sometimes involved threats of violence and housebreaking. Fundamental differences existed in the facts and circumstances of larceny cases in pioneer communities when compared with the discerning categorization of property offences identified in statute law.
Furthermore, when a prosecutor assigned serious charges against an accused, grand juries sometimes down-graded the offence to a lesser charge. Taken together, this evidence shows how perpetrators of serious property crimes in counties such as Grey arraigned on charges of larceny might also be linked to more serious offences. This contrasts with judicial practice in urban areas where charges of larceny more typically involved only theft.

We see evidence of reduced charges in a case in Sullivan, a village in Grey county. Mr. James B. reported to police that the door to his house, previously padlocked, had been "broken open" at night. Evidence of forced entry at night along with theft of commodities clearly fits the criteria for a more serious charge of burglary. The suspects, however, were charged with larceny. Likewise, in the dispute over the promissory note discussed above between Mr. S. and Mrs. M., the defendant was charged with robbery and larceny. From the records it is clear that this incident also involved threats of violence against the complainant and other witnesses. During the dispute a scuffle erupted between Mrs. M. and Mr. S. Afterwards, Mrs. M. picked up a knife held it up to the faces of several witnesses, including those of her children, and threatened them. The grand jury filed a no bill for the robbery and a true bill for larceny.

Specific socio-economic components of frontier communities explain this pattern of judicial practice. There were, as noted in grand jury reports, practical and financial barriers for witnesses attending court. Lack of funds and seasonal transportation obstacles made court attendance more difficult in large, sparsely
populated communities. As well, minimal policing services limited detection.

Constables and detectives more readily available in urban centres were at a premium in rural communities. Judicial procedure, meanwhile, required critical corroborating evidence for convicting serious felonies. Reducing the nature of the charges also reduced evidential requirements. This conclusion is further supported by the lower percentage of convictions for larceny in the remotest of communities, Grey county. There, the courts convicted only 51.2 per cent of men and a low 34.2 per cent of women compared to overall convictions for the same crime in all communities of 62.5 per cent and 55.2 per cent respectively.¹⁸ These patterns of prosecution suggest that local judicial officials adapted legal practice to accommodate regional requirements by downgrading charges to those requiring a narrower burden of proof.

Legislative reforms suggest that prior to 1855 legal impediments substantially reduced convictions for property crime. Procedural changes in 1855 attempted to eliminate these obstacles and clarify legal practice. Under the new law, "offenders [who] frequently escape conviction on their trials by reason of the technical strictness of criminal proceedings in matters not material to the merits of the case," will be less inclined as "such technical strictness shall be relaxed." As often as not, guidelines for implementing this act cited particular problems related to charges for property crimes.¹⁹

Beyond legal and procedural obstacles local residents balked at financing legal excesses on limited personal incomes. In particular, county jurors griped about the paltry sum provided for in town expenses. Worse still, crown witnesses paid travel
and accommodation costs out of their own pockets when testifying in court. This was a particularly burdensome hardship given the vast distances and limited transportation facilities in rural areas.\textsuperscript{20}

More importantly, the socio-economic organization of the community influenced local decisions to try serious crimes as minor offences. Frontier communities were more prone to acts of violence for dispute resolution than other more settled societies.\textsuperscript{21} Documentary evidence suggests that customary views on violence and ownership of property differed from other more settled communities. Although legal presentments sometimes downgraded the actual circumstances of the crime, still, within the aggregate sample committals for serious property crimes were higher in frontier communities than in urban centres.\textsuperscript{22}

The evidence highlights the more strident actions of some men and women in pioneer/rural communities. The contrast for women is particularly striking. Among assize case files and benchbooks for York/Toronto few women were charged with either house breaking, robbery or burglary. None appeared in the aggregate gaol sample. Yet, in less populated frontier/rural areas, women appeared more frequently in case files charged with serious property offences. In the aggregate data in the 1860s two women in Grey county faced serious offences of robbery. Again in the 1870s one woman in Perth was charged with housebreaking and a second with robbery.

Another study of female serious crime in several Ontario communities demonstrates a similar trend. Laurie Fee found that among the women charged in
Ontario between 1880 and 1930 seventy five percent lived in a rural or a village environment. Among others residing in cities or towns, a third had recently moved from a rural area. As Fee concludes "[F]or women, serious crime was a rural problem -- not an urban one."23

Differences in the nature and severity of crime between rural and urban communities resulted, in part, from conflicting experiences of womanhood. Many Victorian women in frontier/rural Ontario knew no part of nineteenth-century notions of a private, domestic sphere. For them the daily struggle of providing for their families, trading or selling produce and generally doing any one of many farming chores drew them into the wider community. Within a network of reciprocal economic and social arrangements among neighbours and kin disputes could erupt over disagreements ranging from property to payments. Either singly or with partners, women acted; these actions landed some of them in court.

If rural property crime reflected the sometimes aggressive, often personal forms of dispute resolution in an agricultural economy, urban property crime reflected the gendered social and economic organization of nineteenth-century society. Increased employment in urban centres created a wide range of job options primarily for men. For women job opportunities expanded within a limited number of areas including domestic service, textile industry and possibly the sex trade. For the majority of women work remained in the home.24
Women and men charged with theft listed occupations that were overwhelmingly working-class. Thefts by men reflected the more diversified male public and private culture. Men stole from their employers within the wide distribution of working-class occupations. Women also stole from employers. For women, however, the nature of their occupation was central to the theft; the majority of women committed for stealing worked as prostitutes or servants. When looking at women we are dealing with two specific social groups where the role of larceny is fundamentally different. For prostitutes larceny was part of a wider auxiliary of criminal activities associated with the culture of prostitution. For domestic servants larceny was a private, solitary crime against a person of another class who was also their employer.

Prostitutes working in downtown Toronto, mingled with the criminal side of society appearing in lower courts charged with various offences which included frequenting a house of ill-fame, disruptive public behaviour, loitering and drunkenness. They became over the years, familiar faces on beats patrolled by local constables and among those attending nearby police stations. In one case a constable was sufficiently acquainted with suspicious characters on his beat that when a victim described the woman who robbed him the constable knew not only who it was but where she lived.25 For some women prostitution also meant additional risks beyond repeated charges for minor summary offences; it also drew them into a wider culture of crime that included a social network of other women and men profiting from pilfering.
Depositions presented in the series of larceny case files support the claim that some women appeared as part of a "community" of women and men traversing streets and bars in a milieu of "madames, pimps, gamblers, petty thieves, boot-leggers, and drunkards."26 Here alone do we find a small network of criminals. In the case against Mary Ann F., she and another woman approached a man on the street to accompany them and afterwards he noticed his watch was missing.27 Similarly in another case two male friends spent time one evening in a brothel when one discovered that his pocket book had disappeared.28 In yet another case a group of two women and a man were charged with stealing a gold watch by a man who had recently departed from a Toronto brothel.29 Whether or not these thefts represented a settling of payments between prostitutes and clients remains unknown. Although women's voices remain silent in the documents another source indicates that in some transactions goods or money were "taken" as payment.30

Typically prostitution dominated the occupations of women charged with theft. Servants and housekeepers followed a close second. In Toronto/York, Grey and Perth counties, almost a third of the women charged with larceny were servants. Surprisingly, in Leeds/Grenville all women in custody worked as domestics. Servants were familiar with valuables and money stored in houses normally privy only to members of the immediate family. Without doubt servants had ample opportunities to steal. Often alone and unsupervised these women lived and worked surrounded by possessions and wealth they would never acquire. Working for and in homes of the
propertied middle class they confronted the reality of nineteenth-century economic disparity in its most transparent form. For some the temptation must have been great.

Despite the unbalanced nature of this relationship both parties shared, albeit unequally, a degree of dependency and vulnerability. Given the arduous chores of nineteenth-century domestic households, many families relied on a limited pool of servants for cooking and cleaning. Servants, on the other hand, relied on a contract of employment that was at best paternalistic and at worst exploitive. Furthermore, within this private household arrangement employers were vulnerable to theft by servants, and arguably servants were vulnerable to accusations of theft by employers. According to some employers, servants availed themselves of such opportunities and stole. In a trial held in Brockville, for example, Mr. Rufus L. charged his servant, Ms. Amelia C., with stealing his pocket book. Mr. Rufus L. reported that:

Sh2 [Amelia] had charge of the house on the Sunday before and during an afternoon of the week previous. She was alone in the house the greater part of the Sunday. I left money in the house that day.32

His observations left little doubt as to her opportunity.

In addition, knowledge of household possessions in the minds of some prosecutors suggest it was servants rather than family members who stole. In the above case, for instance, Mr. L. recounted "leaving it [the pocketbook] on a ledge over the window in a bedroom to which every member of the house had access." He "suspected" only the servant, Amelia C.
Suspicion of theft by servants did not always end with employment. A former servant, Miss Annie L., was charged with returning to the house to steal a dress tucked away in a trunk. Her former employer, Mrs. Rebecca J. of Young township in Leeds/Grenville, reported that the defendant had attended a funeral at the house to which all the family went, the prisoner came to the House a short time before the funeral and was in the yard when the funeral was [illegible?]. The dress, was in a chest not locked the prisoner had lived as a servant in the house but had left the service.33

Servants were employees, and they were working class. Beyond this identity, some nineteenth-century employers also saw their "immorality," their "criminal" proclivities.34 As such, they could be dismissed, searched, arrested and charged in part because of their "place" in another’s private home.

Only in the testimony of witnesses, oftentimes under cross examination by defence, do we get a glimpse into some of the more problematic aspects of domestic service.35 In the earlier case against Amelia C. in Leeds/Grenville county, the male householder reported dismissing her "because she would not do things as my wife wished her to do. When she left she did not get the balance" of her wages. Instead, they gave her a pair of boots worth $1.50.36 Details of another case in Toronto township in 1860 suggest other forms of abuse in working relationships.

A servant, Mary Jane B., was charged with stealing a gold broach, locket and purse containing $14.25. She worked in a household with five other adults, all related: grandmother, grandfather, uncle, son and daughter. Under cross-examination
by the defence attorney the daughter denied that her brother had abused the servant or that the servant had complained of ill usage. Furthermore, she insisted, the servant

was well treated whilst there, I never quarrelled with her. They quarrelled on some day, I never heard what it was about. It was not more than words that I know of.\textsuperscript{37}

In yet another case of extreme servant abuse documented by historian, Susan Lewthwaite, a former servant was found stumbling on the road attempting to escape her employers.\textsuperscript{38} No doubt others left taking along items as “wages.” In the case involving Mary Jane B. the alleged stolen items belonged to the woman responsible for paying her wages. According to the employer, Mary Jane did not request back payment of wages when she left which suggests that she may have fled quickly for safety allegedly taking goods as payment.\textsuperscript{39}

As we have seen, servants took money and household items. They may even, as hinted in case files, have selected from the personal possessions of their employer. Targeting a particular individual suggests that acts of aggression, indiscretion or non-compliance with contractual agreements were the catalyst for some thefts.\textsuperscript{40}

More generally items stolen included pocket books, clothing or small personal items such as watches, hats or silk handkerchiefs that could be easily disposed of privately or sold at pawn shops and second hand stores. In order to ensure greater accountability among pawn brokers and by the by assist police in identifying stolen goods, the province passed legislation in 1851 regulating pawnbrokers and pawnbroking. The statute required each shop owner to “enter in a fair and regular manner in a Book, . . . a description of such goods so received to pawn.”\textsuperscript{41} The
gendered component of this legislation is noteworthy. By 1850, most, if not all provincial legislation, used the "gender neutral" identity "he".\textsuperscript{42} This act did not. It named the person pawning as "he or she".

The relationship between urban theft and women as pawns underlines two of the central themes of this thesis: social development and gender. Evidence from other studies of working-class culture in London suggests why urban women may have been more frequently arrested and charged with petty theft than other thieves, and more specifically, their male accomplices. "Pawning, a crucial link between household and neighbourhood economy," as Ellen Ross asserts "was a woman's domain".\textsuperscript{43} Moreover, as she observes, the "rings of thieves who used women to pawn their stolen goods paid homage to women's expertise in maneuvering within their neighbourhood economies."\textsuperscript{44} Testimony of an alleged theft by a man and woman in Toronto recounted how the woman pawned the stolen watch and chain.\textsuperscript{45} In another case involving a private sale of goods one woman was arrested after attempting to sell stolen cloth to another woman. She was found guilty.\textsuperscript{46}

Given the greater value of men's clothing over women's or children's it became a more prized commodity to pawn.\textsuperscript{47} Julia B. was convicted of larceny based partly on the pawn broker's identification of her pawning a man's coat and hat.\textsuperscript{48} Although a pawn-broker's testimony may have contributed to charges, his testimony alone was not sufficient to secure a conviction. In a similar case a pawnbroker identified Caroline W. as the client who sold him a stolen watch. The jury, however, returned a verdict of not guilty.\textsuperscript{49}
That said, the connection between women’s pawning and the greater likelihood of arrest and conviction serves, partly, to explain the disparity in Toronto/York between male and female committals and convictions for theft. Notably more women (61.4 per cent) than men (53.5 per cent) were found guilty in Toronto/York despite the fact that a greater percentage of men (17.7) were committed than women (10.9). This difference becomes even more apparent when compared with the most non-urban community, Grey county; only 34.2 per cent of women and 51.2 per cent of men faced sentences for theft where overall committal patterns by gender were equal.

If an analysis of female property crime defines the structure of theft in urban centres, the pattern of male property crime confirms it. Distribution of thefts by male employees across a wider range of occupations reflects the gendered occupational distribution in society. In 1850 Andrew M., for example, was in his sixth week of working as a coachman. After being questioned about a missing silver fork he left the following week. A subsequent investigation pointed to Andrew as the thief. He was arrested and convicted. In another instance several years earlier, a hotel employee was charged with stealing from the till. Over a period of time the owner had noticed money missing from the register; he suspected his employee Thomas C. Suspicions were later confirmed when the proprietor found the money, which he had marked, in his employee’s pocket. Similarly, Michael M. took advantage of his employment in a hotel in Stratford to filch a guest’s coat.

Overall offenders stole from and were subsequently charged by individuals occupying higher positions in the social hierarchy. Stealing from within the same class
was rare but did occur between men who shared temporary, private living accommodations. Such occurrences were contrary to the overall pattern of crime and may reflect aspects of an internal social organization among some criminals, perhaps part of a rough male culture that linked drinking, shared housing and theft. Some men, British historians, Bruce Lenman and Geoffrey Parker conclude, formed part of a roaming proletariat. Living in rooming houses they kept all their worldly goods with them day and night --- "a target for crime when their pockets were full, potential criminals themselves when their pockets were empty."^{53} Within these common living spaces thefts occurred.

In the case of the Queen vs. Richard P., an itinerant sailor, he swore that the man sharing his room in an Inn, stole his wallet while he slept.\(^{54}\) In another instance in a Toronto hotel, a cab driver was convicted of stealing ten bank notes from a fellow boarder in a hotel room. He stole the money after his drunken roommate had fallen asleep.\(^{55}\) One man fortuitously took precautions. He marked all his bills. When they were stolen, he was able to identify each one found on another boarder who slept in a room above him.\(^{56}\)

In contrast to thefts by acquaintances or employees, shoplifters relied on anonymity. As such, shoplifting was predominately a crime of large cities and occurred less frequently in small towns and villages. In cases appearing before courts of quarter session and assize, the list of "lifted" items ranged from selections of small personal or household goods, to food supplies and wearing apparel. In all but a few
cases where the store was actually broken into, most goods were taken from the premises during business hours. Thieves filched articles often of minor cost either for personal or family use, or possibly in cases of multiple items, for resale. Typically smaller items were hidden under clothing or carried out in shopping bags. Many thieves concealed the goods when the constable, frequently summoned by the shop clerk, arrived to arrest the thief and take her/him into custody.

Most often women stole from shops as in the case of Margaret and Mary R. Together they filched a total of eleven pairs of socks from a local dry goods shop in Toronto. Similarly, Matilda H. was caught by the proprietor of a "fancy store" concealing a dress cap and silk scarf in her hand. As household managers women purchased necessary household items; at times, some also pilfered.

Less frequently young boys and some men stole from shops. For example, in 1855 two boys, George D. and John C., were found guilty of filching several glass items from Mr. J. Donnelly’s store in Toronto. Later in 1877 a beggar, Mr. J. Carey, was convicted of stealing umbrellas from a store on Yonge Street in Toronto. Again in Owen Sound in 1869 a constable apprehended a youth charged with stealing a "silver cupped scent bottle" from a town store.

As well, thieves seized upon inadequate surveillance to pilfer. In some instances they assumed false identities to avoid detection. In 1873 in downtown Toronto, three women arrived at Alexander and Reid Wholesale Drygoods Merchants’ warehouse to purchase large quantities of silk, ribbons and lace claiming to be "in business in Chatham". The women lingered in the store examining the fine materials
and then left stating their intention to return the next day to make their purchase. Sometime later the clerk missed a quantity of black silk; he immediately suspected the three business women. They were found nearby "shopping" in another store taken into custody and charged.63

Press headlines alerted readers to "The Silk Robbery Case." This incident sparked a great deal of publicity in Toronto and beyond recounting details of the $800.00 heist and subsequent escape. This case, the press concluded, disclosed "the desperate audacity and thorough organization of the criminals who infest the city." Subsequent events revealed inadequacies in policing in the city. First, the evidence was stolen from the police station. Later, while awaiting trial in a court house jury room, one of the women climbed out of the window, down a ladder and escaped in a buggy.64

Rural shop-keepers, on the other hand, managed smaller stores and often knew their clientele. Such was the case in the Queen vs Mrs. M. The accused, a 35 year old married woman, lived with her three children in the village of St. Marys, Perth county. In June 1861, she appeared in Court of Quarter Sessions charged with stealing goods from a local store. It was, according to the manager, a store she visited frequently. Although the shopkeeper never actually detected Mrs. M. pilfering goods, he had noted several items missing from the store over time and suspected her.65 His suspicions were well-founded; Mrs. M. was arrested and convicted.

Among the women and men appearing in court arrested for larceny, shoplifters were more likely to be found guilty than, those, for example, who stole money.
Possessing identifiable stolen goods provided decisive prosecutorial evidence and contributed to more convictions for these offenders. In fact, many offenders in Toronto often faced two charges, larceny and receiving stolen goods thereby increasing the likelihood of a conviction on one of two charges.

Some thieves fearing the consequences of their action tried to dispose of the evidence. One woman, perhaps after being alerted to a search warrant, attempted to burn a stolen garment. As the police removed the lid from the stove the prisoner quickly tried to "stir the petticoat [sic] with her hand to make it burn." However, the petticoat retrieved from the stove "was not so much burned" and the complainant recognized it. For some defendants locating the evidence prompted a guilty plea. For others, like the woman above, the case proceeded to trial, and the jury convicted. 66

Alarmed at the apparent increase in shoplifting in Toronto in the 1870s local judicial and city officials responded with a list of recommendations for reducing crime. Both the York grand jurors along with the Toronto Chief of Police concluded that theft of goods from shops resulted partly from a profusion of goods displayed unguarded by merchants outside stores. These influential spokesmen wanted the "injudicious practice of exhibiting goods, wares, and merchandise in front of shops" halted. They claimed it was too great a temptation to "persons of dishonest proclivities". 67 While shop displays lured customers, the practice, according to these men, also lured those with weak characters.

Larceny against the person, or pickpocketing as it was more commonly known, predominated in urban, public places when one or more criminals targeted a
single man or woman on the street. Offenders appearing in court were either caught
with the stolen item in hand or it appeared later when located by the police. Along a
main street in Toronto in 1848 James D. grabbed a man's watch and fled on foot.
The victim pursued all the while calling for police assistance. In the end, he single-
handedly escorted the offender to a nearby police station. A search of the offender
yielded the victim's handkerchief; a search of the grounds yielded the watch and
James was found guilty.68

While many suspects faced larceny charges, overall theft convictions were
lower than those for public peace offences. In part, the lower percentage highlights
legal obstacles obtaining convictions for stolen money. Without other corroborating
evidence, establishing ownership of bills and coins was problematic. Individual
identification of money was reported only in rural areas.69 Here bills exchanged hands
less frequently. For example, in 1861 a township resident visiting Brockville had her
purse stolen. She could, she asserted identify all the missing contents.

I have Seen the Meny [sic] this Morning and can Swear to two of
the one dollar bills the knife key & a Blank Bill on the Bank of Health,
one of the Dollar bills has the Corner torn off & on the other bill is 43
in figures. I have had Some of the bills in My possession for some time.
I am quite shur [sic] that the bill with the corner torn off is Mine, the
Meny [sic] was in a Pocket Book and ther [sic] was 2/6 in Silver in the
Pocket Book & 12 in bills a Pen Knife, key 8 one cent.70

Again in another case, the crown subpoenaed William W. S., a clerk in Owen Sound,
to appear in court to identify a missing $5.00 bill. He had previously cited the lost
note by bank, letters and numbers in his report. Both cases resulted in guilty verdicts.

Where prosecutorial evidence was less conclusive a defendant's credibility based on assessments of character frequently assumed a more central role. In presenting alternative arguments defence counsel pleaded circumstances of alcohol abuse and/or good character to sway juries to acquit and judges to render lighter sentences. More importantly for our purposes a study of trends in assessments of respectability and alcohol use identifies key components in the social development of communities as they shifted from an economy based on reciprocal relations to a more diverse and stratified industrial economy.

As far back as the 1850s if not before, drunkenness as a defence was used to justify extenuating circumstances in committing crimes. Indulgence, as the lawyer argued in the case against Alex H., partially explained his aberrant behaviour. In the small community of Invernay, Grey county one defence witness declared that the defendant when drunk "was noisy and boisterous [but] when sober he was a very quiet man." Another witness confirmed that on this occasion the defendant was "very drunk . . . he scarcely knew what he was doing staggering" around. The defendant was found guilty on the first count of stealing money and not guilty on the second count of stealing a sleigh. Similarly, the jury acquitted Charles B. of Stratford, of stealing Rev. B.'s horse and buggy. Evidence supported his actions, but not his criminal intentions. The prisoner, as reported in the newspaper, "in a drunken fit
went to the stable . . . and evidently not knowing what he was about took the horse and rode him apiece, and then let him go.\textsuperscript{74}

A defence of drunkenness could also be used to garner a lighter sentence. At the trial of Mary C. heard in Stratford court in 1861, Judge Burritt declared that "[T]he sentence was light owing to the prisoner acknowledging her guilt, and as she was aware that the theft was committed under the influence of liquor." She spent two days in gaol.\textsuperscript{75}

Malleability of legal interpretations of drunkenness served multiple arguments. Its decline in use as a defence argument first in the cities and then later in the countryside undoubtedly reflected a growing intolerance towards alcohol abuse. It underscores as well the impact of temperance lobbying on legal jurisprudence especially among urban populations.

Defence arguments based on character were most frequently used in rural trials. For defendants, witnesses attested to their honesty and good character with specific reference to reputations among neighbours. Under cross examination by defence counsel, one defendant's employer admitted that he "never heard anything against" the defendant Arthur S. in his six months of employment. The only witness called by defence was a neighbour of six years who knew Arthur S. "intimately." He confirmed that Arthur "has always borne a very good character." The verdict was "not guilty."\textsuperscript{76}

Other attestations certified an accused's respectability as a family man and property owner. In 1848 a lawyer defending a farmer from Whitby township against a
charge of horse theft called only three witnesses. The first established his credentials as a prosperous property owner, husband and father with a team of horses "of his own." By implication the accused had no need to steal. The second witness verified his good character and "long time" property ownership in the neighbourhood. The third witness had "known the prisoner from a child" and summed up the defendant's position when he concluded "his character is good, he had a family, and is of a respectable family." Again, the verdict was "not guilty.""77

Lenman and Parker remark how in recently settled communities given the difficulties establishing guilt "the reputation of the suspect in the community was, at times, the only sure way to assess probable guilt."78 As we have seen the defendant's relationship to the community and with his family was key to establishing his credibility. The degree to which this system worked within relatively small, stable frontier/agricultural societies where a host of traditions inextricably aligned social relations suggests that conversely among larger urban communities with fewer social/economic links it served less purposefully.

A second important, related trend emerged in the 1860s in urban cases and surfaced a decade later in rural counties. Arguments in court reflected the influence of contemporary public policy concerning distinctions between serious criminal behaviour and minor aberrant actions. Here, character assessment was crucial. Determining character established important distinctions in motives between first time offenders and those of the potentially dangerous or habitual criminal class: vagrants, drunkards and the professional criminal. In establishing self-worth witnesses were
now called upon to attest to an individual's work habits, "industry" and, notably, "sobriety." In the trial of Abraham R. and others charged with robbery in Albion, Peel county in 1865 defence called only two witnesses. Each reported on the industriousness, work capability and sobriety of the defendants.\textsuperscript{79} Again in another case ten years later in Owen Sound a witness stated "I found him [the defendant] honest industrious and sober."\textsuperscript{80} Both defendants were found not guilty.

Differences in character interpretation suggest a shift in cultural and social assessments from one based on community reputation to one based on individual industry. Overall, defence arguments centring on character declined in the city by the 1870s, but persisted in agricultural communities for at least another decade. Perhaps respectable character, as defined by family and to a lesser extent property ownership, became less a factor in city trials as individuals increasingly became identified by their occupation within the socio-economic hierarchy of modern industrial capitalism. As a result character evaluations based on employment and sex came to the fore.

Lack of character witnesses among unemployed, women, immigrants and the poor offered fewer options for defence. As American professor of law, George Fletcher acknowledges, in contemporary individual assessments of "projected dangerousness" by police and court officials "factors of reputations, ethnicity and class probably matter more than we should like to admit."\textsuperscript{81} Conversely a weighting of merits such as class offered an implicit advantage to middle-class residents over working-class ones.
Although evidence of a defendant's good or bad character did not always overturn a guilty verdict, it could still influence a jury's sentencing recommendations for "mercy." Thomas C., for example, had been accused of stealing half a dollar from his employer, a shopkeeper. The crown's case was solid. After noticing money missing Thomas C.'s employer arranged with the high constable to mark his spending money. When it came time to make his purchase, the constable paid the suspected employee. The marked money was later found in Thomas' trunk. Three witnesses appeared on his behalf. Each one offered the same defence, his good character. The jury brought in a verdict of guilty with a recommendation "to mercy on account [of] having good character."^{82}

Women too relied on favourable assessments often provided by men usually of a higher class. Margaret M., a widow, sold used articles at the market. She was accused of taking Edward C.'s house keys. Evidence was vague. Although the keys were found in her box at the market stall, no one had actually witnessed the theft, nor could anyone place her in the house at the time of the theft. The crown called just two witnesses for her defence. The first recounted details that tarnished the credibility of her prosecutor. The character testimony of the second witness sealed her fate. George W. esq. proclaimed, "I know the prisoner for the last 16 or 17 years I always considered her an honest industrious woman". Despite having the keys among her possessions, Margaret was acquitted of both larceny and receiving stolen goods.^{83} Again when announcing the outcome of another case in St. Marys, Perth county the
newspaper editor remarked that the evidence was "magnified by the fact that the prisoner did bear the best of characters."

Just as favourable character assessments influenced the defendant's case, no character witnesses or unfavourable assessments disadvantaged a defendant. One is left wondering at the effect of silence on the defence of Sarah P. and her daughter Mary charged with housebreaking and larceny in Brockville in 1878. According to the complainant, a local store owner, thieves had entered his house removed food and several sundry items. There was no violence or property damage during the theft. Another woman was suspected of being an accomplice; police charged her with receiving stolen goods. Fortunately, for her, her landlord testified to her "good" character. This assessment proved propitious. Since police reports failed to link her directly to the theft she received an acquittal. No character witnesses, however, testified on behalf of the other two defendants. Evidence linked both mother, a housekeeper, (perhaps for the complainant) and daughter (also listed as a housekeeper) to the crime.

Based on hearsay evidence it was inferred that the daughter had entered the house through a window, and then either let her mother in or passed the stolen goods through the window. Both were found guilty. The mother, received the longest sentence of all the property cases reviewed for this study -- seven years at hard labour in Kingston Penitentiary. The daughter convicted of receiving stolen goods was sentenced to six months in gaol at hard labour.

Prostitutes and other disorderly characters not only lacked witnesses to attest to their character, they could, at times, suffer devastating assessments. On two different
occasions a lower court official, possibly police magistrate McNabb, (the initials appear to be his) wrote disparaging remarks on their files. Jane S., he noted has "been frequently convicted and [is] a very disreputable woman."88 Likewise, on Caroline W.'s file, someone wrote, she is "about one of the worst characters in Toronto -- had been in P.P. before and gaol frequently."89 The first woman stole $30.00, the second, a watch. If correct judicial procedure was followed likely only the crown prosecutor read these remarks. They remained unknown to judge and jury. The verdict, in both cases was not guilty.

Overall, these examples, support a dichotomous view of the virtuous or fallen women. Industrious, good women were considered for leniency, possibly acquittal even when drunk. Fallen women -- prostitutes, larcenous housekeepers and corrupting mothers -- received harsh punishments.

As with other crimes the social meaning of larceny reflected the broader influences of time, place and gender. Among cases of larceny in Grey County it is clear that disputing parties were acquainted prior to the offence and this relationship was central to the theft. The key dynamic in these cases was less the identity of the thief than it was the ownership of the stolen item and, more broadly the economic and social relationship between litigants. In bald terms, cases proceeded to criminal court to resolve personal disputes between two or more feuding neighbours or business partners as often as they attempted to prove a felony. In that sense, both judge and
jury served in the rural/frontier county as an arbiter resolving civil disputes in a
criminal court.

Urban trends highlight a different model that at its core reflects the nature of a
hierarchical gendered set of social and economic relations within a diversified labour
market. Three central issues emerge: protection of private property, class conflict and
gender divisions. An analysis of property theft reveals as much about the relations
between employers and employees as it does about the class based, gendered diversity
of the industrial, capitalist state.
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CONCLUSION

RURAL JUSTICE, URBAN CRIMINALS

This study demonstrates that criminals were a far more diverse group than the appellation "common criminal" would suggest. Similarly the criminal justice system provided more than "simple justice." It provided a diverse set of practices which represented an equally complex set of social meanings. To the extent that rural justice attempted to acknowledge the individual needs of community residents, the categorization urban criminals denied their unique differences.

The evolving process of social development from a frontier, agricultural community to an urban, industrial society affected the nature and social functioning of criminal justice in surprisingly different ways. For example, if we consider vagrancy, the major public peace offence in rural areas, we observe how it served as a surrogate for social welfare until the end of the nineteenth century. In contrast, in urban areas patterns of prosecution and punishment for the most common crime, drunkenness, reflected the combined influence of reform movements, expansion of local municipal by-laws and police enforcement that accompanied urbanization. Increasingly, as Susan Houston asserts in her study of juvenile crime in Toronto, "[W]hat happened on the street was no longer the informal extension of household and commerce but a matter of public business."¹

When we examined the impact of regulations it became clear that social development and gender explained the construction of crime and criminal behaviour, despite over-representations in the aggregate data by some ethnic, religious and racial
minorities. Stark disparities existed in patterns of committals between frontier/rural and urban gaols. Recently settled areas incarcerated a relatively proportional representation of males and females. Urban Toronto/York, on the other hand, like most other northern urban communities systematically committed significantly more women than men for public peace offences between 1855 and 1865 than at any other time in the later nineteenth century. Although such actions were clearly linked to notions of gendered separate spheres, other changes in municipal policing and by-laws underlines the direct influence of local agencies of enforcement on reform initiatives.

As legal anthropologist Simon Roberts reminds us, "[W]ith settlement, some of the control mechanisms . . . retain their importance, . . . [while], others acquire a new emphasis."² The gradual introduction of legal mechanisms through appointments of a provincial inspectorate, stipendiary magistrates and county crown attorneys ensured that redressible action was removed, in varying degrees, from traditional community sanctions and redirected to formal criminal law. Despite such efforts, important local services, such as policing and daily management of gaols, remained under municipal authority.

The evolving transformation to a legal authority confirmed the criminalizing function of the new nation state. As Attorney General John A. Macdonald declared in 1857, "[T]he object of the government" in positioning professionally trained county attorneys throughout the province "was to introduce a complete local system for the efficient administration of criminal justice."³ The incremental diffusion of legal norms within civil society not only routinized regulation of urban public spaces, it also
highlighted class divisions in private working relationships. This is seen most clearly in property offences involving employers and workers and in particular servants. In the private homes of employers servants encountered class in its most transparent form. Likewise prostitutes, along with other profligate women and men, were relegated to the outcast "criminal class."

In as much as these comparisons emphasize dissimilarities they also identify similarities. Despite time and place two aspects of gendered relations were common to all communities: public male confrontations and wife assault. While there is evidence to suggest that legal action and cultural reconfigurations attempted to reduce violence, it is equally apparent that by the 1870s, violence remained inexorably intertwined in nineteenth-century patriarchal mechanisms of control.

As often as not studies of law and society turn to the age-old question of whether or not law advances or follows social change. The results of this study are inconclusive but offer insights on this contemporary dialectic. Two events in this study mark significant, but different influences. First, the dramatic rise in committals in public peace offences in the 1850s followed both an increase in municipal laws and policing. Again in the 1870s the debate around wife assault assumed that it would be judicial regulations not community sanctions that would play a key role in resolving the problem.

A more detailed examination of the evidence suggests that during the nineteenth century law increasingly prevailed as a site of social struggles. This is
seen, for example, in the efforts of temperance lobbyists who by the 1850s began to redirect their attentions away from religious and community based institutions towards legal sanctions. Accordingly temperance activists advanced state restrictions on liquor sales, expanded municipal laws for public drunkenness, and campaigned to impose punitive gaol sentences of "hard labour" to establish reforms. Perhaps law's greatest triumph as an agent of social regulation came in the 1870s when the provincial government overrode individual rights by endorsing legislation which forced long term hospitalization for "habitual drunkards." Although such efforts ultimately failed to achieve reformers' objectives, they nonetheless illustrate the power of law to administer social change.

Taken together the arguments presented in this study have implications for other historical research and contemporary debates. First, among other community studies of north eastern United States some legal historians argue that by 1830, the general shift from informal regulations practised by town councillors, church leaders and lay jurors to formal legal structures reflected a decline in "community" values. Unlike the American research which is based on analyses of informal institutions, civil law and superior court judgements, this study of lower courts -- where in fact most individuals encountered the law -- concluded that the social welfare functions of "community" remained in force in Grey and Perth counties until the end of the nineteenth century.

Although observers often debate current diversities in law, the preceding research suggests that, historically, it has always been a part of legal traditions and
practice. Diversity in the nineteenth century was highlighted by stages of settlement and by sex. These conclusions offer important implications for how we think about the past. If, as suggested, crime is a mirror on society then the conclusions reached in this study suggest that the reflection depends, in part, on where the mirror is placed and who is being reflected.

A study of criminals and crime informs us not only of the evolving nature of criminal justice, in a broader sense, it delineates the fundamental transformation of social relations during state formation. A social history of law, gets beyond "law on the books" to include the experience of those being brought before the courts. Examining local enforcement practices and the precise nature and application of punitive penalties probes the very heartbeat of society. Exploring this interactive process among individuals, communities and the state assists in identifying some of the fundamental principles governing society -- who we are, our attitudes and our values -- in short, our culture.
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APPENDIX A

CRIMINAL CATEGORIES

FEMALES CHARGED WITH CRIMES

1) OF OFFENCES AFFECTING THE STATE: INSTITUTIONS AND REGULATIONS

A. JUDICIAL INSTITUTIONS

1. Judicial Administration
   - contempt of assize court
   - contempt of court
   - gaol breaking
   - perjury

2. Offences Related to Judicial Proceedings
   - default of finding sureties
   - in default of finding sureties to keep the peace
   - default of paying fine
   - default of paying fine for disorderly conduct
   - default of paying sureties
   - default of sureties
   - in default of finding bail to appear to prosecute
   - non-payment of costs of suit
   - non-payment of fine
   - want of sureties (to keep the peace)
   - to find sureties of the peace

B. MILITIA AND RECRUITING OFFENCES

C. REVENUE AND TRADE REGULATIONS

   - breach of inland revenue laws

D. LABOUR OFFENCES

   - absenting self from the work of her employer
   - deserting employer
E. MARRIAGE/FAMILY LAW OFFENCES

-bigamy

2) OF OFFENCES PRINCIPALLY AFFECTING THE PUBLIC PEACE (COMMON NUISANCES): INDECENCY, IMMORALITY, PROFANITY, OR INSULTING LANGUAGE

A. INDECENCY AND IMMORALITY

1. Indecency

- indecent and disorderly
- exposing herself in a shameful manner

2. a. Prostitution: Trade Worker

- disorderly house
- drunk in a house of ill fame
- exposing herself in a shameful manner
- frequenting disorderly house
- frequenting bawdy house
- inmates of disorderly house
- indecent house
- inmate house of ill-fame
- prostitute
- prostitution and drunkenness
- resorting to house of ill-fame
- frequenting a house of ill-fame
- vagrancy and prostitution
- vagrant and frequenting a house of ill-fame

2. b. Prostitution: Madame

- drunk and keeping a bawdy house
- keeping disorderly house
- keeping house of ill-fame
- vagrant keeping house of ill-fame
B. PROFANITY AGAINST GOD AND RELIGION/LANGUAGE OFFENCES

1. Profanity
   - profane language
   - drunk and disorderly throwing stones and using blasphemous language

2. Abusive Language
   - abusive language
   - cursing
   - using indecent and improper language
   - using obscene language
   - insulting language
   - grossly insulting language

C. PUBLIC PEACE (STREET SWEEPING)

1. Disorderly
   - disorderly
   - disorderly and using abusive language
   - disorderly conduct
   - disorderly character
   - disorderly in the streets
   - disorderly and trespassing
   - disturbance
   - making disturbance

2. Drunk
   - drunk in the streets
   - drunk and disorderly and...
   - drunk etc.
   - drunkenness
   - drunk and incapable
   - drunk and other scandalous actions
   - drunk and vagrant

3. Vagrancy
   - vagrancy
- idleness
- indigent
- loose idle person
- vagrant drunk and disorderly
- common vagrant
- wandering about

4.a. Peace and Public Order: General

- breach of the peace
- breach of the peace ordinance
- keep the peace
- carrying a revolver
- obstructing licence inspector while in discharge of his duties

4.b. Peace and Public Order: Family

D. REGULATORY OFFENCES

1. Municipal By-laws and Licensing

- breach of the by-laws of the corporation
- violating by-laws

2. Liquor Offences

- selling liquor without a licence

3) OF OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON

1. Assault

- assault
- threatening
- threatening to shoot
- affray assault
- disorderly conduct and assault
- threatening and want of sureties
- trespassing and threatening

2. Assault and Battery

- assault and battery
3. **Aggravated Assault**

- aggravated assault
- wounding with intent to do bodily harm
- aiding and abetting stabbing with a knife
- assault by cutting the neck with a razor
- malicious injury

4. **Assault/Obstruction Against Agents of the Law**

- obstructing constable
- assault and battery on constable
- assaulting police

5. **Domestic Assault**

6. **Sexual Assault**

7. **Murder**

- murder
- of aiding and abetting a murder
- on suspicion of murder
- murder of an infant child

8. **Attempted Murder**

- trying to kill
- assault with attempt to kill
- attempt to murder
- assault with intent to commit murder

9. **Self-murder**

- attempt suicide

10. **Manslaughter**

- manslaughter

11. **Abortion**

- administering poison
12. Concealment of Birth
- concealing birth
- concealing the birth of child
- concealment of child birth and negligence

13. Infanticide
- infanticide

14. Negligence Causing Death of a Child
- causing death of child from negligence
- wilful neglect of an infant causing death
- wilful culpable negligence causing the death of child

15. Abandoning/Deserting a Child
- abandoning her child
- child desertion
- deserting her child

16. Stealing a Child
- stealing a child

4) OF OFFENCES AGAINST PROPERTY

1. Trespass
- trespass

2. Malicious Injuries to Property with Intent to Destroy
- abusing property
- breaking windows
- disorderly breaking windows
- injury to property
- poisoning well water

3. Injuring/Destroying Animals, Birds
- assisting to kill a heifer
-poisoning a cow

4. Stealing Horses

5. Larceny

- larceny
- milking cows
- on suspicion of larceny
- stealing goods
- larceny carrying arms
- stealing
- stealing a steer

6. Burglary

7. House Breaking

- house breaking and assault
- house breaking with intent

8. Robbery*(against the person)

- robbery
- assault, battery and robbery
- larceny and assault

9. Arson

- arson
- accessory before the fact of arson
- threatening arson

10. Receiver of Stolen Goods

- concealing stolen money
- receiving stolen goods
- receiving stolen property
- stolen property found in her possession

11. Embezzlement

12. Fraud
-fraud
-obtaining goods under false pretences
-obtaining money under false pretences

13. Forger
y
-forgery
-paying bad money
-uttering a forged note

14. Fraud and Forgery*
fraud and forgery

5) OTHER REASONS FOR BEING IN JAIL

1. Insanity

dangerous to be at large
dangerous lunatic
-insane
-insane and dangerous
-insane and dangerous to be at large
-insane and suicidal
-insane lunatic
-lunatic
-maniac
-unsound mind
-vagrant and idiot
-vagrant insane
-vagrant lunatic
-violent and outrageous being insane by the excessive use of indecent [illegible?]"

2. Debt

debtor

3. Unknown Offences

capais
-on remand and further remand
4. Miscellaneous

- crown witness
- detained as a witness
- miscellaneous
- safe keeping

MEN CHARGED WITH CRIMES

1) OF OFFENCES AFFECTING THE STATE: INSTITUTIONS AND REGULATIONS

A. JUDICIAL INSTITUTIONS

1. Judicial Administration

- abusing magistrate
- conspiracy to break gaol
- contempt of court
- contempt of justice’s court
- escaping gaol
- inducing witness to leave the country
- libel
- perjury

2. Offences Related to Judicial Proceedings

- default of paying fine
- default of paying fine for assault
- default of paying fine for drunkenness
- default of finding sureties
- default of finding sureties to keep the peace
- default of sureties
- want of sureties
- want of sureties to keep the peace
- non-payment of fines
- want of bail
- want of bail for appearance at Quarter Session
- want of bail to keep the peace

B. MILITIA AND RECRUITING OFFENCES

- breach militia duty
- deserting HHC
- enlisting men for foreign service
- enticing her majesty's subjects to enlist in the American army
- enticing to desert
- neglecting service and disobeying lawful orders
- vagrancy and deserter

C. REVENUE AND TRADE OFFENCES

- altering forged note
- breach of inland revenue laws
- counterfeiting and uttering spurious coin
- passing counterfeit
- passing spurious money under false pretences
- smuggling
- taking illegal trade

D. LABOUR REGULATORY OFFENCES

- deserting his employment
- leaving employer
- leaving service of employer without leave
- practised medicine without being registered
- refusing to work for his employer

E. MARRIAGE/FAMILY LAW OFFENCES

- bigamy

2) OF OFFENCES PRINCIPALLY AFFECTING THE PUBLIC PEACE
(COMMON NUISANCES): INDECENCY, IMMORALITY, PROFANITY, OR INSULTING LANGUAGE

A. INDECENCY AND IMMORALITY

1. Indecency

- exposing his person on the streets

2. a. Prostitution: Client

- frequenting disorderly house
- frequenting house of ill-fame and vagrancy
- inmate of a disorderly house
- resorting to house of ill-fame
- vagrant and frequenting house of ill-fame

2.b. *Prostitution: Pimp*

- keeping house of ill-fame
- keeping disorderly house

**B. PROFANITY AGAINST GOD AND RELIGION/LANGUAGE OFFENCES**

1. *Profanity*

- blasphemy
- profanity
- swearing by God

2. *Abusive Language*

- abusive language
- using abusive language
- uttering dreadful language
- grossly insulting and indecent language
- using insulting language
- using grossly insulting language

**C. PUBLIC PEACE (STREET SWEEPING)**

1. *Disorderly*

- disorderly
- disorderly conduct
- disorderly on the streets
- furious driving
- throwing stones in the street

2. *Drunk*

- breach of police laws and drunkenness
- drunk and incapable of taking care of himself
- drunk
- drunk and disorderly
- drunk and disorderly etc.
- drunk and disorderly on two occasions
-drunk and incapable
-drunk and fighting
-drunk and riotous
-drunk and vagrant
-drunk on the streets

3. Vagrancy

-vagrant
-begging alms under false pretences
-incorrigible vagabond
-vagrancy and idleness
-wandering

4.a. Peace and Public Order: General

-breach of the peace
-carrying a revolver
-gambling
-nuisance
-refusing to allow a traveller to pass him on the highway
-riot

4.b. Peace and Public Order: Family

-neglecting to support wife
-refusing to support family
-wife desertion

D. REGULATORY OFFENCES

1. Municipal By-laws and Licensing

-refusing to perform statute labour
-breach of police by-laws
-rescuing pigs from the pound
-putting rubbish of streets
-carting without a licence

2. Liquor Offences

-selling liquor without a license
-illicit distillation
3) OF OFFENCES AGAINST THE PERSON

1. Assault

-assault
-assault and trespassing
-common assault
-carrying unlawful weapons
-fighting and raising an affray
-fighting on street
-pointing a pistol
-riot affray
-threatening
-threatening and want of sureties
-threatening to kill people
-threatening to stab
-violent and disorderly

2. Assault and Battery

-assault and battery
-assault and beating
-aiding in shooting
-attempt to stab
-cutting and wounding
-feloniously wounding
-shooting
-unlawful wounding

3. Aggravated Assault:

-assault and threatening
-assault with intent
-assault with intent to maim
-assault with intent to kill or maim
-assault and wounding
-attempting to shoot with intent
-cutting with intent to maim to disfigure or disable
-malicious injury
-malicious wounding
-riot assault and battery
-stabbing
-stabbing and maiming
-violent assault with intent
-wounding with intent to do bodily harm
-wounding and doing grievous bodily harm
-wounding with intent

4. Assault/Obstruction Against Agents of the Law

-assault and battery on constable
-assault on sheriff officer
-assaulting and obstructing constable
-assaulting bailiff
-assaulting constable
-assaulting police
-attempting to stab a policeman
-obstructing a constable and the peace
-obstructing police
-resisting police authorities

5. Domestic Assault

-assaulting his wife
-beating his wife
-disorderly and beating his wife

6. Sexual Assault

-indecent assault
-assault with attempt to rape
-rape

7. Murder

-murder
-accessory to murder
-felonious killing
-wilful murder
-aiding and abetting in wilful murder
-killing by stabbing with a knife

8. Attempted murder

-assault and battery with intent to kill
-assault with intent to kill
-shooting with intent to kill
9. Self-murder
- attempting to commit suicide
- attempting to drown himself

10. Manslaughter
- manslaughter

11. Abortion

12. Concealment of birth

13. Infanticide

14. Negligence Causing Death of Child

15. Abandoning/Deserting a Child

16. Stealing a Child

4) OF OFFENCES AGAINST PROPERTY

1. Trespass
- trespass

2. Malicious Injuries To Property with Intent To Destroy
- breaking garden fence
- damaging property
- injury to property
- malicious injury to property
- malicious trespass
- poisoning water well

3. Injuring/Destroying Animals, Birds
- cruelty to animals
- destroying birds
- dogging cattle
- killing deer
- ill using a cow
- maliciously shooting a dog
- maiming cattle

4. Stealing Animals

- horse stealing

5. Larceny

- accessory to stealing
- larceny
- on suspicion of larceny
- petty larceny
- stealing
- stealing money
- stealing a pair of boots and a pair of trousers
- stealing cordwood
- stealing fruit
- stealing lumber
- receiving property from sheriff
- stealing a steer

6. Burglary

- burglary
- forcible entry
- housebreaking and larceny
- housebreaking and riot
- housebreaking and robbery

7. House Breaking

- assault and house breaking
- breaking into passenger car
- house breaking
- house breaking with intent
- house breaking into a house with intent to commit a felony

8. Robbery* (against person)

- assault, battery and robbery
- assault with intent to rob
- assault and robbery
- on suspicion of robbery
- robbery
- robbery from the person

9. Arson

- arson
- incendiarism
- suspicion of arson

10. Receiver of Stolen Goods

- receiving stolen goods
- having stolen goods in his possession

11. Embezzlement

- embezzlement

12. Fraud

- fraud
- attempting to obtain money under false pretences
- obtaining goods and chattels under false pretences
- obtaining goods under false pretences
- obtaining money under false pretences
- obtaining property under false pretences
- false pretences

13. Forgery

- forgery

14. Forgery and Fraud*

5) OTHER REASONS FOR BEING IN JAIL

1. Insanity

- acting as if he is insane
- assault and unsound mind
- dangerous lunatic
- dangerous to be at large
- dangerous and deranged
- idiot
- insane
- insane and dangerous
- insane and unsafe to be at large
- lunacy
- maniac
- unsound mind and dangerous

2. Debt

-debtor

3. Unknown Offences

- accessory to a felony
- attempting to commit a felony
- bench warrant
- breach warrant of court of Queen's bench
- capias (bench warrant)
- conspiracy
- felony
- harbouring and concealing
- military related punishment (93 Regiment)
- misdemeanour
- remand
- summary punishment
- warrant remand

4. Miscellaneous

- constable for safe keeping to take before justice of the peace
- detained as witness for crown
- queen's evidence
- township reeve

* To be considered in two categories: robbery (person and property); fraud and forgery (state and property).
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